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1

Introduction

Understanding Social Institutions and Ourselves  
in a New Media Society

Key Concepts
New media are the mass communications that rely on digital 

technologies such as social media, online games and applica-
tions, multimedia, productivity applications, cloud computing, 
interoperable systems, and mobile devices. New media are part 
of mass media.

Social institutions are the systems of established social rules that 
create stable expectations for behavior. Social institutions 
include family and religion, which provide support and a sense 
of purpose, and education, government, and law, which help 
create social order. Mass media are also a social institution.

Structure refers to the rules and practices provided by society and 
social institutions.

Agency refers to individuals’ decisions to conform to or challenge 
the rules or practices of a social institution.

The social exchange model highlights the importance of relational 
dynamics, or how the behavior of one actor is shaped by the 
behaviors of other actors and by changes in the institutional 
context.

The fish will be the last to discover water.
— Anonymous

Can you imagine trying to explain water to fish? Fish know a lot about 
their watery world. They know where to find food, where they are likely 
to become food, and where the water is too warm or too cold for them  
to survive. Fish, however, are unlikely to discover water itself because it 
is impossible to see. Water is their reality. Water provides the backdrop 
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2 | Introduction

to everything fish know about living and dying. The only way for fish to 
understand the importance of water to their lives is to remove them from it.

The same can be said about us and new media, or the mass commu-
nications that rely on the digital technologies that we use daily. We use 
devices— cell phones, computers, tablets— to access the internet, read 
the news, watch television, chat with our friends, make our appoint-
ments, and register for school. If you look at figure I.1, which is based 
on data provided by the Nielsen Research Center, you begin to get a 
sense of just how important new media are in our lives. As you can 
see in the figure, 122 million Americans stream video on their smart-
phones, and 146 million Americans stream video on their computers. 
We engage one another a lot via new media as well. According to the 
Nielsen Research Center, 142 million users access social media through 
apps on their smartphones, and 133 million users access social media 
through their computers.

Table I.1, which was created using data from Statista, shows our aver-
age daily media use in minutes. You can see that Americans increasingly 
spend time using mobile devices. Over a five- year period, Americans’ 
average daily use of mobile media grew from 88 minutes per day in 2012 
to 195 minutes per day in 2017— a difference of 107 minutes. At the same 

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

Using Social Media on an App on a Smartphone
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Figure I.1. Number of Users by Device in Millions. Source: Nielsen Research Center.
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time, this doesn’t necessarily mean that we are watching less TV. Notice 
that TV use is only down 38 minutes per day, and desktop/laptop use 
is only down 14 minutes per day during the same six- year time period.

New media, in short, are our water; they provide the backdrop for 
most of our encounters. We swim in a technological world, yet like fish, 
we rarely think about how new media potentially change the ways in 
which we interact with one another or shape how we live our lives. The 
social changes resulting from the emergence of new media are conse-
quential. For example, new media alter how we understand our intimate 
relationships. We may find it easier to text our family good and bad news 
or find email a convenient way to end a relationship— intimate interac-
tions that had to be done over the phone or face- to- face only twenty 
years ago. Similarly, we may find it more enjoyable to take a required 
class online because we can do it from the comfort of our homes, in our 
pajamas and at our convenience— an option that has only been avail-
able in the last decade. New media have fundamentally changed how we 
interact with one another and how we navigate daily life. This book pro-
vides a sociological approach to understanding how new media shape 
our interactions and our experiences. Specifically, this book explores 
two related questions:

 1. How do new media shape our interactions and experiences with one 
another?

 2. How do new media change the social institutions, or the systems of 
established social rules that create stable expectations for behavior, gov-
erning our lives?

Table I.1. Average Daily Media Use in Minutes, 2012– 2018. Source: Statista.
TV Desktop/

Laptop
Mobile Radio Newspapers Magazines

2012 278 144 88 92 24 17

2013 271 136 135 90 20 15

2014 262 134 157 88 18 13

2015 251 132 177 87 17 13

2016 245 131 186 87 16 12

2017 240 130 195 86 15 11

2018 235 128 203 85 15 11
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If you are new to sociology, you should know that sociologists study 
the development and structure of human society. While sociologists are 
interested in individuals, they analyze how people live together as well as 
how their lives are organized by social institutions such as family, work, 
and education. Sociologists, in other words, make clear distinctions 
between individual experience and the institutional context in which 
those experiences occur. If this seems confusing, don’t worry. In this 
chapter, I will discuss social institutions in more detail and outline how a 
sociologist might analyze the effects of new media on social institutions.

Social Institutions Explained

A social institution is an organization that is critical to teaching us the 
norms and behaviors of a culture. Social institutions provide us with a 
common identity and give us a sense of order because they establish 
a sense of purpose and direction as well as dictate clear rules for behav-
ior. For example, we learn a lot more than just our ABCs in school. The 
American education system brings diverse groups of people together 
and gives them common membership in a group, such as kindergartners 
or high schoolers, as well as provides them a common sense of direction 
(to do well in school, graduate, and get a job). Social institutions, in 
short, give us a sense of purpose and offer us support so that we know 
what to expect from different social settings and know how to interact 
with one another.

Generally speaking, there are six social institutions that sociologists 
study in order to better understand the structure of a society:

 1. Family, which teaches us about the world and our place in it
 2. Education, which teaches us how to get along with one another and 

trains us to be good workers
 3. Religion, which provides us a unified system of beliefs and a moral code 

by which we are supposed to live
 4. Work, which provides for the production and distribution of goods/

services
 5. Law, which maintains social order through law enforcement
 6. Politics, which maintains social order through policy
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These institutions are critical because they encompass every area of 
social life and because they fulfill essential functions— such as preserv-
ing order and perpetuating society— that other groups cannot do. As a 
result, we know how to behave in a classroom, in the grocery store, and 
at our workplace— and we expect others to behave in a similar manner 
or to experience consequences for their failure to do so.

Society, of course, is not static. Social forces such as industrializa-
tion, urbanization, globalization, and technological development have 
made it more difficult for these social institutions to do their jobs. For 
example, if fewer people attend church or temple services, it becomes 
more difficult for religious leaders to give individuals a sense of pur-
pose and offer them support. This does not mean that society will fall 
apart. It’s quite the opposite. As our society becomes more complicated, 
new institutions emerge and help maintain social stability. In fact, mass 
media are one of the social institutions that have helped maintain social 
stability in our complex society.

You might be thinking, “Wait a minute. Aren’t mass media part of the 
economy?” After all, like other industries, mass media companies are 
oriented toward making a profit. This is true. Traditional media outlets, 
such as newspapers, books, magazines, radio, and television, as well as 
new media platforms, such as blogs and services like Amazon Prime, 
Hulu, and Netflix, are all oriented toward profit- making. However, mass 
media also are a social institution because they teach us the norms and 
behaviors of our society. Mass media help give meaning to the world 
around us and provide guidance on how we should behave in it. We 
don’t simply have to rely on our families or our pastors to tell us how 
to behave; we can watch a movie or go online to learn more about the 
kinds of rewards and punishments that go along with different kinds of 
behavior. Similarly, we don’t completely rely on educational and reli-
gious institutions to integrate us into groups and give us a sense of mem-
bership. If we have a particular interest, we can simply go online and 
find a website, discussion board, or chat room where individuals gather 
and talk about the interests they have in common.

To be sure, the economic and social functions of mass media do not 
perfectly complement one another. Since media companies primarily 
are interested in growing their bottom line, they use content to sell us 
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products and lifestyles. Let’s use MTV’s hit series Teen Mom as an exam-
ple of how the economic and social functions of mass media can come 
into conflict. Teen Mom, which follows the lives of several teenagers who 
have had children, is used in more than three thousand middle and high 
school classrooms across the United States to warn teenagers about the 
pitfalls of teen parenting. In the reality show, the teen moms are shown 
struggling to find housing, obtain child care, and stay in school. This, 
however, is not the only reality the show’s audience sees. Since the show 
also needs to make money, MTV features products in its shows. Teen 
Mom becomes a showcase for products, and the teen moms get exten-
sive makeovers, posh baby accessories, and expensive clothing— none 
of which most teen moms could afford. The teen moms also are shown 
engaged in dramatic, and sometimes destructive or violent, behavior. 
From an economic point of view, emphasizing conflict on the show 
makes a lot of sense. After all, if the teen moms were only shown chang-
ing diapers, MTV probably would not have advertisers or an audience 
for the program. However, the focus on products and drama arguably 
undercuts the social message of the program. A viewer of Teen Mom, 
for instance, may not get the message that being a parent during your 
teenage years is very challenging. Instead, she might think that being 
a teen mom is glamorous and wonder whether she might be able to 
get on the show herself. In fact, in 2011, a staff writer for the New York 
Post pointed out that three of Teen Mom 2’s Janelle Evans’s friends got 
pregnant within a year of her appearance on the show and that another 
teen mom roommate, Megan Nelson, became pregnant in an effort to 
become a regular on the show.

Of course, media companies do not simply drive the desires of Amer-
icans. Not all teens want to be moms or get the latest baby swag. New 
products and platforms emerge in response to what we like and want. 
Let’s use social media as an example. Facebook burst onto the Harvard 
University scene in 2004. By 2006, Facebook had spread beyond college 
campuses and had twelve million users worldwide. Given the popular-
ity of Facebook, it is not surprising that other companies tried to create 
additional social media platforms and that many of these efforts failed. 
The founder of Monster .com, for instance, created a social media site 
called Eons for the more- than- fifty crowd in 2007. Given the relative 
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newness of social media and the site’s focus on a demographic that was 
not very familiar with digital technology, Eons did not attract enough 
users, and it failed. Twitter, in contrast, is an example of a successful 
social media platform. Founded in 2006, Twitter capitalized on a pop-
ular feature of Facebook— the status updates. Twitter allows users to 
“microblog,” or communicate their thoughts, opinions, and activities in 
280 characters or less, well beyond their standard friendship networks. 
Using hashtags, individuals can follow topics and connect with people 
around the world who share their interests.

The preferences of users have shaped the development of social 
media in other ways. Both Facebook and Twitter are commercial ven-
tures designed to generate a profit. Both platforms prominently include 
advertising on their sites and sell user information to corporations. In 
fact, we’ve recently seen in the Cambridge Analytica scandal, in which 
the company accessed the private information of more than fifty mil-
lion Facebook users and then used this information to influence voter 
behavior in the 2016 presidential election, just how much of our personal 
information can be accessed by third parties. While some individuals do 
not mind the commercial aspects of Facebook and Twitter, others do. 
New platforms have emerged to address users’ concerns regarding the 
collection and sale of user information. Paul Budnitz, for example, cre-
ated Ello, an advertiser- free social networking site. As you can see from 
the Ello Manifesto below, Budnitz rejects the idea that a social network-
ing site needs to be commercially driven to succeed. In an interview with 
BetaBeat, which is the innovation section of the New York Observer, 
Budnitz argued that “Facebook, Google+, Tumblr, etc. aren’t really social 
networks— they’re advertising platforms. They exist to sell ads. That’s it.” 
Ello allows users to post content, send messages, and share links; it just 
prohibits advertising, since it distracts from the users’ experiences. Yik 
Yak, another social media platform, was also created in response to users’ 
concerns over what Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and other commercial 
platforms were doing with their personal information. Yik Yak, which 
was designed for college students, allowed individuals who were within 
ten miles of a college or university campus to post content anonymously 
on a wall. In both of these cases, we can see that social media platforms 
developed in response to the people who used them.
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Ello Manifesto
Your social network is owned by advertisers.

Every post you share, every friend you make, and every link you fol-
low is tracked, recorded, and converted into data. Advertisers buy your 
data so they can show you more ads. You are the product that’s bought 
and sold.

We believe there is a better way. We believe in audacity. We believe 
in beauty, simplicity, and transparency. We believe that the people who 
make things and the people who use them should be in partnership.

We believe a social network can be a tool for empowerment. Not a 
tool to deceive, coerce, and manipulate— but a place to connect, create, 
and celebrate life.

You are not a product.

In sum, social institutions such as family, education, government, 
religion, and work are critical for reproducing American society. Social 
institutions fulfill our need for learning, provide social order, give us a 
sense of purpose, and offer us support. As our society has gotten more 
complicated, however, new social institutions have arisen to help main-
tain social order. Mass media, including new media, are an example of a 
social institution that emerged in response to increased social complex-
ity. However, mass media are not just a social institution. Media often 
are oriented to profit- making, which affects how companies craft the 
stories they tell us, the products they offer, and, consequently, the mes-
sages we receive about the world and how it works.

A Sociological Approach to Studying New Media

It can be difficult to assess the effects of new media on our behaviors 
and lives. Some of our behavioral changes in response to technological 
innovation are fairly straightforward. The rise in internet- based video 
streaming services such as Amazon Prime, Hulu, and Netflix, for exam-
ple, drove video stores out of business and caused some households to 
drop their cable and satellite services and stream video over televisions 
and mobile devices instead. Likewise, technological advances in mobile 
phones have altered who has a phone as well as how mobile phones 
are used. Motorola brought the first generation of mobile phones (also 
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known as 1G) to the public in 1984. These early mobile phones, which 
cost more than two thousand dollars each, were largely installed in 
cars because they were too bulky to carry around. The inconvenience  
and cost of this mobile technology meant that not many people owned 
them. Mobile phone usage increased dramatically in the 1990s as 
second- generation (or 2G) technology made phones smaller, more reli-
able, and more affordable than in the past. As phones and phone plans 
became more affordable, more people bought them and integrated this 
technology into their daily routines.

However, third- generation (3G) and fourth- generation (4G) technol-
ogy, which is what most of us have today, fundamentally changed how 
we use our mobile phones. Each new generation transfers data faster and 
allows us to do more on our mobile phones. As a result, more and more 
Americans buy mobile “smartphones” and use them for various pur-
poses. You can see in figure I.2 that 45.9 percent of the American popu-
lation owns a smartphone and that 75 percent own a web- enabled device 
that is also a mobile phone. The widespread availability of 3G and 4G 
technology has changed how we use our phones. 3G and 4G technology, 
for example, allows us to transfer emails, information, and instant mes-
sages to one another, which, as you can see in figure I.3, makes it easy for 
us to use our phones for banking (42.7 percent of mobile phone owners), 
to check the weather (80.5 percent of mobile phone owners), to keep up 
with the news (65 percent of mobile phone owners), to listen to internet 
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Figure I.2. Percentage of Americans with Different Media Devices. Source: Pew 
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radio (51.2 percent of mobile phone users), to play games (65.2 percent 
of mobile phone users), and to communicate with our friends via social 
networks (70.2 percent of mobile phone users). In other words, we 
do not need to watch the local news to check the weather or wait for 
our favorite song to play over the radio. We can do all this, and more, 
on our mobile devices.

Think of it! Less than one hundred years ago, the television was intro-
duced to the public at the New York World’s Fair. President Franklin 
Roosevelt dedicated the fair and became the first American president 
to be televised. Now American presidents can speak with us directly 
through social media at any time of day. Given these dramatic changes, 
how do we understand the role of new media in our lives? Different dis-
ciplines in the social sciences have different approaches for studying the 
world. Since sociologists study the development and structure of human 
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society, they do not assume that new media are “good” or “bad” for 
American society. Instead, they examine how new media shape human 
interaction and institutional life from the perspective of different actors 
and assess how new media are intentionally (or unintentionally) used to 
challenge existing institutional arrangements.

Let’s extend our discussion of social institutions to better understand 
how sociologists study the effects of new media on American society. As 
we discussed above, in America’s early history, social institutions such 
as education, family, religion, and government provided individuals 
information, tradition, and a moral compass. Technological develop-
ments, however, have diminished the roles of traditional social institu-
tions in this regard and, increasingly, mass media have stepped in and 
picked up the slack. Mass media are a social institution. The relationship 
between traditional social institutions and new media is complicated 
by another factor as well. New media are so pervasive that traditional 
social institutions such as family, education, religion, government, and 
work are both shaped by and dependent on communication technology 
to fulfill their functions.

Politics are a good example. Politicians use media to influence the 
public. Politicians spend millions of dollars on advertising designed 
to make their opponents look bad and make themselves look good to 
voters. That said, politicians’ actions are also affected by what happens 
in mass media. For instance, when Barack Obama ran for the Demo-
cratic presidential nomination, he focused on new media, such as social 
media, rather than traditional media outlets, such as broadcast televi-
sion, to beat his opponent, Hillary Clinton. Obama had a two- pronged 
approach when it came to using new media. First, he used social media 
to connect with his supporters directly. In 2007, Obama’s staff took to 
Twitter to connect with and organize voters. In fact, his account was one 
of the most followed in the world at the time. Second, Obama rewarded 
bloggers for writing posts that were supportive of his presidential bid by 
giving them exclusive interviews and campaign information. Lots of 
bloggers wrote supportive posts because they knew that having insider 
information and exclusive interviews would draw people to their sites. 
Hillary Clinton, who made limited use of new media, quickly found her-
self out of presidential contention as the buzz around Obama and his 
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call for “change” and “hope” grew louder online and offline. Clinton’s 
presidential bid, in short, was shaped by mass media— and new media in 
particular— even though she made little use of it in her own campaign.

Hillary Clinton upped her social media game during the 2016 presi-
dential campaign cycle and was quite effective. According to the conser-
vative news outlet National Review, Clinton’s tweets were liked, shared, 
and commented on more often than her opponent Donald Trump’s 
tweets. Clinton’s “Delete your account” tweet, which was a response to 
Trump criticizing President Obama for endorsing her, was retweeted 
more than five hundred thousand times. A sarcastic “‘I never said 
that.’— Donald Trump, who said that” with a link to Trump’s 2012 tweet 
claiming global warming was a Chinese hoax posted by a Clinton staffer 
during a presidential debate also was retweeted more than one hundred 
thousand times. Additionally, Clinton’s Facebook account was more 
active than Trump’s account, although he had more followers. National 
Review reported that Clinton’s accounts had almost 190 million likes, 
comments, and shares. However, this did not translate into presidential 
victory for Clinton. This, in part, was because Donald Trump’s in- your- 
face, often- offensive tweets were not just retweeted and discussed in 
online forums such as Reddit but also made it into mainstream and 
cable news. Anchors and pundits spent countless hours analyzing and, 
in some instances, deriding Trump’s use of Twitter. While Trump’s use of 
Twitter alone doesn’t account for his presidential victory, it is clear that 
new media play a critical role in Americans’ understandings of politics.

There are also plenty of instances in which it is unclear how the inter-
actions between humans and technology will shape institutional prac-
tices. Let’s take the example of Yik Yak. Mostly, Yik Yak provided a virtual 
public forum for college students, who posted everything from com-
plaints about the food in the student union to jokes about bodily func-
tions. Yik Yak, however, was not always used as the creators intended, 
and this affected institutional operations. For example, several students 
used Yik Yak to post anonymous threats against high schools, colleges, 
and universities— threats that closed schools and triggered police inves-
tigations on campuses. Similarly, some students used Yik Yak to post 
racially charged, sexual, or otherwise disparaging comments about their 
classmates and professors. These Yik Yak controversies spurred calls for 
bans on anonymous platforms and faculty action, including “Yak Back” 
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protests in which professors hijacked Yik Yak with their own commen-
tary. Schools across the country banned Yik Yak, and its use plummeted. 
In 2017, Yik Yak shut down.

So how would a sociologist study Yik Yak and its effects on educa-
tion? A sociologist would focus on the push and pull between struc-
ture and agency. Structure refers to the rules and practices provided by 
society and social institutions. Agency refers to individuals’ decisions 
to conform to or challenge the rules or practices of a social institu-
tion. Sociologists believe that individuals can make choices and that 
these choices can have important consequences. Individuals, however, 
make choices in institutional settings over which they have little control. 
For example, a student can decide to post on Yik Yak or check her email 
instead of listening to a course lecture. This is agency. While this choice 
does not change the fact that she needs to take the required course as 
part of her major, it may alter whether a professor allows the use of 

Individuals/Actors

Institutions

Mass Media
(including new media)

Figure I.4. The Social Exchange Model
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devices in his classroom. This is structure. So to better understand how 
new media affect education a sociologist might study whether profes-
sors’ policies regarding electronic devices and computers have changed 
with the introduction of social media platforms such as Yik Yak.

Understanding New Media in American Society

Now that we have a better sense of why social institutions matter and 
understand how sociologists study them, we can begin to make sense 
of the complex interactions between individuals, institutions, and new 
media. Figure I.4 provides a simple graphic summary of these relation-
ships. Mass media, which consist of diverse communications technology, 
including new media, provide a backdrop for our interactions with insti-
tutions. In this way, it is the water in which we swim. New media make 
it easier for us to connect with one another and provide us new ways to 
engage one another relative to social institutions. For example, we can 
email or text our colleagues a work- related question after work hours 
and get a response. This innovation in how we do our work changes the 
social institution of work. Specifically, it changes bosses’ expectations of 
when our workday ends, and it changes our expectations about whether 
we should be paid for work done via email and text after regular hours. 
This model is called the social exchange model because it highlights the 
importance of relational dynamics, or how the behavior of one actor is 
shaped by the behaviors of other actors and by changes in the institu-
tional context. The consequences associated with these changes may be 
positive, negative, or both. Again, sociologists are not interested in argu-
ing whether new media are good or bad for a social institution. Instead, 
sociologists look at the relational dynamics between mass media, social 
institutions, and individuals/actors and examine how these interactions 
change our behavior and alter society.

You might still be curious about how individuals fit into the social 
exchange model. Agency indicates choice, and choice means that we 
could decide to ignore the guidelines we are given and try to change 
the social institutions governing us. This is true. Generally speak-
ing, social institutions tell us how to behave and interact in a setting, 
and we reproduce these rules and expectations every time we engage 
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in them. Sociologists assume that we typically uphold— rather than 
challenge— the norms and behaviors set out by social institutions 
because we are rational actors who want to maximize our opportuni-
ties (and minimize our personal costs) in a given setting. What distin-
guishes this logic from a pure cost- benefit calculation that we associate 
with economics is that sociologists believe that self- interest signals more 
than competition and the accumulation of wealth. Instead, sociologists 
argue that we rely on one another in order to accomplish our goals. This 
is a critical difference. Since we need one another to achieve our goals, 
we try to create mutually beneficial and stable relationships within an 
institution. This requires us to form commitments to one another that 
have more to them than the exchange of money, goods, and services. 
These relationships involve trust. Understood this way, you can see how 
the choices we make, which are based on a combination of self- interest 
and interdependence, end up reinforcing social institutions. To get 
what we want, we need to have a sense of how others will act in a given 
situation— and others expect the same from us. Consequently, we gener-
ally act in predictable ways, and these behaviors reinforce social institu-
tions. Again, this isn’t always the case. If we ignore, replace, or directly 
challenge social institutions, the rules by which they operate can change 
over time. We just don’t do this daily. We typically behave in ways that 
reproduce what we already know and do.

In the remainder of the book, I explore a different social institution—  
family, education, religion, work, law, and politics— in each chapter and 
outline how new media have changed our expectations as they relate to 
social institutions and the rules by which they operate. As you will see in 
the chapters, there generally is not a consensus on the effects new media 
have on these social institutions. For example, there is a lot of debate 
over the role of new media in the creation and enforcement of our laws. 
The purpose of this book then is to give you a sociological framework 
for understanding these debates and to provide you opportunities to 
apply sociological concepts to recent cases. Sometimes the material will 
be uncomfortable and controversial. The goal is to move beyond your 
personal reaction and think sociologically.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we defined social institutions and discussed how sociolo-
gists study them. We learned that traditional social institutions, such as 
family, education, religion, work, politics, and law, have diminished in 
strength as American society has changed in response to social forces 
(such as industrialization, urbanization, and technological innova-
tion) and become more complicated. New social institutions emerge in 
response to these social forces and help fill the gap by teaching us the 
norms and behaviors associated with American society and by giving us 
new ways to connect with one another. Mass media, which includes new 
media, are one of these social institutions.

We also learned that mass media are not just a social institution. 
Most media companies are oriented toward profit- making, which 
means that media platforms and content often are shaped by economic 
concerns. Consequently, we sometimes get distorted messages about 
social institutions, such as the family. Teen Mom, for example, doesn’t 
give a completely accurate view of parenting during your teen years. 
Showing sleep- deprived teen moms changing diapers would not attract 
many viewers or make MTV much money. Instead, MTV attracts view-
ers by focusing on the dramatic aspects of the moms’ lives and makes 
additional money by featuring products in the show. In short, mass 
media are affected by economics, which shapes what lessons about the 
world are broadcast throughout society.

We concluded the chapter with a discussion of the social exchange 
model, which focuses our attention on relational dynamics and helps 
us better understand how new media change our behavior and society. 
Specifically, the social exchange model draws attention to the following:

• the different actors engaged in a social institution and their priorities
• how different actors reproduce and challenge the practices and/or struc-

tural arrangements of an institution
• how social institutions respond to technological innovation and the shifts 

in interactions that come with it

As fish swimming in technological waters, it is difficult to determine the 
effect of new media on our lives. The value of the social exchange model 
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is that it highlights the interaction between structure and agency and 
allows us to critically examine how new media change our behavior 
and the social institutions that govern our lives.

In each chapter, we will think about how new media have challenged 
and changed our expectations as they relate to social institutions and the 
rules by which they operate. The social exchange model presented here 
is the underlying framework for the remainder of the book. The social 
exchange model helps us identify the relevant questions we should ask 
when analyzing the effects of new media on American social institutions. 
In this case, the social exchange model focuses on how the introduction  
of new media into a social institution affects individuals’ expectations of 
an institution as well as how actors within the institutions respond to these 
new and changing demands. Understanding these relationships is key to a 
sociological understanding of the role of new media in American society.

There are a couple of notes worth making about the book. As you 
go through the chapters, you will notice that I included case studies 
on important issues related to new media, such as countering religious 
extremism online and dataveillance (which refers to the collection and 
surveillance of data regarding where we go and what we do). In the case 
studies, I pose questions for you to think about and specifically ask you 
to consider these cases relative to course ideas and concepts. I hope that 
you will use the case studies to explore the relationship between new 
media and American social institutions in more detail. I’ve also included 
a section titled “Reproducing Inequality” in each of the chapters. In 
this section, I offer you additional information about a topic, such as 
the costs of online, for- profit education, and note how this reproduces 
inequality in American society. I hope that these sections will stimulate 
additional conversation about important sociological topics. At the end 
of each chapter, you will see a number of links that direct you to articles, 
talks, and films that will help you learn more about information cov-
ered in the chapter. There are also links that will help you learn more 
about the topics more generally. If you rented or purchased a print ver-
sion of this book, go to www .deanarohlinger .com to access a document 
with the “live” links. Finally, I have included a concept index at the end  
of the book. If you don’t remember a term discussed in a previous chap-
ter, navigate to the back of the book to read a definition and see on what 
page the concept was discussed.
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1

Virtual Selves and Textual Encounters

Key Concepts
Self refers to the relatively stable set of perceptions we have about 

who we are relative to others. The self is shaped through inter-
action with others in a variety of settings.

Identity is the behaviors we perform in a setting that are related  
to the self. We perform many identities including student, 
sibling, child, friend, worker, partner, and so on— all of which 
make up the self.

Family consists of people who consider themselves related by 
blood, marriage, or adoption. Family is a universal social 
institution. This means that while its form may vary, no matter 
where you go in the world or how remote the culture, you will 
find family.

Socialization is a major job of family. Socialization refers to teach-
ing children the language, social skills, and values of a society 
so that they can fit into a larger community.

Ontological security refers to our existential sense of self. Accord-
ing to Anthony Giddens, ontological security comes from our 
relationships with family members and friends and is achieved 
when we experience the positive and stable emotions that help 
us deal with events beyond our control.

If you have taken a sociology class, you probably have spent some 
amount of time contemplating the effects of mass media on the self, or 
the relatively stable set of perceptions we have about who we are rela-
tive to others. We compare ourselves to what we see in glossy magazine 
pages or on the screen and often find ourselves lacking. If you are a 
woman, then you may find yourself wondering how you measure up to 
the models and actresses you see. The points of comparison will vary. 
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Some women will focus on how their bodies compare with those of 
celebrities. Others will pay attention to actresses’ clothing, hair, facial 
features, and skin tone. Most women, however, find themselves not quite 
measuring up and looking for exercise programs, diets, and products 
that will help them inch closer to the ideal we see in virtually every 
place we look. This is no less true for men, who compare their looks, 
bodies, abilities, and successes to the images of muscle- bound, hand-
some actors, musicians, and athletes that dominate the media landscape. 
Now imagine that you don’t fit one of these gender ideals and neither  
set of images reflects your lived experiences. This is true for more than a 
million transgender individuals in the United States who, until recently, 
were almost completely absent from the media landscape. The absence 
of narratives is just as affecting as skewed ones. When there is no one 
that looks, feels, or has experiences like you in the vast offerings of mass 
media, it is easy to think that something about you is wrong— even when 
it’s not true. Mass media, in other words, influence how we think about 
ourselves—our looks, our intelligence, our abilities, and our worth.

Mass media also can affect how we behave in the world. The gorgeous 
actors, actresses, musicians, and athletes that we see are successful. They 
have wealth and fame. They have made it, and we pay attention to their 
behavior. We look for cues on how to make it too. As we discussed in the 
introduction, the behaviors that lead to celebrity are not always socially 
desirable. For example, if Teen Mom actually causes young women to  
get pregnant because they see the show as a way to fame and fortune, 
then the show has the opposite of the desired effect, which is to reduce 
teen pregnancy. This, of course, is a dramatic example. Mass media can 
affect how we behave in more subtle ways— how we walk or dance and 
what products we think express our identities.

To get a better sense of how this works, watch the PBS Frontline video 
“The Merchants of Cool” (the link is at the end of this chapter). While 
it is a bit dated (Britney Spears was at the top of her game in 2001 rather 
than trying to make a comeback), the video illustrates two important 
points. First, the video shows how the economic function of mass media 
affect what and how products are sold to us. Recall from the introduc-
tion that we discussed how mass media are a social institution but that 
they have a profit- making function as well. As a result, television pro-
grams sometimes give mixed messages to the audience. Teen Mom is 
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designed to prevent teen pregnancy but also uses the episodes to show-
case clothing and products that are too expensive for the average young 
mother. In “The Merchants of Cool,” the narrator of the video Douglas 
Rushkoff explains how media giant Viacom packages and markets “cool” 
to teens on MTV. Second, and more important for this discussion, the 
video shows how the teens, who gobble up MTV’s programing, mimic 
what they see. In a particularly poignant scene, a group of teens realize 
the cameras are taping them at a dance and they begin cheering and 
dancing just like the musicians, dancers, and spring breakers featured on 
MTV. The teens are presenting what they believe is desirable behavior. 
In short, the video shows how mass media shape our behavior, or, more 
specifically, how we present ourselves to others— even if we cannot see 
them.

You can start to see why sociologists are interested in studying the 
self. As we talked about in the previous chapter, sociologists are inter-
ested in how individuals reproduce and challenge social institutions. 
Remember that the behavior of one actor is shaped by the behaviors of 
other actors and by changes in the institutional context. We generally 
behave in predictable ways because it allows us to achieve our goals. At 
a more basic level, the interactions we have with one another also shape 
the self. Sociologist Erving Goffman used the theatre as a metaphor to 
explain how our interactions affect the ways in which we think about 
ourselves. Goffman argues that we can understand how we craft our 
sense of self by studying how we “perform” in front of others in differ-
ent “settings” or different social situations where interactions take place. 
Think of it this way. In a setting, we are on stage, and we perform an 
identity— or a particular version of our self— for an “audience” through 
our language, gestures, and actions. This performance is calculated. We 
behave in ways that are consistent with the situation and the expecta-
tions of the audience.

As you can probably guess, there is more than one stage, and we give 
more than one performance over the course of the day. Since there are 
multiple settings where we interact with others, we have multiple identi-
ties, many of which are associated with a social institution. For example, 
student, sibling or son, congregant, and friend are all identities that we 
may have that correspond with different behaviors and settings. As a 
result, how you interact with a religious leader in a place of worship 
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is probably very different than how you interact with your friends at 
a party. This does not mean we lack an authentic identity or that we 
simply perform for whomever we are interacting with. We are able to 
navigate the social world because our different identities fit together 
in the “back stage.” Like the theatre, the back stage is the place where 
the audience cannot see us and, consequently, we can be ourselves and  
drop the identities that we enact when we are in front of others. In the 
back stage, we can make sense of our various identities and their impor-
tance in our lives. While the relationship between self and identity can 
be complicated, Goffman’s point is that we shouldn’t understand the self 
as a biological characteristic that we are born with. The self develops 
through interaction as we anticipate, interpret, and respond to others.

Now imagine all the stages available to us in the digital age. It is not 
uncommon for individuals to have several different profiles so that they 
can perform different identities to several different audiences simulta-
neously. For example, my personal website, WordPress site, LinkedIn, 
Academia .edu, Research Gate, Facebook, and Twitter profiles are all 
slightly different. I present my professional self on my website and Word-
Press site. These sites are full of information regarding research I’ve done 
and interviews and talks I’ve given. I view this website as my first point 
of contact with the larger professional world, and I spend time updat-
ing the content and minimizing the information that is available about 
my personal life. This is far less true of my LinkedIn, Academic .edu, and 
Research Gate profiles, which I spend very little time working on. Here, 
I present myself as a colleague. Since I know that my colleagues— other 
academics— often are pressed for time and have a lot of professional 
demands, they won’t care that my profiles are updated sporadically and, 
in fact, will understand exactly why this is the case. I communicate with 
my friends and close colleagues primarily through Facebook, so what I 
post is far more personal. I present myself as a friend and person with an 
active life so I share my political views, headlines from the Onion, and lots 
of family photos. I use Twitter as a semiprofessional place, since I also use 
it to post relevant material to my course websites. The identity that I per-
form is “professor who is interested in engaging with the world and who 
also is a person with a life and some opinions.” My Twitter profile includes 
a picture of me with family, but I am careful not to tweet too many of my 
personal opinions, since I don’t want my students to view my classes as 
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biased. Once I am done teaching, I am a bit freer with my political and 
social commentary as well as the pictures of my kids— although I try to 
remember that students can search the last couple months of tweets.

None of these identities are inauthentic. My profiles simply reflect 
different identities and meet the expectations of the intended audience. 
Journalists who visit my website want to quickly figure out if I am the 
appropriate person to weigh in on their story and, in the case of live radio 
or television, see if I have any media experience. My colleagues who visit 
my professional pages want to see if I have uploaded copies of recent pub-
lications, and my friends who follow me on Facebook want to know what 
I think of different issues and what my family is up to. Of course, this 
scenario was not envisioned by Goffman. For one thing, our interactions 
transcend time and space, meaning we do not have to be in the same 
place at the same time to interact with one another. Email and texting do 
not require us to be anywhere near the person or people we are interact-
ing with, nor do they require an instant response. For another thing, the 
back stage envisioned by Goffman isn’t completely outside of the view of 
the audience. We reveal so much about ourselves online that audiences 
can easily find the different ways that we narrate our lives.

In this chapter, we will explore how new media have changed our 
relationships. We will begin by looking at the family, since, as we discuss 
below, familial relationships play a critical role in our overall well- being 
and affect how we interact with one another. As we will see, it is not 
clear how new media affects socialization, or how parents teach their 
children about the world and their place in it. This is not completely 
surprising. Social scientists have always struggled to determine when 
and how mass media affect socialization and this research is not easier 
to do in the digital age. However, we can see that new media have altered 
how parents and teens communicate dramatically. Then we will turn 
our attention to how new media have changed the ways in which teens 
interact with their friends. We will see that new media can make teen 
friendships more guarded and superficial. In the digital age, sometimes 
the number of connections becomes more important than the quality 
of the connection, which makes friendships less secure. At the same 
time, it is impossible to deny that new media allow teens to connect with 
others in ways that were impossible just twenty years ago. Social media, 
for instance, allow teens to make and maintain virtual friendships 
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with people on the other side of the world. In short, we will see that 
new media shape relationships and our sense of self in complex and  
contradictory ways.

Case Study
TallHotBlonde

Have you ever pretended to be someone else online?
In 2006, a forty- six- year- old father of two named Thomas Montgom-

ery killed his coworker over an eighteen- year- old woman named Jessi, 
whose handle was TallHotBlonde. They met online in a teen chat room. 
In this deadly love triangle, however, almost no one was who they said 
they were. Jessi claimed to be a high school senior who loved to play soft-
ball. When Jessi sent Montgomery provocative pictures of herself, Mont-
gomery, who went by the handle MarineSniper, sent Jessi thirty- year- old 
pictures of himself from boot camp. That’s right. Montgomery pretended 
he was eighteen instead of forty- six years old. Before long, Montgomery 
and TallHotBlonde were engaged in an online sexual relationship.

Montgomery’s wife learned about the affair and sent Jessi pictures of 
her, her husband, and their family. Horrified, Jessi ended the relationship. 
She told Montgomery that she hated him. Then Jessi began an online rela-
tionship with Montgomery’s coworker, Brian Barrett, a twenty- two- year- 
old part- time machinist and college student. Montgomery watched their 
romance blossom in the same chat rooms he used to frequent with Jessi. 
Montgomery became jealous, made threats online, and then shot and 
killed Barrett after work one day. Police quickly learned about the love 
triangle and went to question Jessi. They learned that Jessi’s mother, Mary, 
had been impersonating her daughter online. Mary had sent all the mes-
sages. Montgomery pleaded guilty to murder and received a twenty- year 
sentence. Mary’s husband filed for a divorce and the real Jessi moved 
away from her mother.

You can watch the video about the case at ABCNews .com. Discuss the 
following questions:
• How might Goffman explain these presentations of self?
• Can we be authentic and pretend to be someone else? Why or why not?
• Is it ethical to pretend to be someone else online? Why or why not?
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Cyber Family

Family, which consists of people who consider themselves related by 
blood, marriage, or adoption, is universal. While its form may vary, no 
matter where you go in the world or how remote the culture, you will  
find family. As mentioned in the previous chapter, family is an important 
social institution that helps maintain social stability and keeps society work-
ing. Family fulfills several important functions, three of which we will discuss 
here. First, the family plays a central role in socialization, or teaching children 
the language, social skills, and values of a society, so that they can fit into a 
larger community. Second, the family is a source of practical and emotional 
support for its members. Parents provide children with the essentials— food, 
shelter, and clothing— as well as love and, when needed, comfort. Finally, fam-
ily gives us a basic sense of self. Our first interactions are with family mem-
bers, and they provide us with our first set of beliefs and values that tell us how 
to navigate a confusing world.

Family, of course, is not the only influence on us during our formative 
years. During your youth, you probably watched a bit of TV now and 
then and used the characters and plots you saw on programs in your 
own play. You may even recall a parent or relative instructing you to 
watch programs such as Sesame Street, Dora the Explorer, or Go, Diego! 
Go! because they were educational. You may not have considered how 
media content has shaped your sense of self. Social scientists and pedia-
tricians have been concerned over the effects of mass media on the fam-
ily for a long time. A central concern is over the role mass media play in 
socializing America’s youth. Movies and television programs sometimes 
show individuals rewarded for behavior that families or society may not 
find desirable, and musicians occasionally talk about issues (and use 
language) that many parents may find unsavory. Interestingly, we most 
often debate the role of mass media in the socialization of children, and 
implicitly if it is more influential than family, in the wake of tragedy. 
One of the most discussed tragedies is the 1999 shootings at Columbine 
High School. On April 20, 1999, Eric Harris, eighteen years old, and 
Dylan Klebold, seventeen years old, set two propane bombs in Colum-
bine High School. When the bombs failed to detonate, the boys went 
on a shooting spree, killing thirteen people and wounding more than 
twenty others before committing suicide.
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The incident, which was the worst high school shooting in US history 
at the time, prompted a national debate on the role of mass media in 
the crime. This was different from more recent school shootings, such 
as the tragedies at Sandy Hook Elementary and Virginia Tech, because 
there wasn’t evidence that Harris or Klebold were mentally ill. Parents, 
politicians, citizens, and journalists pointed to their media consumption. 
In particular, the video game Doom and the music of Marilyn Manson 
came under fire. It turns out that Harris and Klebold were avid players of 
Doom, which was an early first- person- shooter game. You can check out 
a clip that gives you a sense of what the game looked like on YouTube 
(there is a link at the end of this chapter). You will see that the game 
features an unnamed space marine who battles invading demons from 
Hell. The game was already controversial because of its graphic violence 
and satanic imagery. The debate about the negative effects of Doom on 
kids, their values, and their behavior reached new heights when law 
enforcement found Harris’s journal. In it, Harris compared killing real 
people to playing the game and bragged that the gun he bought was just 
like the one in Doom.

Pundits and military personnel criticized Doom for teaching the boys 
to be killers. The game, they argued, socialized the boys to be soldiers. 
One former army colonel, who appeared on both 60 Minutes and the 
Today Show, described the game as a “mass murder simulator” that pro-
vides military- type training. Doom, the colonel argued, taught Harris 
and Klebold how to make “kill shots” so that they could save ammuni-
tion as they moved through the game. The colonel also suggested that 
the violent game ultimately desensitized them against the gory results of 
taking a life. According to the 60 Minutes report, Doom was used by the 
military to teach soldiers how to move slowly through a building as well 
as to shoot and kill targets. The report clearly suggested that the game 
socialized the boys to devalue and take lives.

Rocker Marilyn Manson was also blamed for the tragedy. News 
media outlets falsely reported that Harris and Klebold were big fans  
of Manson’s music and styled their gothic look, which included a trench 
coat, on his. Manson, who had long been the enemy of religious orga-
nizations, became a national scapegoat and was accused of targeting his 
messages of violence, hate, and celebration of suicide squarely at teens. 
Manson’s critics argued that his music basically taught kids that violence 
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and even suicide were acceptable solutions to life’s problems. Manson 
dismissed these claims. He argued that his music was misunderstood. 
His main goal was to challenge social norms and values so that those 
who felt out of place in the world knew that they were not alone. In an 
article Manson wrote for Rolling Stone (June 24, 1999), he notes that 
entertainment has always been an easy scapegoat for American society’s 
tragedies. He writes, “America loves to find an icon to hang its guilt on. 
But, admittedly, I have assumed the role of Antichrist; I am the Nineties 
voice of individuality, and people tend to associate anyone who looks 
and behaves differently with illegal or immoral activity. Deep down, 
most adults hate people who go against the grain. It’s comical that peo-
ple are naive enough to have forgotten Elvis, Jim Morrison and Ozzy 
so quickly. All of them were subjected to the same age- old arguments, 
scrutiny and prejudice.”

Later in the article, Manson points out that scapegoating entertainers 
and video games is far easier than going after the National Rifle Associa-
tion, which he suggests should carry some of the blame for Harris and 
Klebold’s ability to easily get guns and ammunition. Manson notes,

So is entertainment to blame? I’d like media commentators to ask them-
selves, because their coverage of the event was some of the most  gruesome 
entertainment any of us have seen. I think that the National Rifle Associa-
tion is far too powerful to take on, so most people choose Doom, The Bas-
ketball Diaries or yours truly. This kind of controversy does not help me 
sell records or tickets, and I wouldn’t want it to. I’m a controversial artist, 
one who dares to have an opinion and bothers to create music and videos 
that challenge people’s ideas in a world that is watered- down and hollow. 
In my work I examine the America we live in, and I’ve always tried to 
show people that the devil we blame our atrocities on is really just each 
one of us. So don’t expect the end of the world to come one day out of the 
blue— it’s been happening every day for a long time.

This discussion should make it clear that it is very difficult to figure 
out how mass media matter to socialization because there are other fac-
tors that play a role in socialization as well. In addition to family and 
mass media, our friends, our communities, our schools, and our group 
affiliations (such as those with religious groups or gangs) all affect how 
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we think about the world and our role in it. More important, the Col-
umbine case highlights our tendency to talk about mass media as either 
a positive or negative influence on socialization. On the one hand, this 
makes a lot of sense. We want to know what is good or bad for us and 
our kids. On the other hand, socialization is far too complicated for sci-
entists to say little more than mass media play a role in it.

The concern over mass media’s effect on socialization hasn’t changed 
in the digital age. We see this concern most clearly in efforts to track 
how much time American youth spend with new media and what they 
are doing with their digital devices. For example, Common Sense Media 
does a yearly census tracking how much time tweens and teens spend 
using mass media. In its 2015 census on media use by tweens and teens, 
Common Sense found that kids spend on average nine hours per day 
engaged with new media, not including their use for school and home-
work. If you look at the charts below (figures 1.1 and 1.2), you will see 
that the Common Sense Media Census considers tweens and teens sepa-
rately and that they break users down into different categories based on 
the activities in which they most engage: light users, readers, mobile 
gamers, heavy viewers, video gamers, and social networkers. You prob-
ably immediately noticed that overall teens (thirteen-  to seventeen- year- 
olds) spend more time using media than tweens and that a lot of media 
use involves mobile or computer gaming. Teens spend nine hours and 
seventeen minutes per day on average gaming. Tweens only spend about 
six hours engaged in the same activity. In its census, Common Sense 
Media also notes that most of the new media use happens while kids are 
supposed to be doing their homework. Remember, the census focuses 
on new media use unrelated to school work and homework. The census 
suggests that new media are a potential distraction for kids.

Surveys that track teens’ new media use also show that kids share 
and are exposed to inappropriate content in the digital age. A sur-
vey published by the Journal of Pediatricians found that 58 percent of 
teens (fourteen-  to seventeen- year- olds) have viewed pornography on 
a computer or mobile phone and 37 percent of teens have received a 
link to sexually explicit content. Additionally, an anonymous survey  
of undergraduates found that more than half of the participants admitted  
to sending sexually explicit material via a text, or sexting, in high school.
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Figure 1.1. Tween Media Profiles in Hours and Minutes. Source: Common Sense Media.
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Up to 61 percent of those surveyed also admitted that they did not 
realize that underage sexting is illegal in some states, nor did they 
realize the steep punishments, including jail time and being labeled a 
sex offender, that accompanied a conviction. If you go to Mobile Media 
Guard’s website, you can look up pending and existing legislation. In 
Texas, for instance, minors who are caught sexting can be charged with 
a misdemeanor and forced to attend a state- sponsored sexting educa-
tion class with a parent. If the minor is caught creating, distributing, or 
possessing a sexually explicit image of another minor, he or she could 
be charged under Texas’s child pornography statutes. Some states, like 
Wyoming, don’t distinguish between minors and adults, and charge 
individuals, regardless of age, under the state’s child pornography laws. 
What is implicit in the results, which are mostly read by parents and 
educators, is that grownups need to be concerned about how new media 
shape the core beliefs, values, and behavior of America’s children. While 
these surveys provide a partial context for understanding how teens 
connect with one another in the digital age, we cannot use these surveys 
to make arguments regarding the role of new media in socialization.

So what can social scientists study when it comes to the effects of new 
media on the relationships between parents and children? They can ana-
lyze how new media change the way parents and children communicate 
with one another. New media provide families with some basic conve-
niences that almost go without saying. It is much easier for families to 
coordinate busy schedules and to keep track of one another in the digital 
world. Parents and children frequently text one another regarding after- 
school plans and late practices, making it easy for parents to adjust when 
and where they pick up their kids after work.

New media also change how well parents and children connect with 
one another in the real world. Social scientists find that face- to- face inter-
actions are critical to parent- child relationships because they give con-
versations context. When parents and kids can see one another’s facial 
cues and body language, they can gauge each other’s reactions and assess 
what the other person needs from the conversation— a sympathetic ear, 
praise, admonishment, or advice. We can all probably remember at least 
one time where we had a terrible day at school but told a parent that 
everything was fine. If our loved ones were paying attention and noticed 
our slumped shoulders and the tone of our voices, they pressed the issue 
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to make sure we were OK or at least gave us a sympathetic hug. New 
media can be distractions that take attention away from these important 
face- to- face encounters. It is easy to imagine family members, each with 
their noses buried in a phone or tablet, gathered around a shared table, 
eating dinner and engaging with someone or something else.

Social scientists do have insight into how new media potentially 
undermine the quality of the face- to- face interactions between parents 
and children. For instance, Sherry Turkle, a professor at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology who interviewed dozens of adults and 
teens, found that we are generally obsessed with being connected. We 
check our email, texts, and social media accounts constantly in order 
to make sure that we are not “missing out” on news or events of inter-
est. Our smartphones, laptops, and tablets, as a result, are a distraction 
during our face- to- face encounters. This is something that teens com-
plain about. Teens told Turkle that they felt distant from their parents 
even when they were in the same room engaged in a shared activity. For 
example, one teen noted that his father and he watch sports together 
but complained that his dad was constantly on his mobile phone. His 
dad’s behavior bothered him because it made him seem disinterested 
and disconnected. Another teen expressed frustration that her mom was 
always on the phone when she picked her up after school. She wished 
that her mom would get off the phone and talk to her instead. More-
over, teens did not consider connecting online through social media or 
via text message an acceptable substitute for face- to- face interaction. 
“Friending” them on social media platforms such as Facebook and Ins-
tagram as well as texting them when they were out with their friends 
were regarded as attempts to keep tabs on them rather than an effort to 
connect. In short, Turkle consistently found that teens want to spend 
more quality time with their parents in the “real” world.

You might be thinking that the solution to this problem is obvious. 
Parents simply need to put their phones down and connect with their 
children. You wouldn’t be alone in that thought. If you go online, you 
will quickly see that there is no shortage of suggestions on how parents 
can make sure that they are connecting with their kids in the digital age. 
Social scientists, however, find that the problem may not be so not easily 
solved. As we will discuss in more detail in another chapter, new media 
make employees available for work after hours and on vacations. Many 
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employees are expected to answer their phones, emails, and even do 
work outside the regular workday. These work demands intrude on fam-
ily time in ways that parents cannot always control. Additionally, social 
scientists find that new media can help teens transition into adulthood. 
The distance that new media create between parents and children can be 
good for teens as they develop identities outside of the family. As we dis-
cuss in more detail in the following section, new media provide forums 
where teens can experiment with their personality characteristics and 
develop virtual friendships.

In sum, we don’t know how much influence new media have in the 
socialization process. This effect of mass media has never been com-
pletely clear. Socialization is difficult to study, and determining if par-
ents, media, communities, schools, or affiliations matter more in a 
particular individual’s life at a moment in time is nearly impossible to 
discern. It is clear, however, that we spend a lot of time engaged with 
new media and that digital technology change how parents and children 
interact. In a connected world, parents find it more difficult to turn off 
their mobile phones and laptops and engage with their children. This is 
something that teens notice and complain about. In the next section, we 
will look at how this obsession with being connected changes how teens 
interact with one another and what this might mean for their relation-
ships and their construction of self.

Digital Relationships

The quality of our connections with family affects how we navigate our 
relationships. When our family life is stable and secure and we know 
we are loved, we feel more confident going out into the world, meeting 
new people, and trying new things. We can use the ideas of sociologist 
Anthony Giddens to begin to understand the importance of our rela-
tionships in the digital age. Giddens argues that the modern world is 
characterized by blurred boundaries between globalism, or networks 
of connections that bridge space and time, and individuality, or the 
characteristics that distinguish us from one another, which affect how  
we connect with one another.

This may seem a bit confusing. So let’s use social media to under-
stand the relationship between new media and ourselves. Social media 
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platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram primarily are tools 
for connecting people with one another around the world. However, as 
previously discussed, we also use social media to construct and convey 
our identities to our friends, coworkers, and other audiences through 
these sites. For example, who and what we “like” on Facebook gives 
people information about our tastes and preferences against a global 
backdrop. If you like Justin Bieber and a local environmental group, this 
indicates who you are and what you care about relative to all the other 
global interests and international concerns.

Of course, as we already discussed, we can use different accounts 
or social media platforms to construct different identities for different 
audiences. We may, for instance, have a fondness for celebrity culture 
and a desire to keep our interest in Kim Kardashian’s latest exploits to 
ourselves. Social media platforms such as Twitter make it relatively easy 
to set up a private account, use a random user name, and connect with 
others who share our interest in the Kardashian’s dramatic life. In the 

Case Study
The Curated Life Online

Commemorating the twenty- fifth anniversary of the World Wide Web, 
the Guardian, a British newspaper, put together an interactive website on 
how we’ve been affected by the information revolution. The website, which 
is called the Seven Digital Deadly Sins, explores how the internet affects 
us socially, morally, and personally. For this exercise, take a look at the 
website and watch the short video titled “Envy.” In it, Mary Walsh talks 
about how going on social media sites such as Facebook makes her feel 
bad about herself. She feels as though everyone looks better and has a 
more interesting life than she does. After you watch the video, think about 
the following questions:
• How much time do you spend curating your life on social media?
• Who are the audiences of your profiles?
• What are the goals of your performances?
• Do you feel pressure to post content that will be popular? Why or why 

not?
• Can we use Goffman to understand our performances on social 

media? Where do his ideas work? Where do they fall short?
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virtual world, we can literally participate in global conversations on 
celebrities, soccer, and feminism— all of which say something about who 
we are. New media, in short, give us a way to display our tastes and pref-
erences publicly and assess how these identities are perceived by others 
in a potentially global network.

So far, Giddens’s ideas might not seem too different from those of 
Goffman. They are. Why? Because Giddens considers how our close 
relationships with family and friends affect our behavior in the digi-
tal world. Specifically, Giddens argues that in order to operate fully in 
the modern world, where so much of our lives are virtual, individuals 
must possess a sense of ontological security, or an existential sense of self. 
Ontological security, according to Giddens, comes from our relation-
ships with family members and friends and is achieved when we experi-
ence the positive and stable emotions that ground us in the “real” world. 
Giddens contends that this security is paramount because it contributes 
to our positive sense of self and helps us deal with events (such as a bad 
breakup or an economic recession) that are beyond our control. Individ-
uals who are ontologically insecure, in other words, lack these important 
connections and experience frequent anxiety as a result. Given that new 
media change how parents and children interact with one another, it is 
easy to imagine that new media also affect how teens and young adults 
maintain a sense of ontological security.

Remember how Turkle found that we are constantly turning to our 
devices so that we feel connected? Teens report that being connected 
to one another through their smartphones and computers makes them 
feel ontologically secure. However, as mentioned above, Turkle also 
found that teens noted that the need to connect with others was com-
pulsive. One teen, who Turkle calls Maury, explained that he ends phone 
calls with friends and family when an “unknown” call comes in because 
he has to know who it is and why they are calling him. It doesn’t matter 
that it is probably a telemarketer. Maury reported that he simply had to 
take the call. As he and other teens described it, they need to connect, 
and resisting the urge to make new connections is futile. They simply 
cannot help but look at their phones to see who has texted or liked a 
comment or post on social media.

The problem with this, of course, is that teens sometimes focus on the 
number of connections they have in the form of “friends” and “likes” 
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rather than the quality of their connections. In fact, as you can see in 
the chart based on Pew Research Center data below (figure 1.3), many 
teens feel obligated to post content that is attractive and will get them 
more connections on social media. According to Pew’s survey, 40 per-
cent of teens reported that they felt pressured to post only content that 
makes them look good to others and 39 percent said they felt pressured 
to post content that will be popular and get lots of comments or likes. 
The phenomenon of posting content that will attract “likes” is taken to 
its extreme in the Netflix show Black Mirror. In the episode titled “Nose-
dive,” an individual’s status, as well as her access to a nice apartment and 
decent service, is literally determined by her social media ranking.

Given the focus on being “connected” and “liked,” it is easy to ques-
tion how ontologically secure teens really feel in the digital age. The 
research suggests that the effects of new media on the ontological secu-
rity of teenagers are complicated. On the one hand, new media create 
a safety buffer among teens, which makes them less willing to interact 
with one another face- to- face and over the phone. In the chart based on 
the Pew Research Center’s surveys on teens, technology, and friendships 
(figure 1.4), you will notice that text messaging is teens’ favorite way 
to contact their friends daily. Up to 55 percent of teens, in fact, stay in 
contact with their friends via text. While teens generally report that they 
believe their friends are very busy and they don’t want to bother them 
with a visit or phone call, teens also noted that they prefer communi-
cating via text because it allows them to control the conversation. Spe-
cifically, teens worry that they will either say something stupid or be 
made to look stupid in “real- time” interactions. Text messaging is better 
because they can edit what they say. One teen, who was interviewed by 
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Pressure to Post Content That Will 
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Pressure to Only Post Content That 
Makes You Look Good to Others

Figure 1.3. Pressures Teens Face Online. Source: Pew Research Center.
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Turkle during the course of her research, explained that she likes texting 
because it protects her from awkward and embarrassing interactions. 
She said, “Nothing will get spat at you. You have time to think and pre-
pare what you are going to say, to make you appear like that’s just the 
way you are. There’s planning involved so you can control how you’re 
portrayed to this person, because you’re choosing these words, edit-
ing it before you send it. . . . A phone conversation is a lot of pressure.  
You’re always expected to uphold it, to keep it going, and that’s so much 
pressure.” The young woman goes on to explain that she feels more in 
control over texts. She can communicate her main points and decide 
when the conversation begins and ends. The risk of saying too much or 
saying something stupid is much lower.

Social scientists have found that there are at least two problems with 
teens using new media to create digital distance between themselves 
and others. First, teens sometimes have a more difficult time dealing  
with interpersonal conflict. In the digital age, teens are very aware of 
every negative comment made about them and every party to which they 
are not invited. Instead of dealing with these slights face- to- face, teens 
sometimes lash out on social media and the conflict grows. A negative 
comment posted on Facebook by one friend about another, for example, 
can quickly grow in scope as others weigh in and take sides on the issue. 
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Figure 1.4. How Teens Communicate with Their Friends. Source: Pew Research Center.
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These online conflicts, which could be resolved with a quick face- to- face 
conversation, can be quite drawn out and end with “unfriending.” Teen-
age drama online is probably more widespread than you think. The Pew 
Research Center found that 53 percent of teens who use social media 
have seen people post about events to which they were not invited and 
68 percent of teen social media users say they’ve had experienced drama 
among their friends on sites such as Facebook and Instagram.

Second, and related, teens consistently note that they are much meaner 
to others online than they are face- to- face. Again, new media create a  
distance in interaction and this distance makes it easy for some individu-
als to say and do things that they may not otherwise. Teens are not alone 
in this regard, of course. There are plenty of adults who go online for the 
sole purpose of being mean to others for their own amusement (which 
is called “lulz”). Trolling is an excellent example of individuals engag-
ing in intentionally mean interactions online, typically through social 
media. Let’s talk about a couple of examples. The first involves Lindy 
West, a feminist writer. In an episode of This American Life, West talks 
to her worst troll and asks him what he was thinking when he tweeted 
nasty things about her. West is familiar with trolling. She, in fact, has 
lots of trolls. What made this troll different was that he impersonated 
her recently deceased father and made repeated and explicit rape threats. 
As you can imagine, this was very upsetting. West responded by writ-
ing an article about her dad and about how this particular troll’s efforts 
were working. She felt devastated. The day after the post went up, West 
received the following email from her troll, which she posted online  
and reprinted in an article for the Guardian. The troll wrote,

Hey Lindy,
I don’t know why or even when I started trolling you. It wasn’t because 
of your stance on rape jokes. I don’t find them funny either. I think my 
anger towards you stems from your happiness with your own being. It 
offended me because it served to highlight my unhappiness with my 
own self.
I have emailed you through two other Gmail accounts just to send you 
idiotic insults.
I apologize for that.
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I created the paulwestdonezo@gmail.com account and Twitter account. 
(I have deleted both.)
I can’t say sorry enough.
It was the lowest thing I had ever done. When you included it in your 
latest Jezebel article, it finally hit me. There is a living, breathing human 
being who’s reading this shit. I’m attacking someone who never harmed 
me in any way and for no reason whatsoever.
I’m done being a troll.
Again, I apologize.
I made a donation in memory to your dad.
I wish you the best.

The troll attached a receipt for a fifty- dollar donation to the Seattle Can-
cer Care Alliance, where her father was treated for cancer, designated in 
her dad’s memory. While West’s follow- up conversation with her troll 
is quite memorable (check out the link at the end of the chapter), it is 
clear that the troll had not really thought of West as a person with feel-
ings. The distance stripped her of a personality and their interaction of a 
context, which made it much easier for him to be mean.

West is not the only target of trolls. Female athletes, particularly those 
who are at the top of their game, often are the target of trolls. Serena 
Williams, who is arguably the world’s most dominant female athlete, 
with, at the time of this writing, nearly two dozen Grand Slam tennis 
titles, often comes under attack. Trolls typically focus on Williams’s body, 
accusing her of either looking too masculine or for drawing too much 
attention to her body. In 2016, when Williams was just one win away 
from her twenty- second Grand Slam win, people took to Twitter so that 
they could criticize her white tennis outfit, which, they charged, was too 
tight and revealing. Many individuals strangely focused on Williams’s 
nipples, claiming that they were a distraction from the match. For exam-
ple, one woman tweeted that “Serena Williams [sic] nipples are literally 
in HD like can u [sic] put them away I’m trying to watch the match.” 
Another woman commented, “Just to let you know @serenawilliams 
we can see your nipples through your top! Whoops!  #Wimbledon2016 
 #SerenaWilliams #WimbledonshouldbePG.” Another asked, “What is it 
about Serena Williams nipples this Wimbledon?” It is worth noting that, 
in this case, many of the trolls were other women.
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Unlike Lindy West, Serena Williams did not engage her detractors 
online, although she was frequently asked about them by reporters. In 
an interview with Elena Bergeron from the magazine Fader after her 
Wimbledon win, Williams noted, “People are entitled to have their opin-
ions, but what matters most is how I feel about me, because that’s what’s 
going to permeate the room I’m sitting in. It’s going to make you feel that 
I have confidence in myself whether you like me or not, or you like the 
way I look or not.” Similarly, when asked about trolls by Self magazine, 
Williams responded, “I love my body, and I would never change any-
thing about it. I’m not asking you to like my body. I’m just asking you to 
let me be me.” While Williams continues to rise above the petty snipes 
of trolls, it is easy to see how this distance created among people in the 
digital world could translate into ontological insecurity.

On the other hand, it is clear that new media are not all bad for teens’ 
relationships. Individuals can make meaningful connections online, 
and these connections legitimately make teens feel more ontologi-
cally secure. In its survey of teens, technology, and friendship, the Pew 
Research Center found that 57 percent of teens have connected with 
someone on social media or through online games that they wouldn’t 
have necessarily met in real life. While the vast majority of these friend-
ships remain online, 20 percent of teens reported that they meet their 
digital friends in the “real” world. Communicating online, Pew found, 
is particularly important for boys, who use gaming as a way to culti-
vate and maintain friendships. In fact, Pew found that boys often share 
their gaming handle with others with whom they would like to develop 
friendships and that 71 percent of boys use voice connections so that 
they can collaborate, chat, and trash talk with others while they play. 
These connections seem to be good for ontological security. You can see 
in the chart based on the Pew Research Center data below (figure 1.5) 
that gamers feel more connected with the friends that they game with 
(a total of 78 percent) and feel more relaxed and happy while gam-
ing (a total of 82 percent). Only 30 percent of gamers reported that gam-
ing made them more angry and frustrated. New media, in other words, 
provide forums where teens can connect with one another and cultivate 
meaningful, positive relationships.

New media also provide forums where teens can explore aspects of 
their personality, find support, and practice intimacy. Online forums 
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such as Second Life and World of Warcraft provide places where teens 
can interact with others and in contexts that are not unlike the real 
world. In Second Life, for instance, you can take classes, launch a busi-
ness, buy land or products, build a home, and interact with friends, lov-
ers, and community members. In this virtual space, the stages described 
by Goffman are clear. We choose the setting (school, library, church, 
store), and we know how we are supposed to perform in the setting. A 
space such as Second Life— one that mimics the “real world” in a lot of 
ways— is ideal for teens working on their identities. Teens report that 
they use these spaces to experiment with different aspects of their per-
sonalities. They practice everything from being more assertive with their 
friends to flirting and relationships. Teens also experiment with gender. 
Sociologists find that girls between thirteen and fifteen use social media, 
chat rooms, and role- playing games to switch genders, express emotions 
that feel taboo offline (such as sexual desire and aggression), and chal-
lenge norms around acting feminine. Teenage girls even go online to 
push back against sexual harassment and sexist behavior. Not surpris-
ingly, teens describe their experiences in online forums as meaning-
ful and positive, which suggests they can help teens feel ontologically 
secure.

NoYes, a littleYes, a lot

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 80.0% 100.0%

More Connected to Friends 
You Play Games with 

Who You Already Know

More Relaxed and Happy 

Connected to People You 
Play Games with but 

Aren't Friends with Yet 

More Angry and Frustrated

Figure 1.5. Feelings of Gamers Regarding Friendship. Source: Pew Research Center.
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REPRODUCING INEQUALITY

Racial Inequality Online

If you’ve taken a few sociology courses, you might have read “White 
Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack” by Peggy McIntosh. If 
you are unfamiliar with the essay, McIntosh reflects on privilege, or 
the invisible and unearned advantages that individuals cash in on 
daily but do not necessarily see. She argues that once we recognize 
privilege, we are responsible for addressing it. For many students, the 
most powerful part of the essay is a list of conditions that McIntosh 
finds are givens in her life but not the lives of nonwhite individuals. 
Some of the conditions she discusses include the following:
• I can go shopping alone most of the time, pretty well assured that 

I will not be followed or harassed.
• I am never asked to speak for all the people of my racial group.
• If a traffic cop pulls me over, or if the IRS audits my tax return, I 

can be sure I haven’t been singled out because of my race.
• I can choose blemish cover or bandages in “flesh” color that more 

or less match my skin.

While some of this may seem obvious to you, have you ever thought 
about how white privilege is reinforced online? Consider the following:
• Early versions of Second Life made it virtually impossible to cre-

ate a nonwhite avatar. While Second Life has expanded the range 
of skin tones, or “skins,” available to players, many of them are 
light. Additionally, Second Life players cannot adjust their avatars’ 
facial features to mirror their own.

• The lack of diversity in virtual spaces such as Second Life affects 
the willingness of nonwhite users to create avatars that reveal 
their racial identity. Research conducted by social scientist 
Roselyn Jong- Eun Lee found that people of color who did chose 
nonwhite skins felt like “tokens” in the virtual space. One respon-
dent noted, “One of the strangest things that I felt going through 
Second Life was that I was really one of the only black avatars 
pretty much everywhere I went . . . As I started to realize that I 
was literally one of the only black people on Second Life, I started 
to wonder what everybody else thought about the only token 
black guy walking around by himself.”
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• White individuals who created nonwhite avatars in Second Life 
experience racism. Many of these individuals are called racial 
epithets and have difficulty making friends.

Racial inequality is reinforced online in virtual spaces, and this is 
something that we participate in every time we create an avatar. 
When we choose a black, white, or brown avatar we make race part 
of the online space, and we signal what physical characteristics we 
value. The answer, however, is not as simple as to ask white users  
to create nonwhite avatars. Asking whites to be “identity tourists,” 
or to take on a racialized identity, in online spaces when they do 
not understand the cause and consequences of these social statuses 
does not address inequality. It only reinforces it.

Finally, social scientists find that new media can help teens create new 
networks as they transition to adulthood. College students, for example, 
frequently go online and find the virtual chat rooms and forums associ-
ated with their new colleges and universities. These general forums help 
new students find the networks of people— gamers, dentists in training, 
young entrepreneurs, feminists, lacrosse enthusiasts, and more— they 
want to connect with. These networks, even if they are only online, 
are important because students can get advice and support from one 
another as they weather the trials of adulthood and higher education. 
In fact, social scientists find that college students who had made friends 
online were more likely to stay in school, even when the going got tough.

New media, in sum, can undermine and strengthen teens’ relation-
ships with one another and their ontological security. New media can 
undermine ontological security by focusing teens’ attention on the 
number of connections that they have rather than the quality of these 
friendships. The problem with this focus is that these connections can 
be superficial and distant. Consequently, teens are sometimes meaner 
and less thoughtful about what they do and say in virtual contexts. How-
ever, it is difficult to deny that these connections can make teens more 
ontologically secure. Teens can use new media to make new friends, 
deepen existing friendships, and explore their feelings, insecurities, and 
interests. These virtual spaces can be important insofar as they allow us 
to make new friends who share our interests and can make us feel more 
secure about who we are in the real world.
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Case Study
Living Life Online

Watch the documentary Life 2.0 on YouTube (there is a link at the end of 
the chapter). The film features individuals who spend most of their lives 
interacting and working online in the game Second Life. After you view 
the film, answer the following questions:
• What did you think about the people featured in the film? Were you 

sympathetic or unsympathetic to their stories? Why?
• Do you think you can find meaningful relationships entirely online?
• What do you think Giddens would say about the people featured in 

the film? Would he say that they are ontologically insecure? Why or 
why not?

Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed the self and our relationships in the digital 
age. We learned that the self is different from identity. The self refers to 
the relatively stable set of perceptions we have about who we are relative 
to others. Our sense of self is shaped through interaction with others in 
different settings— some virtual, such as Second Life, and some real, such 
as school. Identity refers to the behaviors we perform in a setting that 
are related to the self. We perform many identities throughout the day 
including student, sibling, child, friend, worker, and partner, and new 
media allow us to explore or experiment with aspects of our identity. As 
discussed above, we can be Kim Kardashian lovers on Twitter and flirty 
on Second Life. Erving Goffman uses the theatre analogy in order to help 
us better understand the relationship between the self and identity and 
the importance of interaction and audience to our performances. He 
introduces the idea of the “back stage” so that we remember that all the 
identities we perform are authentic, related, and help constitute the self.

Then we talked about the family and its importance to establishing 
our sense of self. Our families socialize us into a larger community, pro-
vide a critical source of practical and emotional support, and give us a 
basic sense of self. Our interactions with our family at an early age help 
us understand our strengths, our flaws, and our place in the world. In 
this section of the chapter, we discussed concerns regarding the role of 
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mass media and new media in socialization and outlined how inter-
actions between parents and children have changed in the digital age. 
Teens, we learned, want to connect with their parents more often in the 
real world.

We concluded the chapter by outlining what new media mean for 
teens’ ontological security and relationships. It is clear that new media 
are not simply good or bad for teens. Deriving ontological security from 
feeling connected is negative insofar as it can mean that teens primarily 
post and text content that they think will be liked by others and result in 
additional connections. These connections, however, may be superficial 
and conflict- ridden and create problems for teens in the “real” world. 
That said, teens can use new media to make meaningful connections 
with others. As we discussed, virtual spaces such as Second Life, Twitter, 
and Facebook can help teens connect with one another, experiment with 
aspects of their identity, and feel supported as they transition into adult-
hood. In short, there is still much for sociologists to learn about the self 
and our relationships in the digital world.
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2

Education in the Digital Age

Key Concepts
Functionalism, or functionalist perspective, refers to sociological 

theories that emphasize how social institutions help cre-
ate consensus and cooperation in a society. Education, for 
instance, passes basic knowledge and skills to the next gen-
eration, teaches young people what is (and is not) acceptable 
behavior in society, and prepares them for the workforce.

Conflict theory describes sociological theories that focus on 
contention, power, and inequality in America. As the name 
suggests, these perspectives highlight how competition for 
scarce resources brings different groups into conflict with one 
another in ways that may not be immediately visible. The edu-
cation system, for example, perpetuates income inequality  
in the United States by training students in poor schools to 
accept their position as lower- income- earning members of 
American society.

Symbolic interaction refers to sociological theories that examine 
how individuals use words, body language, and symbols to cre-
ate a shared understanding with others. Like conflict theorists, 
sociologists who study interactions think about how power 
affects the ways in which people relate to one another. In 
school, for instance, teachers and professors run the classroom 
and determine whether and how students will be allowed to 
participate in class discussions.

Self- fulfilling prophecy describes the phenomena where a false 
assumption occurs because someone else predicted it. In the 
classroom, this happens when a student performs well (or 
poorly) because the student met the expectations of his teacher. 
If a teacher believes that a student can improve his performance 
or grade, the student picks up on this positive expectation and 
improves his performance or grade.
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Early in our lives, we are told that education is critical to success in 
America. We are told that it doesn’t matter if you are poor. Individuals 
who take education seriously can excel in the United States. Education 
is the path to the “American Dream” and economic success. We hear this 
message from a lot of different sources over our lives. Parents, teach-
ers, politicians, and commentators all remind us that education will 
lead to financial security. In fact, the Brookings Institute (a think tank 
located in Washington, DC) recently released a report titled “Opportu-
nity, Responsibility, and Security: A Consensus Plan for Reducing Pov-
erty and Restoring the American Dream” reinforcing the widely held 
belief that education moves people from poverty to prosperity (there is 
a link to the report at the end of the chapter). Their 2015 report outlines 
the median family income by education level and shows that the more 
educated Americans are, the higher their family income. For example, 
individuals with an advanced degree such as a master’s degree make 
substantially more than those with less than a high school education 
($119,714 compared to $32,171). Even individuals with some college make 
quite a bit less than those with a bachelor’s degree ($57,550 compared to 
$89,261).

This is by no means the only lesson we learn about education. We also 
know that the education system is failing. Politicians and pundits point 
their fingers in a lot of different directions when they discuss what’s to 
blame for the shortcomings in the American education system. Social 
promotion, decreased funding, poor teacher training, and mass media are 
all identified as problems with education. Complaints about the deleteri-
ous effects of mass media on education have been around for a long time. 
In the 1980s, for example, social scientists such as Neil Postman argued 
that television’s focus on entertainment was infecting America’s social 
institutions like a malicious virus and dumbing down Americans. 
He argued that Americans’ obsession with entertainment was making 
it difficult for there to be serious discussion and debate about press-
ing political issues and social problems. This, Postman warned, would  
have dire consequences for American society. More recently, a group of 
Canadian researchers outlined in detail the consequences of mass media 
on our youth. In their 2013 study, the researchers found that kids who 
watch more TV are less prepared academically and socially for kinder-
garten. Specifically, they found that for every additional hour of television 
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that a child twenty- nine months of age watches, his vocabulary, math-
ematical knowledge, and motor skills are reduced.

Why are social scientists so concerned about the effects of mass 
media on education? One reason is that there are TV programs 
and entire channels dedicated to “educating” kids. The controversy  
over “educational” programming is not new. For example, the child- 
focused educational program Sesame Street, which premiered on 
November 10, 1969, was very controversial because it used commercial 
television techniques such as quick shots and short vignettes for educa-
tional purposes. The show, which was initially funded by government and 
private foundations, was a collaboration of producers, writers, educators, 
and researchers called the Children’s Television Workshop (CTW), who 
shared the belief that producers could harness the “addicting” aspects 
of television for educational purposes. Specifically, the CTW used fast- 
moving action, humor, and music to teach kids everything from hygiene 
to their ABCs— and like commercial television, children often get more 
than one message at a time.

If you watch the first ten minutes of Sesame Street’s premiere, you 
will see that after introducing some of the main characters (Gordon; 
his wife, Susan; Mr. Hooper; Bert and Ernie; and Big Bird), the show 
does three short vignettes featuring hygiene. The first vignette intro-
duces Ernie, who is in a bath, and Bert. The scene is interrupted by 
an animated cartoon featuring Solomon Grundy, who washes a body 
part on each day of the week. Each day of the week lights up as several 
children repeat a rhyme in the background. The cartoon fades to black 
and a live action movie begins. The movie features a young girl talk-
ing about all the things we can clean including ourselves, our clothing, 
and our driveways. The show cuts back to Bert and Ernie’s bathroom 
where Ernie breaks into a song about washing yourself. The scene cuts 
between Ernie and the other residents of Sesame Street, who demon-
strate how to wash their ears, hands, chest, and everything else (there is 
a link to the first episode at the end of the chapter). The show was a hit, 
and with research, television producers and social scientists learned that 
with a few adjustments they could capture children’s attention and teach 
them new concepts and skills.

As you can probably guess, critics wondered if that was the only 
thing that kids learned from the show. Most relevant to our discussion 
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is critics’ concerns that programs such as Sesame Street teach kids that 
education should be entertaining and fun. The assumption, of course, 
is that education is hard and boring, and the only way to deal with the 
unpleasantness of education is through the use of upbeat music and col-
orful, animated characters. This concern has intensified in the digital 
age as the proliferation of educational software has made its way into the 
classroom. Some pundits and scholars continue to argue that the gami-
fication of education— or the use of game thinking and game mechan-
ics to stimulate learning— is problematic. Most educational games, after 
all, focus superficially on getting enough points to earn badges or build 
characters rather than whether students truly understand a concept. Of 
course, some of the concerns over mass media have fallen by the wayside 
in the digital age. The jobs of the future will involve new media and, con-
sequently, Americans believe that students need to learn how to use dig-
ital tools in the classroom. In fact, a poll conducted by Harts Research 
Associates in 2012 found that the vast majority of teachers (79 percent) 
and parents (80 percent) believe that schools need to invest in and use 
technology more in the classroom because most of the nation’s jobs in 
the future will rely heavily on technological skills. More important, the 
poll found that the majority of teachers and parents believe that Ameri-
ca’s schools are behind the curve in their use of technology and in teach-
ing technological skills. In other words, how we understand the role of 
new media in education has changed dramatically over the last forty 
years.

In this chapter, we examine how new media have changed educa-
tion. This chapter is organized around three kinds of theories that 
sociologists use to analyze social institutions like education. These the-
ories are referred to as functionalism, or the functionalist perspective;  
conflict theory; and symbolic interaction. Briefly, functionalism 
describes sociological theories that emphasize how social institu-
tions help create consensus and cooperation in a society. Conflict 
theory highlights how competition for scarce resources brings dif-
ferent groups into conflict with one another, sometimes in ways that 
may not be immediately visible to us. Symbolic interaction examines 
how individuals use words, body language, and symbols to create a 
shared understanding with others. Each is discussed in the sections 
that follow.
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Functionalist Approaches to Education

Some sociologists adopt a functionalist perspective, which emphasizes 
how social institutions help create consensus and cooperation in a soci-
ety. Universal education, for example, is intended to pass basic knowl-
edge and skills to the next generation as well as to socialize young people. 
Education brings people from diverse backgrounds together and teaches 
them core values as well as what is (and is not) acceptable behavior in 
society. Sociologists distinguish manifest functions of social institutions 
from latent functions of social institutions. Manifest functions refer to 
the intended consequences of a social institution or phenomena. A man-
ifest function of education is to help young people prepare for meaning-
ful employment once they are older. This is why students are required 
to do homework, put together projects, and take tests and why teach-
ers reward students who follow directions, obey authority, and meet the 
deadlines they are given. These are skills we need in order to get— and 
keep— a job. Latent functions refer to the unintended consequences of a 
social institution. A latent function of education is that it serves as a dat-
ing pool and, sometimes, a marriage pool. As you probably remember, 
most high schoolers date someone from the school they attend. This 
isn’t surprising, since students have the opportunity to interact with one 
another most days of the week at a place they are required to be. Simi-
larly, even though women and men get married later (the average age 
of a first marriage is 27 for women and 29 for men), more than a quar-
ter of married couples attended the same college. Schools, in short, pro-
vide us with a social network and pool of potential romantic partners.

Some of education’s functions have become controversial, causing 
parents to question whether the education system is doing its job. For 
example, not all parents are happy that schools are involved in child care 
and sexual education— tasks that used to fall squarely in the domain 
of the family. It is important to remember that schools have taken on 
more functions of the family in response to changes in American soci-
ety. As more women have entered the work force, for instance, schools 
have taken on the task of watching kids before and after school as well 
as feeding them breakfast and snacks. Below you can see a chart cre-
ated using data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics that shows the labor 
force participation of men and women over time (figure 2.1). Notice that 
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women’s participation in the workforce has increased steadily. This shift 
matters because women typically were in charge of staying home and 
raising children, which included providing children a moral education 
and lessons about sex. As more and more women found employment 
outside of the home desirable and necessary, schools developed pro-
grams to help fill the gaps.

Women’s labor force participation, of course, is not the only reason 
parents are unhappy with the education system. During this same time 
frame (from the 1970s to the 2010s), Americans increasingly became 
suspicious of government and its ability to pass legislation and come up 
with ideas that would improve the country’s economic and social pros-
pects. This is a big shift in public opinion. When public education was 
standardized and made compulsory through elementary school in the 
early 1900s, citizens and educators had a great deal of trust in the abil-
ity of the federal government to create policies that would improve the 
education of America’s children. Although the federal government’s role 
in education was contested during the social upheavals of the 1960s and 
1970s, as you can see in the Gallup Poll chart below (figure 2.2), it wasn’t 
until the 1980s that more than half of the citizens polled agreed that 
“big government,” which refers to the federal government’s regulation of 
social institutions such as education, was the biggest threat to the United 
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Figure 2.1. Men and Women’s Labor Force Participation in America over Time. Source: 
The Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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States. Notice in 2013, 72 percent of the individuals surveyed identified 
big government as the biggest threat to America’s future.

The suspicion of big government extends to America’s schools. Fig-
ure 2.3 shows that individuals polled by Gallup between 2000 and 2012 
increasingly wanted the federal government to stay out of the classroom. 
Specifically, in 2000, 50 percent of parents believed that the government 
should be more involved in education, while 26 percent believed the 
government should be less involved in education. You can see that this 
has changed over time. In 2012, only 42 percent of parents felt the 
government should be more involved in education, while 35 percent 
believed the government should be less involved in education.

New media give parents options in terms of how they can respond 
to unwanted changes in the education system. For example, new 
media make it easier for parents to home school their children. If you 
are unfamiliar with home schooling, which refers to parents educating 
their children at home, it has been around for a long time. It increased 
in popularity during the 1970s, in part, as a response to several books 
criticizing public education. Advocates of home schooling argued that 
children were sent to school too early and that schools were too rigid 
in terms of how they educated children. John Holt, who wrote several 
books supporting home schooling, believed that children shouldn’t be 
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forced to learn skills such as reading and math. He believed that children 
would learn these skills on their own if they were provided a stimulating 
environment. Since Holt saw the education system as beyond repair, he 
advocated that parents educate their children at home.

Plenty of parents have decided to homeschool because they 
believe that American schools neither have the staff and skills nor  
provide the kind of environment necessary to properly educate their chil-
dren. In 2007, the United States Department of Education estimated that 
approximately 3 percent of students were educated at home— a number 
that according to the National Home Education Research Institute has 
increased dramatically over the last decade as parents become more con-
vinced that America’s education system is not functioning properly. In 
its survey, the United States Department of Education found that parents 
decided to home school largely due to their concerns about the school 
environment (85 percent), their desire to provide their children religious 
or moral instruction (72 percent), and their dissatisfaction with academic 
instruction at schools (68 percent).

More important, learning how to home school is easy in the digital age. 
Parents can go to a wiki and learn how to home school in several easy steps. 
If you visit the wiki “How to Homeschool Your Children,” the page informs 

In terms of public education in this country, do you think the federal government should be 
more involved in education than it currently is, should keep its involvement about the same, 
or should be less involved in education than it currently is?

More  Involved 
(%)

Keep the Same 
(%)

Less Involved 
(%)

No opinion (%)

National adults
2012 Aug 9– 12 39 24 36 1

2010 Aug 5– 8 43 20 35 1

2000 Apr 7– 9 46 22 29 3

K- 12 parents
2012 Aug 9– 12 42 22 35 *

2010 Aug 5– 8 56 16 27 1

2000 Apr 7– 9 50 22 26 2

* Less than 0.5%

Figure 2.3. How Americans Feel about the Federal Government’s Involvement in 
Education. Source: Gallup.
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parents and guardians that their first step is to learn the laws regarding 
home schooling in their state. The wiki even provides a link so that parents 
can quickly see what is and is not allowed in their state when it comes to 
home education. Parents can also go to websites such as Homeschool.com 
and Homeschoollife .com to find other home schoolers in their area and 
learn about activities for home schooled kids. In fact, many cities have art, 
theatre, music, and fitness classes targeting home schooling parents who 
want to enhance the educational experiences of their children. Even if par-
ents want to go it alone, they can go online and find plenty of free edu-
cational resources. Sites like Clickschooling .com offer parents web- based 
curriculum for math, science, language arts, social sciences, music, art, and 
language as well as virtual tours of places such as the Smithsonian museum. 
Alternatively, parents who are home schooling can go to websites such as 
Khanacademy .org and have their children explore lessons in math, com-
puting, science and engineering, arts and humanities, and economics and 
finance. For example, Disney sponsors a “course” on computer animation, 
where students can learn how Pixar Animation Studios makes its films  
and even create their own projects.

Parents who home school their children argue that they can achieve 
the manifest functions of education, which are to give children a shared 
basis of knowledge and the skills to succeed in the workforce. Likewise, 
home schooling parents assert that they do a better job of educating 
their children than public schools and that this is clear in testing results. 
There is some evidence supporting these claims. Sandra Martin- Chang, 
a social scientist in Canada, found home schooled students between 
the ages of five and ten whose parents followed a clear curriculum, 
tested a half grade higher in math and more than two grades higher in 
reading. This was not true for home schooled students whose parents  
took an unstructured approach to learning. These students were behind 
and tested between one and four grades lower than students in public 
schools. Additionally, social scientists find that home schooled students 
generally are well socialized and do not have trouble accepting differ-
ences and integrating with others as young adults. It is unclear, however, 
why this may be the case and when differences exist. For example, it is 
possible that parents who use new media to connect their children with 
other home schooled kids are better socialized than parents who do not.
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In sum, as with other social institutions, education plays an impor-
tant function in our society by contributing to its stability. Sociologists 
who adopt a functionalist perspective focus on how social institutions 
like education create consensus and cooperation in society. It is clear, 
however, that as society has changed and we have become more reliant 
on schools to do some of the work of family, such as childcare and sexual 
education, parents increasingly question the ability of schools to effec-
tively provide students a common base of knowledge and prepare them 
for the workforce. New media make it easier for parents to opt out of the 
traditional public education and come up with alternative curriculums 
that reflect their values and are attentive to their children’s educational 
needs. While it is unclear what role new media play in home schooling 
success, research suggests that when done correctly home schooling can 
be an effective way to educate America’s children.

Case Study
Who’s Responsible for Cyberbullying?

In 2013, debate erupted over a Southern California school district’s con-
troversial move. The district paid a private firm forty thousand dollars to 
comb through the social media of its fourteen thousand middle and high 
school students, looking for cyber bullying and threats of self- harm. Some 
have defended the district’s actions, which became public a week after 
a twelve- year- old in Lakeland, Florida, killed herself after being cyber-
bullied by other kids.

In a New York Times article about the incident, the twelve- year- old’s 
mother recounted how she had her daughter change schools and phone 
numbers to no avail. She believes that the school should have done more 
to help her daughter deal with the online bullying.

Read the following two articles and look at the stats on cyber bullying 
below (the links are at the end of the chapter):
• “We Aren’t Doing Enough to Stop Bullying” by Kumaran Chanthra-

kumar for the Huffington Post
• “Teens and Social Media: How Do Schools Fit In?” by Joseph Palmi-

sano for Law Street
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In a small group, discuss the following questions:
• Do you think cyber bullying is significantly disrupting students’ edu-

cation? Why or why not?
• Who do you think is responsible for addressing cyber bullying? Par-

ents? Schools? Both?
• What problems do you see with the solutions discussed? Are there 

ways to resolve these problems?

Table 2.1. Cyberbullying Statistics
Percent of students who report being cyber bullied 52%

Percent of teens who have experienced cyberthreats online 33%

Percent of teens who have been bullied repeatedly through their mobile phones 
or the internet

25%

Percent of teens who do not tell their parents when cyber bullying occurs 52%

Percent of teens who have had embarrassing or damaging pictures taken of 
themselves without permission

11%

Table 2.2. Cyberbullying by Gender
Male (%) Female (%)

I have been cyber bullied. 16.6 25.1

Someone posted mean or hurtful comments online. 10.5 18.2

Someone posted a mean video about me online. 3.6 2.3

I have cyber bullied others. 17.5 21.3

I spread rumors online about others. 6.3 7.4

I posted a mean/hurtful picture online. 4.6 3.1

Statistical Verification
Source: Bureau of Justice Statistics, US Department of Health and Human Services, Cyberbullying 
Research Center.
Research Date: February 19, 2016.
Questions: Statistics on cyber bullying? Total percentage of children who are cyber bullied? What is the 
most common social network for cyber bullying? What percentage of teens have been bullied? Statistics 
on cyber bullying? What percentage of victims report being bullied in school?
See more at “Cyberbullying / Bullying Statistics— Statistic Brain.” 2017 Statistic Brain Research Insti-
tute, publishing as Statistic Brain. May 24, 2017.
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Conflict Theory: Can Technology Fix the 
Educational Inequality Gap?

Some sociologists focus on contention, power, and inequality in Amer-
ica. In particular, these sociologists highlight how competition for scarce 
resources brings different groups into conflict with one another. Con-
flict, however, doesn’t mean you will necessarily see people fighting with 
one another over resources. Conflict, in fact, sometimes is not visible 
because those with power distribute resources in ways that ensure that 
they stay on top. Sociologists who use conflict theory when analyzing 
education argue that schools help perpetuate income inequality in the 
United States because they train students in resource- poor schools to 
accept their position as low- income- earning members of society. Essen-
tially, schools teach poor students that they do not have what it takes 
to get into college and encourage them to focus their attention on jobs 
that they can get with a high school degree, such as employment in the 
fast food industry or at Walmart. Sociologists refer to this as the “hid-
den curriculum.” Students in poor school districts are taught that they 
should not expect to achieve greatness and to accept their position in 
society.

Sociologists who use conflict theory point to dramatic differences 
in school funding as evidence that the education system intentionally 
reproduces inequality in America. Local property taxes are used to sup-
port public schools and, as you probably know, property values vary 
dramatically by county. This means that where children live affects how 
much is spent on their education. Not surprisingly, richer communi-
ties have more to spend on education, which means that they can offer 
teachers higher salaries; afford the latest textbooks, computers, and soft-
ware; offer a range of field trips (sometimes to expensive destinations 
such as Washington, DC); and provide students with courses in music, 
foreign languages, and art. Poorer communities, particularly ones where 
the state government does not help fill the funding gap, find that their 
schools cannot afford to make basic repairs (such as fixing broken toi-
lets) and have to share school nurses and teachers with other schools in 
the district. Teacher pay is lower in poorer districts, which makes it dif-
ficult to attract and keep good teachers. Some districts try to find crea-
tive ways to cut costs in order to increase teacher pay. Coolidge Unified 
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School District, a school district south of Phoenix, Arizona, shortened 
the school week to save money on utilities so that it could try to keep its 
teachers from commuting to wealthier districts in the area.

Let’s take a closer look at the differences in educational spending 
across the country. The 2013 Annual Survey of School System Finances 
by the United States Census Bureau found that the states spending the 
most per pupil in 2013 were Alaska, Arizona, Connecticut, New Jersey, 
New York, and the District of Columbia. Idaho, Mississippi, Oklahoma, 
and Utah spent the least amount per pupil. In April 2016, National 
Public Radio (NPR) did a series of stories on school spending. If you 
go to NPR’s website (the link is at the end of the chapter), you will see 
that how much is spent on each student can vary dramatically within 
a state. The state of Florida is a good example. In North Florida (near 
the state’s capital), Leon county spent close to the United States’ aver-
age per student, which is $11,841. The majority of Florida’s school dis-
tricts, however, spent 10 percent to 33 percent less than the United States’ 
average. What counties spent the most on students in America? Those 
situated in the northeastern section of the United States. These districts 
spend well above the national average on each student— sometimes 
33 percent more.

If you find this information surprising, check out the New York 
Times’s “The Upshot,” which put together an interactive map on the 
relationship between money, race, and educational success (the link is 
provided at the end of the chapter). You will see that, just as conflict 
theorists argue, there is a relationship between resources and how well 
students do on standardized testing. The highest performing districts 
are predominantly wealthy and white. The highest performing school 
district is in Lexington, Massachusetts, where students are 3.8 grade lev-
els above average. In Lexington, the median family income is $163,000 
per year and the community is 59 percent white, 33 percent Asian/other, 
4 percent black, and 4 percent Hispanic. One of the lowest perform-
ing school district is in Muskegon Heights, Michigan. Students who live 
here are 3.3 grade levels below average. The median family income in 
the area is $20,000 per year, which is quite low. In fact, a family of three 
is considered to be poor when the family income is less than $20,090 
per year. Ninety- three percent of the families in the district are African 
American.
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In the previous section on functionalism, we saw that new media 
offered parents a way to address the problems they saw with public 
education. Individuals and organizations that understand educational 
inequality as a result of unequal resources often herald new media as the 
solution. One popular argument is that if we can get schools on high- 
speed broadband and laptops or tablets into poor school districts, stu-
dents will have the necessary tools for educational success. There are a lot 
of people and organizations that believe new media can solve our educa-
tional woes. Nonprofit organizations such as Education Superhighway, 
which was funded in part by Mark Zuckerberg’s Startup:Education and 
the Gates Foundation, argue that high- speed broadband is key to restor-
ing America’s reputation for educational excellence in the world. These 
groups spend a lot of time trying to get the Federal Communications 
Committee to cap how much companies can charge schools for internet 
services.

Education Superhighway, for example, believes that digital learning 
will level the educational playing field and that to make this educational 
aspiration a reality, every school needs high- speed broadband. On its 
website, Education Superhighway states that its mission is to “upgrade 
the Internet access in every public school classroom in America so that 
every student has the opportunity to take advantage of the promise of 
digital learning. . . . We believe that digital learning has the potential 
to provide all students with equal access to educational opportunity 
and that every school requires high- speed broadband to make that 
opportunity a reality.” If you go to Education Superhighway’s website 
(www.educationsuperhighway .org), you will see why advocates think 
this is the best approach. On the website, they argue that high- speed 
broadband does the following:

• Increases the curriculum a school can offer. High- speed broadband will 
allow students to use teleconferencing, such as FaceTime and Skype, 
to connect with and learn from other teachers and other students from 
across the country. This, the organization argues, will broaden the range 
of educational materials available to students and their educational 
experiences.

• Enables teachers to offer the students different ways to learn course 
materials. Students don’t just have to rely on a book or lecture to learn 
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concepts. They have access to games, films, and interactive programs, 
which helps reinforce the lessons they are learning.

• Allows parents to better monitor what their children are learning in the 
classroom and help them at home. New technology makes it so teach-
ers can quickly update grades and post notes for parents to review at 
home. Parents can follow up with their kids and even assign additional 
homework.

• Increases test scores and graduation rates. High- speed broadband creates 
educational opportunities and improves the outcomes that are measured 
and influence school funding and teacher pay.

In other words, the assumption is that new media will make education 
better in poorer districts because students will have access to the same 
kinds of technological resources as students in richer districts.

Getting high- speed broadband in every school in America would be 
nice. Teachers working in poor districts complain that they have dif-
ficulty getting their students online. However, high- speed broadband 
alone is unlikely to fix educational inequality for several reasons. First, 
sociologists have found that teachers in poor school districts often have 
less technological training and, as a result, are not confident about using 
technological tools in the classroom. This lack of confidence is made 
worse by the lack of technological support at poor schools. Think about 
it. Schools that cannot afford to have a nurse on staff full- time certainly 
cannot afford to pay for tech support personnel regularly. This means 
teachers that use technology in the classroom have to be able to figure 
out everything from installation to troubleshooting on their own.

Second, even when teachers are confident in their technical skills, 
they often face other obstacles in the classroom. Teachers in poor school 
districts report that there are often not enough computers to go around 
and that there are other obstacles to using technology. Teachers who 
have large numbers of English- language learners or large numbers of 
students with limited computer experience, for instance, have a more 
difficult time integrating technology into their lessons. While teach-
ing students basic computer skills may seem like the obvious solution, 
teachers are under a lot of pressure to increase student test scores, since 
this affects school funding and teacher pay.
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HOW TEACHERS ARE USING TECHNOLOGY AT HOME AND IN 
THEIR CLASSROOMS

Survey conducted by the Pew Research Center

Pew found that teachers’ experiences with using digital tools in the 
classroom varied according to the income status of the students 
they teach. Pew surveyed Advanced Placement and National Writing 
Project teachers in 2013, whose students would have more access 
to digital resources than the average student, particularly in poorer 
school districts. Here are some of the other findings from the survey 
taken from the Pew Research Center website:
• Seventy percent of teachers working in the highest- income 

areas say their school does a “good job” providing teachers the 
resources and support they need to incorporate digital tools in 
the classroom, compared with 50 percent of teachers working  
in the lowest- income areas.

• Seventy- three percent of teachers of high- income students receive 
formal training with digital tools, compared with 60 percent of 
teachers of low- income students.

• Fifty- six percent of teachers of students from higher- income 
households say they or their students use tablet computers in 
the learning process, compared with 37 percent of teachers  
of the lowest- income students.

• Fifty- five percent of teachers of higher- income students say they 
or their students use e-readers in the classroom, compared with 
41 percent of those teaching in low- income areas.

• Fifty- two percent of teachers of upper-  and upper- middle- income 
students say their students use cell phones to look up information 
in class, compared with 35 percent of teachers of the lowest- 
income students.

• Thirty- nine percent of teachers of low- income students say their 
school is “behind the curve” when it comes to effectively using 
digital tools in the learning process; just 15 percent of teachers of 
higher- income students rate their schools poorly in this area.
See the link at the end of the chapter to read all of Pew’s findings.
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Finally, students in poor districts do not always have access to tech-
nology or the internet at home. A Pew Research Center survey, which 
interviewed 2,462 Advanced Placement and National Writing Proj-
ect teachers in America in 2013, found that only 54 percent of teachers 
say that all or almost all their students have sufficient access to digital  
tools at school, and only 18 percent have access to the digital tools they 
need at home. As you can see in the summary of Pew’s findings on the 
previous page, teachers in the poorest districts are the least likely to say 
that their students have sufficient access to the digital tools they need, both 
in school and at home. In fact, 56 percent of teachers working in lower 
income districts saw the lack of available digital resources to students as a 
“major challenge” to incorporating digital tools into the curriculum.

In sum, many individuals and groups agree with sociologists that 
the education system reproduces inequality in America. There is far 
less agreement, however, over the ability of new media to bridge this 
divide. Many politicians, entrepreneurs, and organizations believe that 
new media can be used to improve education and diminish inequality. 
They argue that high- speed broadband will open up the internet and 
educational opportunities to students in poor school districts. Soci-
ologists find that internet access alone will not bridge the educational 
divide. Teachers working in poor school districts have fewer resources, 
less training with digital tools, and additional pressures that make it 
more difficult for them to use new media in the classroom. Additionally, 
poor students do not always have access to digital tools or the internet at 
home. All these factors make it clear that more than getting new media 
in poor schools is needed to address inequality in the education system.

Symbolic Interaction: The Role of Teachers in 
the Digital Age

Some sociologists focus their attention on how people use shared sym-
bols and reproduce society through their everyday interactions. Soci-
ologists who analyze symbolic interactions examine how individuals use 
words, body language, and symbols to create a shared understanding 
with others. Like the conflict perspective, sociologists interested in sym-
bolic interactions think about how power affects the ways in which peo-
ple relate to one another. Generally speaking, people with more power 
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Case Study
Massive Open Online Courses

You probably have heard a lot about massive open online courses 
(MOOCs) and their promise to bridge the divide in higher education. 
MOOCs were created in an effort to make knowledge more accessible to 
the general public. The idea is that any person can take a MOOC, learn 
about a topic, and engage an expert on the issues for free. The first MOOC 
was offered in 2008. The course, which was created by Stephen Downes 
and George Siemens at the University of Manitoba, Canada, was called 
“Connectivism and Connective Knowledge/2008.” Approximately 2,200 
people signed up for the course and 170 of them created their own blogs.

Four years later, two Stanford professors, Sebastian Thrun and Peter 
Norvig, offered a course called “Introduction to Artificial Intelligence” 
online for free. They designed the course to resemble a real classroom. 
More than 160,000 students in 190 countries signed up to take the class. 
It was the first truly massive online class.

There are critics and supporters of MOOCs. Supporters claim that 
MOOCs have the potential to change the face of higher education. By 
making college- level courses available for free, MOOCs provide indi-
viduals in developing countries an opportunity to build their skills and 
get jobs that were out of reach a decade ago. Critics are skeptical of this 
argument, particularly since researchers have found the following:
• Only a small percentage of individuals complete these courses.
• Almost 80 percent of individuals taking MOOCs already have a degree.
• Almost 60 percent of individuals taking MOOCs have full- time 

employment.
• Nearly 60 percent of individuals taking MOOCs came from devel-

oped countries such as the U.S.
Read the article at the Harvard Business Review titled “Who’s Benefit-

ing from MOOCs, and Why” and check out the information about the 
authors’ survey data (the link is at the end of the chapter).

Think about the following:
• Given what we know about the survey data, what differences are there 

between Organisation for Economic Co- operation and Development 
(OECD) and non- OECD countries? Do these results uphold or chal-
lenge the conflict perspective?
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are better able to influence how we understand reality by shaping how 
we interact. At school, for example, teachers and professors run the 
classroom and determine whether and how students will be allowed to 
participate in class discussions.

Social scientists have found that students’ interactions with teachers 
are consequential. For example, in their 1968 study, Robert Rosenthal 
and Lenore Jacobson discovered that teachers can affect student perfor-
mance. Rosenthal and Jacobson gave the students of Oak School an IQ 
test at the beginning of the school year. The researchers told Oak School 
teachers that the test was the “Harvard Test of Inflected Acquisition,” 
which was designed to identify students who were about to “bloom” aca-
demically. Rosenthal and Jacobson then randomly identified some stu-
dents with standard IQ tests as students who were likely to show marked 
improvement in their test scores over the coming year. They asked eigh-
teen teachers at Oak School to keep an eye on these students to see if, 
in fact, the students did achieve their academic potential and improve 
their test scores over the year. Again, this was made up. An IQ test can-
not predict whether a student is about to bloom academically. An IQ test 
measures your reasoning and problem- solving abilities. Nevertheless,  
when the researchers gave all the students the IQ test at the end of the year, 
the students who had been labeled as “ready to bloom” showed greater 
gains than those who had not been labeled in this way. Why? Rosenthal 
and Jacobson reasoned that students met the expectations of their teach-
ers. The teachers believed that the students could improve, the students 
picked up on this positive expectation, and the students improved their 
scores. This phenomenon, where a false assumption occurs because some-
one else predicted it, is called a self- fulfilling prophecy.

Sociologist Ray Rist added to the research on self- fulfilling prophecy 
by showing that teachers’ expectations of students varied by their social 
and economic status. In 1970, Rist conducted his research in a kinder-
garten classroom where both the students and the teacher were African 
American. Rist observed that after the eighth day of class, the teacher 
felt comfortable assigning students to tables based on their academic 
abilities even though she had not given them any sort of academic test. 
She assigned students who she believed were “fast learners” to the table 
closest to her, students she thought were “average learners” to the next 
table, and students she saw as “slow learners” to the table farthest away 
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from her. Rist observed the students throughout the year and found 
that students closer to the teacher got the most attention and performed 
better academically. The farther a student sat from the teacher, the 
poorer his academic performance. Once again, we can see how teacher 
expectations shape interactions with students and affect their academic 
performance— self- fulfilling prophecy.

Rist made two additional important observations. First, the teacher 
labeled middle- class students as “fast learners” and poor students as 
“average” and “slow” learners. Rist wasn’t able to say why the teacher 
did this, only that how she categorized students fell along social and 
economic lines. Second, since Rist followed the students through the 
next several years, he observed that the label assigned by the kinder-
garten teacher followed the student throughout their primary educa-
tion. Students labeled “fast learners” were regarded as such throughout 
school and the same was true for students she branded as “slow learn-
ers.” Rist concluded that the kindergarten teacher— for better or for 
worse— played a critical role in the kinds of interactions students had 
with their teachers, and this affected their long- term academic success.

As you can imagine, some politicians and pundits see new media as 
a potential solution to the problem of negative teacher- student inter-
actions. New media change classroom dynamics and teachers’ roles. 
Instead of teaching course material, teachers can simply draw on 
resources such as the American Federation of Teachers’ Sharemylesson 
.com to find “playlists” of content related to the concepts they want to 
cover. Using this and other educational websites such as TES Connect 
and Teacherspayteachers .com, teachers can literally draw on thou-
sands of online resources— tutorial videos, news clips, short articles, 
and Power Point presentations— to offer students different ways to learn 
course material. This changes student- teacher interactions because 
teachers are not experts imparting knowledge but are facilitators who 
simply provide students different tools so that they can essentially teach 
themselves the necessary material. Teachers are there to help students 
if they need it, but students choose the pace and style of their learning. 
“Fast learners” might read a short chapter on a topic and take an online 
quiz to make sure they understand the main concepts. “Slow learners,” 
in contrast, might read a chapter, watch a video, and take virtual notes 
before completing the same quiz. Regardless of students’ learning style, 
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they get to the same point insofar as they learn the material well enough 
to pass an online quiz.

Online courses are also heralded as a way to change teacher- 
student interactions for the better. The most obvious way interactions 
are changing is that teachers and students no longer deal with one 
another face- to- face. Some social scientists argue that while the lack of 
face- to- face interaction means communication isn’t immediate, it can be 
better because students reflect on course material and instructor feed-
back as opposed to simply responding to it emotionally. For example, 
a student who earns a “C” on a paper can’t bombard his teacher after 
class demanding to know why he earned the grade he did. Instead, he 
would read the comments provided and contact his teacher if he needed 
additional guidance on how to improve his work. Additionally, as men-
tioned above, some social scientists point out that online classes broaden 
the range of people with which students interact. Students can talk to 
experts in other parts of the country and world as well as talk to one 
another. These online interactions are important for a couple of reasons. 
First, students who are shy or are slow learners may find it easier to share 
their experiences and express their opinions as it relates to course mate-
rial. If you are a student who likes to really think things through before 
you speak, in- class discussions may be daunting. Once you feel you are 
ready to participate, the topic has moved on to something else. Online 
interactions are less bounded by time, which makes it easier for all stu-
dents to participate. Second, and related, electronic spaces that encour-
age student interaction can foster a sense of community and cultural 
understanding among participants— an important goal of education.

Not all social scientists agree that new media are good for student- 
teacher interactions or education more generally. Some scholars show 
that the evidence is mixed on the effects of new media on education, 
while others argue that educators should be more careful before simply 
adopting new media in the classroom. For example, some social scien-
tists argue that transforming teachers into facilitators whose primary job 
is to troubleshoot technology ignores the fact that teachers— as trained 
professionals— have an important role to play in the learning process. 
Teachers are experts on the material they teach and are trained not just 
to help students learn but to recognize how they learn and develop their 
skills. New media may make a broad range of educational resources 
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available, but it is the collaboration between a teacher and a student 
that helps a student to grow intellectually. If teachers are little more than 
facilitators or if they only interact with anonymous students occasion-
ally online, it is very difficult to help students develop or improve their 
critical thinking skills. Additionally, some sociologists point out that the 
structure of online classroom forums can actually reproduce inequality 
because those students with the technological know- how (which, as we 
know from the discussion above, tend to be wealthy, white students who 
live in resource- rich school districts) tend to dominate online discussions.

In sum, there is very little consensus on whether new media aid or 
undermine student- teacher interactions. Some scholars argue that new 
media will help address social inequality by making it more difficult for 
teachers to categorize students on factors other than their actual aca-
demic performance. Putting students in charge of their own education 
transforms the role of teachers from educators to facilitators of learn-
ing, which diminishes the role they play in evaluating students and their 
progress. Additionally, new media and online education provide more 
opportunities for shy students and slow learners to process information 
and participate in class discussions. Other scholars disagree with this 
assessment, noting that teaching is a profession that remains relevant in 
the digital age. Despite all the resources new media bring to education, 
teachers are needed to assess and encourage the intellectual develop-
ment of their students— something that is very difficult to do in the vir-
tual world.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed how new media change debates over 
the quality of America’s education system as well as how it might be 
improved. Specifically, we reviewed three central sociological perspec-
tives and their relevance to education. We began with functionalism, or 
sociological theories that emphasize how social institutions help cre-
ate consensus and cooperation in a society. We learned that the func-
tion of education is to pass on basic knowledge and skills to the next 
generation, teach young people what is (and is not) acceptable behavior 
in society, and prepare them for the workforce. Some parents do not 
believe that the education system is functioning properly and choose to 
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REPRODUCING INEQUALITY

For- Profit, Online Education

Have you ever seen an advertisement for a for- profit college such as 
the University of Phoenix? The advertisements make big promises. 
These institutions promise easy admission, ongoing registration, lots 
of online classes, and, of course, a big paycheck at the end. Attend-
ing a for- profit college, however, is very expensive. When I used the 
University of Phoenix website to estimate the costs for getting a 
bachelor of science in business, I was told that credits, tuition, and 
course- related materials and fees would run about $55,400. This 
estimate did not include books or other indirect expenses, which 
could run me another $23,000 to $49,000. According to the National 
Center for Education Statistics, this is significantly more than a pub-
lic institution where four years of education will cost you $18,632. 
The website also encouraged me to apply for financial aid— noting 
that there were financial aid counselors on hand to assist me. The 
website noted that financial aid was the way to go, since the extra 
money would reduce my stress level as I invested in my future.

Consider the following:
• For- profit institutions recruit students— typically those who are 

eligible for the maximum amount of financial aid, which are the 
poorest in society— so that they can make money on tuition. In 
fact, the University of Phoenix gets nearly 85 percent of its funds 
from federally funded student- loan programs. As a result, tuition 
costs mirror the amount that students are allowed to borrow from 
the federal student aid program.

• The credentials offered at for- profit colleges are typically between 
30 and 40 percent more expensive than the same degree from 
a nonprofit institution. For example, tuition and fees at for- profit 
colleges averaged $15,130 in the 2013– 2014 academic year. 
Compare that with $3,264 at two- year public colleges and $8,893 
at four- year public colleges for in- state students.

• Credits from for- profit institutions are notoriously difficult to trans-
fer, and many for- profit colleges refuse to consider courses taken 
at other institutions.

• According to a 2014 report by the Institute for College Access 
and Success, a student at a for- profit college is nearly four times 
more likely to default on their student loans than a student from 
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educate their children differently. We focused on the example of home-
schooling and discussed how parents can use new media for everything 
from learning more about home schooling to finding a complete cur-
riculum for their children.

Then we discussed conflict theory, which highlights how competition 
for scarce resources brings different groups into conflict with one another 
in ways that may not be immediately visible. The educational system per-
petuates income inequality by training students in poor schools to accept 
their position as lower- income- earning members of American society. 
We talked about how individuals and groups, such as Education Super-
highway and Startup:Education, believe that getting broadband into poor 
school districts will fix inequities in the education system. They assume 
that broadband will level the playing field because poor schools will have 
access to the same technological resources that rich schools have. Using 

a community college and more than three times more likely to 
default than a student from a four- year public or nonprofit college. 
Default is particularly high because students are expected to pay 
back private loans while they are in school.

• According to the National Bureau of Economic Research, stu-
dents with degrees from for- profit schools are about 22 percent 
less likely to hear back from employers than applicants with 
similar degrees from community colleges. Additionally, individu-
als with degrees from for- profit schools often earn less than their 
peers. Part of this is because employers do not take degrees from 
many for- profit colleges seriously.

Although for- profit institutions are not universally bad, they certainly 
do not help most students achieve the “American Dream” by bringing 
them economic security and success— quite the contrary. For- profit 
institutions focus on making money, fold when their profits slip, and 
leave students with debt and no degree. Some students are fighting 
back. For example, fifteen students, including Mallory Heiney, refused 
to repay student loans to Everest Institute (a now- defunct college 
owned by Corinthian Colleges) in protest of its predatory lending prac-
tices and substandard education. Heiney noted that her instructors 
read material from books and several months into the twelve- month 
program quit coming altogether. Heiney and organizations like the 
Debt Collective are pushing back against the high costs of education.
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social science research, we outlined some of the problems with this point 
of view. Schools that do not have money to fix their bathrooms or pay 
their teachers decently cannot afford technological support. This means 
that teachers have to be willing and able to install and troubleshoot soft-
ware they use in the classroom. Even when teachers are willing to serve as 
their own technological support staff, teachers report that students rarely 
have access to new media at home.

We concluded the chapter with symbolic interaction, which are socio-
logical theories that examine how individuals use words, body language, 
and symbols to create a shared understanding with others. Like conflict 
theorists, symbolic interactionists consider how power affects the ways 
in which people relate to one another. We discussed the most important 
relationship in education, that between teacher and student. We learned 
that teachers play a crucial role in the educational journey of students 
and that they also make assumptions about how fast a learner a student is 
based on her social and economic status. Teachers, in other words, rein-
force inequality by interacting with students in ways that support the 
belief that children from higher-income-earning families are smarter 
than children from lower- income- earning families. As we discussed 
above, students live up to the expectations of their teacher; a phenom-
ena known as a self- fulfilling prophecy. It is not clear if new media can 
completely address these problems. Some social scientists find that shy 
students and slow learners benefit from taking courses online. Others, 
however, find that online classes make it almost impossible for teachers to 
assess and encourage the intellectual development of their students.
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Key Concepts
Media logic refers to how the structure of the medium and the 

format of the content affect communication. Medium struc-
ture determines the content we receive. Format refers to how 
information is presented to the audience.

Religion is a unified system of beliefs in which some things are 
identified as sacred and set apart from everyday items.

Religious practices are the rituals around the things that are con-
sidered sacred. For example, Muslims pray facing Mecca as a 
sign of unity and respect, and Jews recognize the transition to 
adulthood with a bar mitzvah or bat mitzvah.

Religious community refers to a group of people who are united 
by their shared beliefs and practices.

Religious dysfunction refers to the harmful effects of religion. 
Social scientists discuss two harmful effects of religious dys-
function: (1) persecution and (2) war and terrorism.

Media have always played an important role in our religious lives. While 
you may think of TV when you hear the word media, humans have been 
writing and reading for centuries. Religious texts including the Sutras 
(Buddhist sacred texts), the Bible (Christian sacred text), the Vedas 
(Hindu sacred texts), the Quran and Hadith (Islamic sacred texts), and 
the Tanach, Mishnah, Talmud, and Midrash (Jewish sacred texts) all 
were written with the purpose of informing how we think about this  
life and the next. Religious texts were designed to engage us intellectually 
and to get us to think about the meaning of our lives relative to some-
thing bigger than ourselves. Not surprisingly, as media have changed so 
have the ways religious leaders try to engage us.
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Let’s take the example of Jimmy Swaggart, who is an American evan-
gelist. Swaggart began evangelizing, or bringing the gospel, to the Amer-
ican South in 1955. He quite literally traveled across the South preaching 
from a flatbed trailer that was donated to him. By 1960, he was record-
ing and selling gospel music albums, and in 1961, he began spreading 
gospel on the radio. Before long, Swaggart was on TV and preaching 
the “good word” into living rooms across the country. Swaggart’s show 
was wildly popular. If you watch his program (there is a link at the end 
of the chapter), you will see that he plays the piano, sings, and paces 
across the stage as he dramatically delivers his sermon. His show was 
very entertaining. By 1983, Swaggart’s daily telecast, which featured Bible 
study and gospel music, was carried by more than 250 television stations 
in the United States.

As you can imagine, Swaggart and other TV evangelists had their fair 
share of critics. Generally speaking, TV evangelism is criticized for three 
related reasons, all of which are related to media logic. Media logic refers 
to the ways the structure of the medium and the format of the content 
affect communication. Medium structure is straightforward. Differ-
ent mediums have different structures, and this shapes the information 
we receive. For example, we know that television is different from Twit-
ter, which is different from a website. As such, we do not expect the 
news we get from The Daily Show with Trevor Noah to be the same as 
the news we find when we search for a hashtag on Twitter or go to the 
New York Times webpage. When we go to the New York Times online, we 
expect in- depth coverage on an issue or event, complete with graphics 
and additional links. We do not expect this from Twitter, which lim-
its the news to dramatic headlines conveyed in 280 characters or less,  
or The Daily Show, which we expect to entertain us while recapping the 
news of the day.

Format refers to how the content is arranged for presentation. Pro-
ducers determine what content will be presented as well as how it will 
be presented. Many social scientists, including Neil Postman, whom we 
discussed last chapter, have argued that our media formats primarily 
focus on entertainment, meaning the language, pace, and rhetoric of 
entertainment influences the content we receive. The widespread influ-
ence of entertainment on media formats, scholars argue, creates an over-
arching media logic that emphasizes dramatic, humorous, and thematic 
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storytelling over critical and thoughtful commentary. This, in turn, 
affects how we understand institutional life and our experiences in it. 
Remember, Postman suggested that the emphasis on entertaining con-
tent would ultimately undermine our ability to have meaningful debate 
regarding social and political problems.

Religious content is not exempt from media logic. In fact, critics 
believe that media logic pollutes religious experiences in three ways. 
First, and most obvious, TV evangelism provides viewers entertainment 
rather than a meaningful religious experience. TV evangelists such as 
Jimmy Swaggart host shows that include thematic storytelling, drama, 
music, and occasionally humor— all the necessary ingredients for the 
audience to feel good once the program has ended— and lack depth 
when it comes to interpreting religious texts. Second, and related, TV 
evangelists are celebrities, who, critics argue, are more worried about 
their “brand” and selling products during commercial breaks than 
teaching the gospel. Swaggart, for example, sells the books, Bibles, 
and gospel music CDs that he features on his program. This makes his 
show seem more like a long commercial than a religious service. Critics 
believe that it is difficult to have a religious experience with Swaggart 
constantly pitching his products. Finally, TV evangelism fails to provide 
a religious community. Personal interactions and connections are key to 
meaningful religious experiences and growth, and neither can happen 
through the TV screen. TV evangelists don’t have personal relationships 
with audience members so they cannot answer their questions or nur-
ture their spiritual growth. TV evangelism, in short, is religion wrapped 
in a feel- good, entertaining package.

Of course, supporters of TV evangelism and evangelists themselves 
disagree with this assessment. They point out that weekly church 
attendance has declined since the 1990s. You can see this trend in the 
Gallup poll (figure 3.1). Notice that 34 percent of respondents went to 
church or synagogue weekly in 1992; a number that has declined over 
time. By 2015, only 25 percent of respondents reported attending ser-
vices weekly. When another polling agency, the Pew Research Center, 
asked survey respondents why they do not go to weekly service more, 
individuals cited personal priorities (e.g., they are too busy) and practi-
cal difficulties (e.g., they don’t have transportation). Supporters of TV 
evangelism argue that the decline in weekly attendance require religious 
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How often do you attend church or synagogue— every week, almost every week, about once a 
month, seldom, or never?

Every Week 
(%)

Almost Every 
Week (%)

About Once a 
Month (%)

Seldom (%) Never (%)

2016 26 12 13 28 20

2015 25 13 13 27 22

2014 29 9 13 31 17

2013 28 11 15 26 19

2012 31 11 15 25 18

2011 29 9 16 30 15

2010 30 12 13 28 16

2009 31 11 13 29 15

2008 30 12 15 27 16

2007 30 12 13 28 16

2006 31 12 15 28 14

2005 35 11 15 25 14

2004 34 10 15 27 14

2003 32 13 13 30 11

2002 32 13 15 29 10

2001 32 11 15 29 13

2000 35 11 14 29 10

1999 32 12 15 27 13

1998 32 13 17 28 10

1997 29 13 17 29 11

1996 29 12 15 32 11

1995 31 12 16 30 10

1994 32 13 16 28 10

1993 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

1992 34 10 14 27 14

2000– 2015 based on yearly aggregates; 1992– 1999 based on two polls in which full religion module was 
asked; * Less than 0.5%.

Figure 3.1. Religious Service Attendance. Source: Gallup.
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leaders to “think outside the box” and deliver sermons in accessible and 
engaging ways. In the case of TV evangelism, the potential to bring the 
word of God (e.g., the Bible) into every household with a working televi-
sion and allow those who otherwise would not be able to be a part of a 
religious service, greatly outweigh nuisances such as commercials.

TV evangelists are still around. New media, however, have changed 
how religious leaders reach their flock. Spiritual advisors have gone vir-
tual, making their sermons accessible online and, sometimes, available 
as a podcast. In fact, in an effort to make religious doctrine accessible, 
thousands of churches worldwide turned to “Godcasting,” or creating 
religious podcasts that could be downloaded to mobile devices and 
streaming videos to spread their message. Reasonabletheology .org 
offers site visitors a “Big List of Christian Podcasts.” The now- defunct 
website Godcast1000.com also listed and ranked the top Godcasts. On 
June 6, 2017, Father Al Lauer held the top spot on the site with his daily 
Catholic scripture readings, followed by The Wired Homeschool and 
Ruidoso Baptist Church (See table 3.1). Each of these Godcasts gets 
hundreds of listeners daily. This practice of making sermons available 
online challenges how we, as a society, think about religious spaces  
and our experiences in them. Instead of sitting somberly in a church 
pew or even in the comfort of our homes, we can listen to religious 
leaders interpret religious texts while we are in our cars or on the tread-
mill at the gym.

Again, some religious leaders consider this a negative trend, arguing 
that we cannot have sacred experiences or build religious communities 

Table 3.1. Top Three Godcasts from Godcast1000.com. Source: Christian 
Podcasts, www .godcast1000 .com
Rank Name Denomination Description
1 Father Al Lauer Catholic Inspired teaching on the daily Scripture readings.

2 The Wired 
Homeschool

Not provided The Wired Homeschool provides practical advice 
for homeschooling parents who use technology 
as part of their homeschool curriculum. Topics 
include internet safety, responsible computer use, 
smartphones, tablets, e-readers, educational apps, 
and social media.

3 Ruidoso Baptist 
Church

Baptist The latest feed from Ruidoso Baptist Church.
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if we are on a treadmill. Likewise, critics point out that new media allow 
anyone to claim religious authority, even those without any formal spiri-
tual training. There are lots of religious video bloggers, or vloggers, who 
are willing to play down scripture and reveal more and more about their 
lives to attract followers, gain celebrity, and earn money. Just look at 
video- sharing websites such as YouTube. Religious vloggers let viewers 
into their daily lives and earn money from the ads shown on their vid-
eos. Take the example of Sam and Nia Rader, Christian vloggers, who 
grabbed the attention of the online community in 2014 with a video of 
them lip-synching the film Frozen’s “Love Is an Open Door” in their car 
with their children in the backseat (the link is at the end of the chapter). 
The couple who shares all aspects of their lives with their YouTube fol-
lowers, consider the vlogs part of their “mission for God.” They argue 
that by showing others how fulfilling their lives are, others will accept 
Christ into their lives. The couple took heat in 2015 when Sam surprised 
Nia on the vlog with the results of her pregnancy test. Sam took some  
of Nia’s urine from the toilet, tested it, and gave Nia the news on the 
vlog. As of June 2017, the video had more than eighteen million views. 
Two days later, Sam and Nia announced her miscarriage on the vlog. 
The drama attracted millions of new viewers to their channel and addi-
tional revenue for the Rader family. Sam soon announced that he was 
quitting his job as an ER nurse to make the vlog and his family his full- 
time job. While you may be skeptical, it is not impossible to live off 
of the ad revenue associated with YouTube. According to BuzzFeed, 
Sam and Nia make approximately $9.60 per thousand ad views, which  
means they are making a six- figure salary from their YouTube channel.

While examples of Jimmy Swaggart and the Rader family clearly 
illustrate that media can be used in ways that bring financial benefits to 
some individuals, it is not clear how we might evaluate the effects of new 
media on religion. As a first step, we need a sociological framework for 
understanding religion and its role in American society.

Durkheim and Religion

In 1912, French sociologist, Émile Durkheim, published an influen-
tial book on religion titled The Elementary Forms of Religious Life in 
which he tried to identify common elements of different religions. As 
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a functionalist, Durkheim believed that religion was critical because 
it helped maintain balance and order within society. Since Durkheim 
surveyed religions from around the world, he recognized that they 
were very different. In fact, he tried to find at least one belief or practice 
shared by different religions but couldn’t find one. He did find that reli-
gions share three basic and related elements. First, religion is a unified 
system of beliefs in which some things are identified as sacred and set 
apart from everyday items. For example, some Hindu denominations 
consider Tulsi, or basil, sacred because it’s believed to be an incarna-
tion of the Goddess Tulsi, who was turned into a basil bush by the God 
Vishnu so that she could be worshipped in the morning and evening 
by every person in the world. Similarly, Catholics consider the rosary 
sacred and put this string of prayer beads in a special place.

Second, all religions have practices or rituals around the things that 
they consider sacred. Muslims, for instance, pray facing Mecca, which 
is the holy city of Islam, five times daily— at dawn, noon, midafternoon, 
sunset, and nightfall— as a sign of unity. Praying facing Mecca gives 
Muslims a common focus and sense of purpose regardless of whether 
or not they are in a temple. Some religious practices are less frequent. 
For example, Jews recognize the transition into adulthood through bar 
mitzvahs (for boys) and bat mitzvahs (for girls). The purpose of the reli-
gious coming- of- age ceremony is to officially recognize that childhood 
is over and that the young adults are accountable for their decisions and 
actions under Jewish law. Finally, all religions are united by their shared 
beliefs and practices into a single religious community. Muslims praying 
to Mecca around the world are part of a religious community and so are 
the Catholics that attend mass and celebrate the Eucharist, which is to 
share the “body” and “blood” of Christ.

In sum, religion is composed of religious practices and religious com-
munities. In this chapter, we will focus on each of these and specifically 
explore the role of new media in religious practices and religious com-
munities. We also will discuss religious dysfunction. As you may have 
guessed from the last chapter, functionalists are not just interested in 
how social institutions make society cohesive and stable. They also are 
concerned with the failure of social institutions. In this case, functional-
ists pay attention to when religion harms— rather than helps— society.
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Changing Religious Practices in the Digital Age

Individuals regularly gather together to practice their faith. Christians, 
Jews, and Muslims all set aside one day of the week on which they 
typically gather for worship. They are Sunday for Christians, Saturday  
for Jews, and Friday for Muslims. Typically, religious practice is some-
thing that is done in the “real” world in a scared space, such as a church 
or temple, with a religious leader, or individual who has recognized 
authority within a religion. Religious leaders, which include priests, 
preachers, ministers, reverends, rabbis, imams, and swamis, among oth-
ers, interpret sacred texts to practitioners. Social scientists who study 
religion analyze how new media influence religious practices.

Let’s start with what we know about how individuals use new media 
to learn more about religion. First, individuals use new media to learn 
more about churches and temples as well as particular religions them-
selves. In 2012, Beliefnet .com reported on a survey conducted by Grey 
Matter Research that found that in the last six months

• nineteen percent of those surveyed visited the website of a place of wor-
ship they are currently attending,

• seventeen percent of those surveyed visited the website of a place of wor-
ship they were not attending,

• nineteen percent of those surveyed visited a religious instruction website, 
and

• seventeen percent of those surveyed read religious- oriented blogs.

Second, individuals use new media to connect with religious lead-
ers and their churches and temples. The Beliefnet .com story titled “Are 
Americans Finding God in Cyberspace?” also reported that in the last 
six months

• fourteen percent of those surveyed have a religious leader as a “friend” on 
a social media platform like Facebook,

• one out of ten of those surveyed “liked” a place of worship on a social 
media site,

• eight percent of those surveyed participated in religious- oriented discus-
sions online,
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• two percent of those surveyed follow a place of worship on Twitter, and
• two percent of those surveyed follow a religious leader on Twitter.

Finally, most of the individuals using new media for these purposes are 
young. Beliefnet .com reports that 57 percent of adults who are online 
and under the age of thirty- five use the internet for religious purposes.

Given these realities, it makes sense that there are so many churches 
and temples with an online presence. Want to learn more about Tibetan 
Buddhism? Go to the Foundation for the Preservation of the Mahayana 
Tradition website and take a free online course on Buddhist meditation. 
Don’t remember all the words to the Catholic prayer “Hail Mary”? Navi-
gate over to the Catholic Online website and search this, and hundreds 
of other prayers, in the prayer resource center. If you watch the Hail 
Mary video (the link is at the end of the chapter), you’ll see that the 
prayer is accompanied by inspirational images and that the prayer is also 
read to you. If you want to catch a Muslim prayer service, you can head 
over to the Virtual Mosque and scroll through the list of topics. There 
are dozens of videos covering everything from Ramadan, where Mus-
lims observe a month of intense prayer and dawn- to- dusk fasting, to the 
Muslim vote. You can even get closer to God during your lunch break 
using an application on your mobile phone. The Virtual Hindu Temple 
Worship allows individuals to pray while listening to meditation music. 
These sites suggest that new media are changing the way individuals 
practice their faith.

While these efforts may seem like little more than religious advertise-
ments, new media change how we think about sacred spaces. Digital 
technology decouples religious practice from physical space. We don’t 
have to go to a physical church, temple, or synagogue at a specific time 
to practice our faith. We can go online and watch a sermon or simply 
run an app that offers motivation and music for our meditation. In other 
words, we no longer have to share a physical space to practice our faith 
together, and this changes where and how we engage in religion.

Social scientists find that new media are particularly important for 
individuals who want to practice a faith that is considered outside of the 
mainstream. A good example is Wicca, whose practitioners generally 
believe in a god and goddess who take the form of deities familiar to 
us (e.g., from mythology). Wiccans generally celebrate eight holidays, 
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or Sabbats, which are tied to the seasons and the Earth’s natural rhythms. 
Sabbats celebrate the Earth’s journey around the sun, which Wiccans call 
the Wheel of the Year, and Wiccans commemorate each Sabbat. Wic-
can ceremonies, however, can vary dramatically. Some Wiccans publicly 
celebrate each Sabbat in an effort to educate the broader public about 
their religion. For example, they might put on a play that outlines the 
importance of a particular Sabbat. Other Wiccans prefer private celebra-
tions that only include other practitioners. In short, while Wiccans may 
celebrate common holidays, their practices are very different.

Some of you may be asking yourself, “Is she talking about witches and 
witchcraft?” It turns out that Wicca and witchcraft are quite different. 
Witchcraft is not a religion, and witches focus on practicing magic. But, 
as you can imagine our general lack of knowledge regarding Wicca— not 
to mention the countless movies and TV series that dramatize events 
such as the Salem Witch Trials, where two hundred people were accused 
of witchcraft and twenty people were executed for this crime— means 
that many people assume Wicca and witchcraft are one and the same. 
Because of this association, many Wiccans practice their religion outside 
the view of the public. Before new media, learning more about Wicca or 
attending a Sabbat might have been quite difficult. If you didn’t know 
anyone Wiccan, then you would have had to start asking around to see if 
you could find any Wiccans in your community— something you may or 
may not have felt comfortable doing. New media, however, make it pos-
sible for individuals curious about alternative religions like Wicca to go 
online and learn more about and even practice their faith. Specifically, 
individuals can use virtual forums like chat rooms to discuss religious 
ideas, hold online services, and even try to find other practitioners in 
their communities so that they can meet up in the real world. Web-
sites like Wiccan Together offer a number of ways— discussion forums, 
groups, and chat rooms— for members to connect with one another and 
discuss various aspects of their faith. New media, simply put, offer indi-
viduals new ways to practice their faith.

New media also change how we connect with religious leaders. 
Again, when you think about religious leaders, you probably think about 
a pastor, minister, priest, imam, pujari, or umze— the individual who 
has authoritative knowledge about God or a deity and provides guid-
ance regarding how believers should think and behave. Before new 
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media, your contact with religious authorities may have been limited 
to before or after the service, or possibly nonexistent. Many Catho-
lics, for instance, only see their priest once a week at church and most 
Catholics have never met the Pope, who is the leader of all the Catholic 
churches in the world. If you are Catholic, these religious leaders may 
seem intimidating and unapproachable. It can be difficult for some to 
imagine having a conversation with a priest about religious doctrine and 
its application to a situation in your life.

This is exactly why new media can be a powerful tool for religious 
leaders. Priests, reverends, ministers, rabbis, and imams can use web-
sites, blogs, and social media to show us how they live their faith and 
communicate with us in a more direct way. Some religious leaders 
even encourage this. Read the following excerpt from the statement 
Pope Francis released on the Forty- Eighth World Communications 
Day. Notice that he asks the priest and pastoral ministry to think about 
the internet as “a gift from God,” and to use new media for authentic 
encounters with others. He urges the priest and pastoral ministry to 
view the digital revolution as a “thrilling challenge” and to use online 
tools to “share with others the beauty of God.” Does it matter if religious 
leaders use new media to connect with their flock? Yes, new media does 
seem to break down the walls between religious leaders and believers by 
making them more accessible, which, research shows, helps keep prac-
titioners engaged with religion over time.

Let’s stay with the Catholic example to get a sense of how a religious 
leader might use social media to communicate with his congregants. 
I did a quick search for Catholic churches in North Florida and found a 
church where the priest publicly shares gospel, thoughts, and informa-
tion about himself. His “friends” on Facebook can “like,” comment 
on, and share his posts. This particular priest shares personal details 
about his life, such as the fact that he is a twin, along with religious 
information. In one of his posts, his “friends” learn that the feast of the 
apostle St. Thomas, who, like the priest, was a twin, is on July 3. This, 
arguably, is an authentic attempt to make Catholicism more accessible  
to the broader public. While the priest doesn’t go into great detail 
about St. Thomas’s life— it turns out he is the “doubting Thomas” we 
hear about every now and then because he refused to believe that a res-
urrected Jesus had appeared to the ten other apostles until he saw it  
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Message of Pope Francis for the 48th World 
Communications Day
Communication at the Service of an Authentic Culture of 
Encounter

Posted Sunday, 1 June 2014
In a world like this, media can help us to feel closer to one another, creat-
ing a sense of the unity of the human family which can in turn inspire 
solidarity and serious efforts to ensure a more dignified life for all. Good 
communication helps us to grow closer, to know one another better and 
ultimately, and to grow in unity. The walls which divide us can be broken 
down only if we are prepared to listen and learn from one another. We 
need to resolve our differences through forms of dialogue which help 
us grow in understanding and mutual respect. A culture of encounter 
demands that we be ready not only to give, but also to receive. Media can 
help us greatly in this, especially nowadays, when the networks of human 
communication have made unprecedented advances. The Internet, in 
particular, offers immense possibilities for encounter and solidarity. This 
is something truly good, a gift from God. . . . 

It is not enough to be passersby on the digital highways, simply “con-
nected”; connections need to grow into true encounters. We cannot live 
apart, closed in on ourselves. We need to love and to be loved. We need 
tenderness. Media strategies do not ensure beauty, goodness and truth 
in communication. The world of media also has to be concerned with 
humanity; it too is called to show tenderness. The digital world can be 
an environment rich in humanity; a network not of wires but of people. 
The impartiality of media is merely an appearance; only those who go out 
of themselves in their communication can become a true point of refer-
ence for others. Personal engagement is the basis of the trustworthiness 
of a communicator. Christian witness, thanks to the Internet, can thereby 
reach the peripheries of human existence.

As I have frequently observed, if a choice has to be made between 
a bruised Church which goes out to the streets and a Church suffering 
from self- absorption, I certainly prefer the first. Those “streets” are the 
world where people live and where they can be reached, both effectively 
and affectively. The digital highway is one of them, a street teeming with 
people who are often hurting, men and women looking for salvation or 
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for himself— he humanizes the apostle and himself by sharing authentic 
details about his life. This kind of sharing makes him more accessible. 
This priest is not the only one using social media to try to connect with 
Catholics. As you may have guessed from his statement above, Pope 
Francis, leader of the Catholic Church, tweets daily and as of May 2018 
had more than seventeen million followers. In the tweets below (fig-
ure 3.2) you can see that Pope Francis urges his followers to reflect on 
their faith and to take care of our natural environment. While you might 
not get a reply from the Pope if you tried to engage him, it is clear that 
these social media efforts are intended to make religious leaders more 
accessible to their parishioners.

Recognized religious leaders such as the Pope are not the only ones 
who can use new media to try to make religious ideas more accessible. 
There are thousands of individuals online who explicitly draw on reli-
gious texts and the ideas of religious authorities to discuss the relevance 
of religious teaching in our lives. Take Christian blogger Priscilla Shirer, 
for example. Shirer is a wife and a mother of three boys, who also has a 

hope. By means of the Internet, the Christian message can reach “to the 
ends of the earth” (Acts 1:8). Keeping the doors of our churches open 
also means keeping them open in the digital environment so that people, 
whatever their situation in life, can enter, and so that the Gospel can go 
out to reach everyone. We are called to show that the Church is the home 
of all. Are we capable of communicating the image of such a Church? 
Communication is a means of expressing the missionary vocation of the 
entire Church; today the social networks are one way to experience this 
call to discover the beauty of faith, the beauty of encountering Christ. In 
the area of communications too, we need a Church capable of bringing 
warmth and of stirring hearts. . . . 

The Church needs to be concerned for, and present in, the world of 
communication, in order to dialogue with people today and to help them 
encounter Christ. She needs to be a Church at the side of others, capable 
of accompanying everyone along the way. The revolution taking place 
in communications media and in information technologies represents 
a great and thrilling challenge; may we respond to that challenge with 
fresh energy and imagination as we seek to share with others the beauty 
of God.
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master’s degree in biblical studies. She is the author of several Christian 
books for women and, recently, started publishing children’s fare. On her 
blog, she uses a mix of metaphors, personal experiences, and Bible verses 
to help individuals recognize God’s work in their lives. For instance, in 
one of her blogs, Shirer outlines how even seemingly menial tasks such 
as doing dishes can be done in the service of God. She recounts the story 
of Sandra, who took pride in tending her house and family but who  
also hated doing dishes. The saving grace of performing this loathsome 
task was that she washed dishes in front of a window and, every morn-
ing, watched the teenagers on the corner wait for the school bus.

Sandra, however, has a transformative moment. As Shirer describes it,

Her gloved hands fell limp when she heard the hushed tones of God’s 
Spirit burn in her heart. She had been asking God to reveal why He’d cre-
ated her and what He could do through her to minister to others, while  
she was elbow- deep in these ordinary, mundane tasks of motherhood. She 
wanted an audience of lives to impact, but didn’t know how it could fit in 
with the regular rhythms of daily living. Yet somehow, in this moment, it 
was clear. Her audience was right outside her window. Had been all along. 

Figure 3.2. Tweets from Pope Francis. Source: Twitter, @Pontifex.
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And if she had neglected the undesirable task of doing these dishes, she’d 
never have seen her brand new discipleship group. The next morning, 
she padded out to that street corner armed with doughnuts and a sheet of 
selected and prayed- over Scripture verses, handing them out one- by- one 
to each student. For more than ten years, she faithfully met dozens of them 
there— three times a week, fifteen minutes a day, claiming that corner as 
her consecrated mission field, right outside her kitchen window.

Shirer argues that Sandra’s experience was destiny and is comparable 
to Biblical figures including Saul (who finds God while looking for his 
father’s donkeys) and David (who slays Goliath while delivering food to  
his brother). She concludes by noting that, “For by God’s providence, 
every earthly assignment is intertwined and interconnected with a heav-
enly one. Even your most ordinary task, done with eyes and ears wide 
open, can beckon you to brand new, eternally significant opportunities.”

In sum, new media can play an important role in American religious 
practices. New media allow individuals to practice their faith during 
lunch breaks and in virtual spaces. For individuals whose religions fall 
outside of the mainstream, religious websites, chat rooms, and discus-
sion boards provide a critical link to religious leaders and other practi-
tioners. This, we learned, is true for followers of Wicca, who often find 
it difficult to overcome stereotypes and find others who celebrate Sab-
bats. New media makes it easier for Wiccans to find one another in the 
virtual and real worlds. New media are important to religious leaders as 
well. The digital era offers religious leaders new opportunities to connect 
with parishioners and the broader public outside of weekly services. We 
saw that Pope Francis encourages the priest and pastoral ministry to use 
social media to connect with others and share the word of God; some-
thing he does himself on Twitter. Of course, you don’t have to be the 
Pope to spread religious messages online. Pricilla Shirer uses new media 
to help her followers find Christ in their daily lives.

Religious Community Online

We live in a network- based society. Our friends may live all over the 
world, but new media allow us to stay connected to one another. Not 
surprisingly, new media have altered how individuals experience 
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REPRODUCING INEQUALITY

Death in the Digital Age

April 1945, President Franklin D. Roosevelt died from a stroke. Since 
he was in Georgia at the time of his death, a funeral train, accom-
panied by a procession of two thousand American soldiers, took his 
body to Washington, DC, for burial. All along the train tracks between 
Georgia and Washington, DC, Americans gathered day and night to 
grieve and pay their respects to their fallen president.

April 2016, the artist Prince died from a drug overdose. While peo-
ple gathered in Prince’s hometown (Minneapolis, MN) to grieve (and 
dance), thousands of people took to Twitter so that they could share 
their thoughts about the musician. On Facebook, community pages 
memorializing the artist and his music popped up.

When we lose someone we admire or care deeply about, we grieve. 
Before the internet, we would grieve together in the “real” world. When 
someone famous died, such as a well- loved president, people would 
gather together in order to grieve and pay their respects. In the digital 
age, we do not have to attend a memorial or service. We can simply 
go online. In fact, it is not uncommon for us to announce the deaths of 
parents, spouses, and pets on Facebook or to post tributes on memo-
rial pages.

There are benefits associated with digital grieving. New media pro-
vide a place for us to come together and give meaning to death and 
the dead. Engaging with other mourners or just reading their online 
tributes can help us accept the deaths of loved ones.

New media also have created new companies and products associ-
ated with grieving and death. Internet memorials are sold with funeral 
packages and promoted as a way to keep loved ones involved in the 
grief process, even when they cannot be physically present. There are 
countless memorial websites (like Legacy .com and Nevergone .com) 
where you can pay to create an everlasting presence for your loved 
ones. There are even companies that allow you to make a “second 
self” while you’re alive so that your memories and personality are 
eternal. Lifenaut, for example, uses uploaded reflections, online utter-
ances, social media posts, and emails to create a “mind clone” that 
can interact with as well as offer information and advice to family 
and friends after your death.
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religious community. Recall that religious community refers to a strong 
sense of belonging that is based on individuals’ shared faith. Communi-
ties have a common way of thinking about, talking about, and practicing 
religion. In other words, religious practices and religious communities 
often are related to one another. Before new media, religious communi-
ties were primarily built through face- to- face interactions at places of 
worship. Individuals might attend church services and church- related 
activities such as youth groups and bake sales and, over time, develop a 
sense of religious community. New media make it possible for religious 
communities to transcend geographic borders. An online church can be 
run by a person on one continent while attendees are from several oth-
ers. Additionally, outside of online services, new media provide a space 
where individuals can formally or informally interpret religious ideas, 
make friends, and ask for advice when they need it.

Building a religious community online can take some effort. Let’s look 
at the example of St. Pixels. St. Pixels began in 2004 as an online exper-
iment of the group, Ship of Fools, whose aim is to “help Christians be  
self- critical and honest about the failings of Christianity, as we believe hon-
esty can only strengthen faith.” St. Pixels was a 3D church that individuals 
could attend. Using avatars, individuals would enter the church and par-
ticipate in the service. According to the website, the 3D church attracted 
a lot of new members. The creators of St. Pixels recognized new media’s 
community- building potential and put together a website that used a bul-
letin board and chat room as their major meeting points. The purpose of 

These new industries remind us that inequality affects us even in 
death. Consider the following:
• Internet memorials typically cost money. Given that standard 

memorials run between seven thousand dollars and ten thousand 
dollars, for many mourners, internet memorials are out of finan-
cial reach.

• Internet access varies by income. These companies assume inter-
net access.

• Internet access varies by geography. Individuals living in rural 
areas have less access to internet services, which make every-
thing from grieving online to constructing a “second self” more 
difficult.
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their meetings was to build a sacred space online. According to the St. Pix-
els website, this is when much of the community- building work took 
place. It wasn’t easy. The creators of St. Pixels had to figure not only what  
their religious practices would look like online but also how they under-
stood religious texts. This wasn’t something that they could do by them-
selves and dictate to others, not if they wanted St. Pixels to be an open and 
welcoming space. A lot of people participated in the conversations regard-
ing what St. Pixels should be. Apparently, their community- building efforts 
were often heated. However, participants spent hours talking through 
their religious views and, over time, grew to care about one another and 
pray for one another even when they disagreed. This process went on for 
more than two years and represented a critical step in the church’s efforts 
to build meaningful religious community online.

While the 3D format for church services was very innovative, it was too 
expensive to maintain. So in 2011, St. Pixels held its first interactive service 
on Facebook and officially moved the church to Facebook and Twitter in 
2012. When asked about this move to social media, St. Pixels pioneer Mark 
Howe explained, “Love it or hate it, Facebook is where people are. . . . If 
the Gospel is for today’s connected culture, it has to find a distinctive but 
culturally- appropriate place within social networking.” St. Pixels is still 
around. The services mostly take the form of a slideshow, which you can 
watch. Individuals can also participate in group prayer sessions and talk 
with one another in a chat room. St. Pixels has made an effort to broaden 
its religious community. It now links to i-church, an online Christian 
community, where followers and visitors can attend weekly services in the 
virtual world or debate religious topics in a chat room.

Of course, Christians are not the only ones trying to find crea-
tive ways to build religious communities online. You can visit a Bud-
dhist or Hindu temple in the virtual reality game Second Life, or use the 
hashtag #openpractice on Twitter to find other Buddhists with whom 
you can practice your meditation. While you may be skeptical of these 
online religious communities, they seem to work for the people who  
participate in them. In a post for the Lion’s Roar, a Buddhist magazine, 
Nate DeMontigny describes his experience meditating in a temple in Sec-
ond Life. Notice that he mentions that he lives in an “isolated place” and 
hasn’t “met many Buddhists in the real world.” For DeMontigny, Second 
Life provided him a religious community of people he came to trust to 
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answer his questions and “give good advice.” It doesn’t matter what your 
religion may be, there likely is a community online in which you can par-
ticipate and find like- minded others to discuss matters of faith.

A Precious “Second Life” Online?
Lion’s Roar

By Nate DeMontigny
February 25, 2010
. . . One of the first things I did was to search out Buddhist places. I was 
blown away to find how many there were. There weren’t as many as 
there are today, but there were meditation groups meeting and discus-
sion groups as well. I began by sitting and chatting with the “Skeptical 
Buddhists”— their name says it all. The talk was peer- led and discussion 
was well maintained. I think there were 20+ people at this particular 
discussion.

For me this was great: I hadn’t met many Buddhists in the real world 
so it had been hard to discuss things I was curious about. With this “Sec-
ond Sangha” I was able to engage not only in the discussions but start an 
actual meditation routine. How does one meditate in a “game,” you ask? 
It’s actually just a simple as meditation in real life.

Groups of meditators get together, sit on virtual cushions, and a peer 
who leads the meditation hits a virtual gong (or Tibetan singing bowl, 
or what have you). The idea is that while your avatar is engaging in this 
meditation you are supposed to do the same in real life. The gong is 
struck and meditation begins. Then after the sitting session has ended, 
it’s hit again and meditation is over. . . . 

Being a “lone practitioner” it’s sometimes difficult to keep a constant 
practice going. I need that extra nudge from time to time. By logging in 
to Second Life and attending a meditation session or a dharma talk, I get 
virtual nudge that I can transfer to my real life. That stale feeling I had be-
fore is replaced with a commitment to get back on track. I know it’s more 
“involved” than that to get back into a practice, but with a lack of folks to 
meet with here in the real world (I live in a fairly isolated place), Second 
Life is a great fallback when I need to get back to my real- life practice. 
And I’ve built relationships with people I’ve come to trust to answer my 
questions and give good advice.
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There are two additional points we need to consider about religious 
community in the digital age. First, some individuals participate in reli-
gious communities both online and offline. Social scientists find that 
many individuals who engage in religious communities online attend a 
local church or temple as well. These individuals report that they partici-
pate in both in order to deepen their religious lives. In fact, respondents 
who participate in religious communities online and offline describe 
their religious lives as multilayered and very satisfying. Second, not all 
of these religious communities are constructed around ideas American 
society sanctions. Let’s use the Branch Davidians, which began as a sect 
that split away from the Seventh- day Adventist church, as an example. 
Under the leadership of David Koresh, the Branch Davidians became a 
doomsday cult in the 1980s. The Branch Davidians lived together out-
side Waco, Texas, in a compound, where members grew their own food 
and studied the Bible. Koresh believed that the final, encompassing bat-
tle of Armageddon, which is mentioned in the Bible, would begin at his 
compound. In preparation for this battle, the Branch Davidians began 
to assemble large numbers of guns and antitank rifles. One source esti-
mates that there were eleven tons of weapons in the compound.

In the spring of 1993, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms 
and Explosives (ATF), a governmental agency, decided to arrest Koresh 
on firearm violations. A group of seventy- six agents entered the com-
pound in order to serve Koresh a warrant, and a shot was fired. This shot 
started a gunfight between the Branch Davidians and the ATF in which 
ten people died and more than two dozen were injured. The ATF with-
drew from the compound and a fifty- one- day siege followed. The Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation ended the siege by storming the compound. 
Koresh and more than seventy of his followers died. In the years that 
followed, survivors of the Branch Davidian Waco tragedy went online 
to share their stories, offer their views on their experiences with Koresh, 
and use new media to spread the Branch Davidian message to a new 
generation.

In sum, new media provides tools that groups and individuals can 
use to create religious communities online. As we saw with the example 
of St. Pixels, it can take a lot of time and effort to build religious com-
munities. Members can spend years debating the religious values and 
beliefs that will hold them together. Individuals, however, clearly benefit 
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from these efforts. People like Nate DeMontigny, who are geographi-
cally isolated and lacking a religious community in the real world, can 
find others whose religious guidance they trust online. For these indi-
viduals, new media offer them a way to practice and discuss matters of 
faith. We should not think about religious communities as something 
individuals participate in either online or in the real world. Social sci-
entists find that many individuals do both and report that online and 
offline religious communities enhance their religious lives. Of course, 
not all religious communities are good for a society. This is the topic of 
our next section.

Case Study
Extremist Religious Communities

America is known for its freedom of speech and religious freedom. While 
these freedoms are important, we have also noted that not all religions 
are mainstream. For example, Wicca, which is discussed above, may 
be a religion with which you are unfamiliar and, perhaps, uncomfort-
able. Regardless, Wiccans are allowed to practice their religion because  
the US Constitution protects the freedom of all citizens to do so unless the 
practice harms others or undermines other compelling societal interests.

The exclusion of religions whose practices harm others is often hotly 
debated by religious communities that feel as though the US government 
unfairly monitors them and their practices in an effort to try to “catch” 
them breaking the law. One such religious community is the Christian 
Identity community, whose belief system is built on racism. Followers 
of Christian Identity believe that Christianity is for whites only and that 
whites of European descent can be traced back to the “Lost Tribes of 
Israel.” They also believe that Jews are the Satanic offspring of Eve and the 
Serpent and nonwhite people are “mud peoples” created before Adam 
and Eve. The Ku Klux Klan (KKK) and Aryan Nation both are based on 
Christian Identity doctrine.

Here are a few of their beliefs, which appear on the Christian Identity 
website (www .thechristianidentityforum .net):
• The white European people, Britons, Americans, Germans, Austra-

lians, and others are the Hebrews/Israelites of the Bible and are the 
biological sons and daughters of the living God.
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• The people known today as Jews are imposters masquerading as God’s 
chosen people and are the biological children of the Devil.

• Christianity is a religion for racially pure whites exclusively. Christ 
said that He came only for the lost sheep of the House of Israel, all of 
the members of which were and are white. There is no epistle in the 
New Testament written to any group of non- white people.

• The Bible was written to members of the Adamic race and to Israelites 
in particular, so when it uses language like every creature and all men, 
it means “every white person” and “all white men,” not every man and 
woman on earth. Universalism, which teaches that the promises  
and covenants in the Bible apply to all races and is embraced by most 
nominally Christian churches, is a false doctrine.
As with other religions, new media makes it easier for followers of 

Christian Identity to find each other, organize, and practice their faith. 
In fact, sociologists who study Christian Identity groups find that new 
media have contributed to their strength because forums, chat rooms, 
and blogs provide believers a place to express themselves and a religious 
community.

Extremist religious communities don’t post direct threats against people 
or groups. Leaders and followers know that to do so would violate the Con-
stitution and get them in a lot of trouble. Instead, the threats are veiled. 
Extremist religious communities note what individuals they are keep-
ing an eye on and frequently share the information and location of those  
being “watched.” This is permitted because being “watched” doesn’t mean 
that individuals are targets for beatings or death.

Read the Christian Identity Statement of Faith (the link is at the end of 
the chapter) and discuss the following questions in a small group:
• Should the government disband religious communities that are racist? 

Why or why not?
• Should extreme religious communities be monitored by the US gov-

ernment? Why or why not?
• How important do you think extremist religious communities are to 

religious diversity in the United States?
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Religious Dysfunction Online

Functionalists also examine the ways in which religion is dysfunctional, 
or how it can bring about harmful results. There are two common dys-
functions that result from religion: religious persecution as well as war 
and terrorism. Religion can be used for persecution, or used to rational-
ize rejecting, harming, and even killing people based on their religious 
beliefs. Adolf Hitler, for example, blamed Jews for Germany’s defeat 
in World War I, the subsequent revolution that overthrew the monar-
chy, and the country’s economic crisis that followed. Hitler used this 
hatred toward a religious population to rise to power and systematically 
imprison and murder millions of Jews. 

There are countless examples of religious persecution throughout his-
tory, and of course, religious persecution still exists today. The group 
Open Doors, which tracks the religious persecution of Christians world-
wide, compiles a yearly watch list that details the top fifty countries with 
the highest levels of persecution. In 2016, the organization found that 
North Korea, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, Syria, Sudan, and Soma-
lia severely persecuted Christians. Open Doors also found that Chris-
tians were killed at record high rates in sub- Saharan Africa (Nigeria, 
Central African Republic, Chad, Democratic Republic of Congo, Kenya, 
and Cameroon) for practicing their faith. In fact, of the 7,100 reported 
deaths due to religious persecution, 4,028 were in sub- Saharan Africa. 
The point here is that religious persecution is not a new phenomenon.

New media can aid in religious persecution, particularly in America. 
Since individuals have the constitutionally protected right to free speech, 
they can create websites and social media accounts that offer outrageous 
accounts of a religious doctrine with which they do not agree. A good 
example of this kind of website is Jihad Watch, an anti- Muslim site that 
is “dedicated to bringing public attention to the role that jihad theol-
ogy and ideology play in the modern world and to correcting popular 
misconceptions about the role of jihad and religion in modern- day con-
flicts.” Jihad Watch believes that Islam is inherently violent and poses a 
threat to the American way of life. On its website, Jihad Watch incor-
rectly argues that Islam requires all Muslims to “impose” their religion 
and Islamic law on other societies, using violence if necessary. A central 
concern of Jihad Watch is that American laws will be replaced by Sharia 
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law, which is an Islamic framework that guides some aspects of public 
and private life. Jihad Watch warns that Sharia law will deny Americans 
basic rights and dignity. This concern, however, is unfounded, since, 
like Christianity, Islamic denominations are diverse and because Sharia  
law in its entirety has not been implemented in any country of the world, 
including Muslim countries.

The potential effects of such websites cannot be ignored because Jihad 
Watch cultivates suspicion and even hatred toward Muslims through the 
spread of misinformation. In fact, the American Defamation League, Coun-
cil on American- Islamic Relations, and the Southern Poverty Law Center 
all have classified Jihad Watch as a hate group that advocates and practices 
hatred, hostility, or violence toward Islam and Muslims. The Southern Pov-
erty Law Center, which tracks and maps hate groups in America, identified 
954 hate groups in operation in May 2018. If you look at the map (there is 
a link at the end of the chapter), you will notice that most of these are in 
the eastern half of the country and all of them have an online presence. 
While issues of race are central to most of these groups (e.g., white power 
and neo- Nazi organizations), anti- Muslim groups are on the rise. According 
to the Southern Poverty Law Center, since 2015, there has been an uptick 
in the number of Muslim hate groups in America. In 2015, there were 34 
anti- Muslim groups. This rose to 101 in 2016. The Southern Poverty Law 
Center attributes some of this growth to Donald Trump’s candidacy and 
ascendance to the White House. Trump’s advisors, including Steve Bannon, 
who promoted Islamophobia as the executive chairman of the Alt Right 
outlet Breitbart, urged him to label Muslims as the source of terrorism. 
Trump took their advice. On the election trail, Trump made anti- Muslim 
comments and vowed to ban Muslims from entering the United States. In 
March 2017, Executive Order 13780, titled “Protecting the Nation from For-
eign Terrorist Entry into the United States,” suspended most travel from sev-
eral Muslim countries for ninety days. This order was replaced in September 
2017 by another, which indefinitely banned most travel to the United States 
from Iran, Libya, Syria, Yemen, Somalia, Chad, and North Korea. While 
both of these orders were blocked by lower courts, the Supreme Court 
upheld Trump’s ban in June 2018. 

The other dysfunction that results from religion is war and terrorism. 
Again, there are countless examples of religious wars throughout human 
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history. The Crusades, for example, refers to a series of bloody battles 
between Christians and Muslims. Beginning in the eleventh century, 
Christian popes launched attacks on Muslims in an effort to take posses-
sion of Jerusalem (their Holy Land). More recently, Islamic extremists 
used religion as a reason for the September 11, 2001, attacks on the Pen-
tagon and the World Trade Center towers. New media make it easier for 
religious- based terrorists to communicate with one another. For exam-
ple, ISIS (an extreme Muslim faction, which is also known as ISIL or the 
Islamic state, that advocates violence in the name of religion) uses new 
media to find recruits. Sheera Frenkel, a reporter for BuzzFeed, studied 
how ISIS used the internet for six months. She learned that ISIS doesn’t 
simply use the “dark web” to meet up in clandestine virtual spaces or  
just send one another messages through the secret end- to- end encryp-
tion service Telegram, which, like Snapchat, includes a self- destruct 
timer. ISIS members try to engage people in chat rooms and find new 
recruits on dating websites. For example, Frenkel reported that ISIS 
members try to attract women recruits by promising them wealth and 
luxury once they journey to Syria.

The scariest part of religious extremists’ use of new media is that they 
can use the internet to spread their ideas without ever having direct con-
tact with individuals who act violently on their behalf. ISIS, for instance, 
sends out its radical messages through social media such as Twitter and 
uploads recruitment and execution videos to YouTube, which makes 
it easy for individuals to go online, learn extremist religious positions, 
and then act on them. Unfortunately, there have been several examples 
of new media contributing to religious- based terrorism worldwide. On 
April 15, 2013, two men detonated two pressure cooker bombs near the 
finish line of the Boston Marathon. One of the terrorists admitted that 
they were motivated by extremist Islamic beliefs and had learned how to 
make the bombs from materials published by a religious extremist group 
online. More recently, twenty- nine- year- old Sayfullo Saipov, who was 
inspired by ISIS propaganda he found online, killed eight and injured 
twelve in Manhattan, New York, when he purposely ran a rented truck 
into a bike lane and targeted bikers and pedestrians.

While it is unclear whether new media make the dysfunctional 
aspects of religion worse, it is clear that new media make it easier for 
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extremists of all kinds to spread their ideas to those looking for them. 
Extremists promoting religious persecution as well as those promot-
ing violence in the name of religion can quickly set up a website that 
endorses their positions and use social media such as Facebook, Tumblr, 
Twitter, and Instagram to make sure that they have a widespread, virtual 
presence. Likewise, new media make it much easier for individuals to 
self- radicalize, or adopt an extreme position and act on it. Extremist 
groups provide not only a doctrine but, often, how- to manuals that offer 
instructions on how to forward a particular cause.

Case Study
Countering Extremism Online

Extremist groups are not the only ones using new media to spread their 
messages. Websites like Islamicity .com and Twitter accounts such as 
@islamicthought, @Islam, and @IslamSpeaks try to educate the general 
public about Muslim practices and Islamic faith. There are also efforts  
to make fun of and discredit extremist religious groups like ISIS. The 
group Anonymous, which is an international network of activists and 
hackers, has targeted ISIS, using illegal methods to find and share in-
formation about the religious terrorist organization. In March 2015, 
Anonymous released 9,200 names of Twitter accounts suspected of ISIS 
affiliation. Anonymous hoped releasing the names would force Twitter 
to take action against individuals using the platform to spread extremist 
ideology and propaganda. It is not clear how many (if any) accounts were 
removed.

Check out the following websites:
• IslamiCity: www .islamicity .com
• Islamic Broadcast Network: www .ibn .net
• Islam- USA: www .islam -usa .com
• Muslim Women’s League: www .mwlusa .org

Discuss the following questions:
• Do you think these websites help counter misinformation about Islam 

and Muslims? If so, how? If not, what do you think would work?
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed how new media are changing religion. We 
began by outlining Durkheim’s definition of religion and identifying two 
related aspects of religion: religious practice and religious community. We 
learned that new media change how we think about sacred spaces. Digital 
technology decouples religious practice from a physical space, meaning 
we don’t have to go to a physical church, temple, or synagogue at a spe-
cific time to practice our faith. We simply can go online and watch a ser-
mon or run an app that offers motivation and music for our meditation. 
This is an important shift because it changes where and how we engage 
religion. We can create sacred spaces in our offices, cars, and online, and  
practice alone or together. Then we outlined two other consequences 
of new media on religious practices. First, we learned that digital tech-
nology makes it easier for individuals who practice alternative religions  
such as Wicca to find and connect with one another around their shared 
faith. Second, we discussed how religious leaders use social media in 
an effort to make religious doctrine and themselves more accessible to 
practitioners.

After our discussion of religious practice, we turned our attention to 
the effects of new media on religious community, or a group of people 
united by their shared beliefs and practices. We discussed the example 
of St. Pixels and the many years of work its founders put into cultivating 
a religious community online. The church started out as an expensive 
3D experiment that was a success. Over time, the creators and mem-
bers hashed out their values and beliefs, and the religious community 
still exists today on Twitter and Facebook. Religious communities can 
use new media in lots of different ways. Individuals or religious leaders 
can build virtual churches, temples, mosques, and synagogues in games 
such as Second Life, connect via hashtag on Twitter, or create private 
spaces where only members can chat with one another. We also learned 
that many individuals participate in religious communities online and 
offline, and that religious communities do not always represent the val-
ues of mainstream society.

We concluded the chapter by exploring the harmful effects of reli-
gion, or religious dysfunction. Social scientists typically discuss two 
harmful effects of religious dysfunction— religious persecution and 
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war and terrorism— and we outlined how new media influence both. In 
the United States, our liberal free speech laws make it easier for groups 
to spread misinformation about a religion. Jihad Watch, for example, 
falsely claims that Muslims are violent and Islam is a threat to an Ameri-
can way of life. This is not the only organization that uses new media to 
spread hate. The Southern Poverty Law Center found that Muslim hate 
groups are on the rise in the United States and that these groups advo-
cate violence against Muslims. One reason groups such as Jihad Watch 
have supporters is because there are extremist groups such as ISIS that 
advocate violence in the name of religion. As we discussed, it is much 
easier for extremist groups such as ISIS to spread their ideas in the digi-
tal age. They don’t have to direct contact with the public to recruit them. 
They simply use new media to spread their messages of extremism and 
destruction.
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Is Big Brother Watching Us?

Key Concepts
Legal institutions refer to those organizations charged with 

enforcing laws and protecting the populace. The Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA), National Security Agency (NSA), law enforcement, and 
the court system are examples of legal institutions.

Legal actors are the individuals who work for and represent legal 
institutions, including police officers, FBI agents, NSA ana-
lysts, lawyers, and judges.

Bureaucratization refers to the adoption of clear organizational 
structure, protocols, and procedures. Max Weber observed 
that bureaucratization was a key feature of modern institutions 
and played an important role in maintaining power over the 
citizenry.

Authority refers to the power of an institution to give orders, 
make decisions, and force citizens to comply.

Rational- legal authority refers to the kind of power that bureau-
cracies use to maintain their legitimacy with a population. 
Legal institutions get their legitimacy from a system of rules 
that are obeyed because they are consistent with the values of a 
society and upheld by institutional actors.

Corporate legitimacy is a result of how people evaluate a com-
pany, its goals, and its appropriateness. Some of a corporation’s 
legitimacy results from its compliance with the rules and regu-
lations of a country. However, we also evaluate the legitimacy 
of a corporation based on the social values it represents.
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The phrase “Big Brother is watching you” conjures either thoughts of 
CBS’s popular reality TV show or an image of an unseen government 
force watching what you do, who you hang out with, and what you read, 
view, and listen to. The surveillance of citizens by legal institutions, or 
those organizations charged with enforcing laws and protecting the pop-
ulace, has long been the subject of debate. There is a lot of disagreement 
among Americans regarding what kinds of information legal institutions 
should be allowed to access for national security, which refers to the idea 
that the government should protect itself and its citizens from threats. 
While some Americans believe legal institutions should be allowed 
to collect a wide range of information about individuals and groups to 
maintain national security, other Americans argue that legal institutions 
such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) often overstep their 
bounds and violate our Fourth Amendment right against unreasonable 
searches and seizures.

As you can imagine, changes in mass media have dramatically shifted 
the debate over surveillance in America. Before the advent of new 
media, legal institutions had to clearly identify threats to national secu-
rity and take steps to monitor individuals and organizations. For exam-
ple, between 1956 and 1971, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 
operated five counterintelligence programs designed to surveil groups 
it regarded as “subversive” and threatening to the stability of the US 
government. The massive surveillance program, called COINTELPRO, 
targeted political groups as diverse as the Ku Klux Klan (KKK), a hate 
organization designed to ensure the dominance of the “white race,” and 
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), a progressive group fighting 
for political representation and equality. While the groups were very dif-
ferent, the FBI sought to control both organizations. Mass media played 
an important role in the FBI’s efforts.

The KKK is known for intimidating and committing violence against 
African Americans in order to maintain white supremacy. The FBI iden-
tified the KKK as a threat to national security because the KKK, particu-
larly in the South, had the support of local law enforcement. Local police 
officers as well as county sheriffs and deputies would turn a blind eye to 
the KKK’s illegal activities and, sometimes, the local lawmen were active 
leaders and members of the organization. Not surprisingly, the FBI did 
not want the broader public to know how widespread support for the 
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KKK was among Southern law enforcement, since it would cause citi-
zens to question the ability of the US government to uphold its own laws 
and protect the populace. This, the FBI feared, might lead to violence 
in other parts of the country or revolution. To keep the KKK in check, 
the FBI infiltrated its groups, or klaverns, and used mass media to try to 
disrupt their regular activities.

In some cases, the FBI used letter writing campaigns to stir discontent 
in the KKK. The FBI reasoned that if KKK members were busy fight-
ing among themselves, they would have time for little else. FBI agents, 
for example, sent an anonymous letter to the Imperial Wizard (basically 
the president of the KKK), Robert Shelton, to report that another KKK 
leader was talking behind his back. Shelton got angry and had the leader 
removed from the organization. The FBI tried to disrupt the daily activi-
ties of the organization using letters in other ways as well. The FBI used 
anonymous letters to affect the personal businesses of Klan members, to 
criticize the use of public funds that would make Klan activities easier 
(such as paving roads around and to KKK meeting places), and even to 
announce incorrect meeting dates and places. Not surprisingly, Shel-
ton eventually became concerned that there were traitors in his midst 
and proposed that the group use lie detector tests and sodium pentothal 
(a.k.a. truth serum) on KKK members in order to flush informants out 
into the open. Worried that its surveillance would be exposed and its 
agents rooted out, the FBI sent a fake letter from a rival leader “expos-
ing” the proposal to the membership. The letter denounced Shelton’s 
lack of trust in Klan members and vigorously criticized his willingness 
to endanger their health. The FBI even pulled strings with newspapers to 
make sure the KKK did not get good press for its activities. For instance, 
FBI agents made sure that a story on a Klan- organized “Sportsman’s 
Club” turkey shoot was never published in a community newspaper. 
While the FBI did not destroy the organization, it effectively sowed dis-
cord among KKK members and made it more difficult for the organiza-
tion to operate.

The FBI did play a part in the destruction of Students for a Democratic 
Society (SDS). The organization used college and university campuses 
to engage students in political debate— particularly about the Vietnam 
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War— and challenge everything from imperialism, or the US practice 
of extending its power through policy and military force, to corporate 
domination of democratic participation. The FBI regarded SDS as a 
threat to national security because the organization challenged racial 
and income inequality; conscription, or involuntary service in the US 
military; and social norms regarding sexual behavior and drug use. 
The ideas of “free love” and “flower power” are still around today— only 
not how the SDS envisioned them. “Flower power,” for example, was 
a symbol of passive resistance and nonviolent action. The idea was to 
make antiwar protests peaceful and positive (rather than violent) spec-
tacles. As you can see in the image below, student protestors literally 
offered soldiers and military police flowers. The FBI, however, used mass 
media to characterize SDS members as dirty and sexually depraved. FBI 
agents circulated anti- SDS leaflets that featured unkempt demonstra-
tors, planted negative articles about the group and their illicit use of 
drugs and sex in newspapers and magazines, and created and circulated 
cartoons ridiculing the organization. The FBI even wrote SDS mem-
bers’ parents to inform them of their children’s “subversive” activities 
at school. Not surprisingly, the FBI’s use of mass media helped destroy 

Figure 4.1. Flower Power Photograph by Bernie Boston. Source: Electronic Frontier 
Foundation, CC BY 3.0 US.
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SDS. The stereotypes about SDS, however, remain. Today, when we hear 
“flower power,” we think about dirty, oversexed hippies who experiment 
with hallucinogenic drugs.

In the digital age, surveillance of the citizenry by legal institutions is 
more widespread. Legal institutions no longer have to identify specific 
targets of surveillance. Legal institutions have access to data on who we 
are (called demographics), where we are (called geo- demographics), 
and what we think and think about (called psychographics), which 
they “mine,” or extract patterns from. The widespread surveillance of 
American citizens became the topic of international debate in 2013 when 
Edward Snowden famously disclosed the extent of the surveillance by 
releasing thousands of documents the National Security Agency (NSA) 
had gathered through its PRISM program. Launched in 2007, PRISM 
monitors the telecommunication and electronic messages of citizens, 
companies, and other governments. It is not completely clear how 
PRISM works. Lorenzo Franceschi- Bicchierai from Mashable created 
a hypothetical/working model of the program (there is a link to his 
graph at the end of the chapter). An NSA analyst requests user data, the 
FBI processes the request, and the analyst receives the data via PRISM. 
Requests from analysts are not denied because these requests are permit-
ted under the USA PATRIOT (the Uniting and Strengthening America 
by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Ter-
rorism) Act of 2001, which allows law enforcement to search telephone, 
email, and financial records without a court order.

Surveillance, however, was not restricted to individuals alone. 
Snowden also revealed details about a secret court order requiring 
Verizon (and, it turns out, every other phone company) to hand over 
millions of Americans’ phone records daily, uncovered the NSA’s secret 
wiretapping into Google and Yahoo data centers, and exposed a pro-
gram called XKeyScore that searches unfiltered internet traffic in real 
time. NSA analysts can use XKeyScore, which vacuums up individuals’ 
emails, user names, passwords, search histories, social media activities, 
facsimiles, videos, and phone conversations with only a general justifica-
tion for the search— one that is not reviewed by a court or a senior NSA 
official before it is processed. It is not clear how much data on American 
citizens were swept up by NSA analysts, or how these data were used. 
The NSA and Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) even used new media 
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to monitor citizens in virtual worlds such as World of Warcraft, Second 
Life, and Xbox Live. Snowden found that the NSA and CIA spied on 
citizens as well as tried to recruit informants from these services.

The released documents sparked international controversy with some 
calling Snowden a traitor and others publicly thanking him for his efforts 
to preserve democracy. Interestingly, you can see that Americans’ opin-
ions on the debate over whether legal institutions go too far or not far 
enough when it comes to national security are in flux. Figure 4.2, which 
shows the percentage of Pew survey respondents who think the US gov-
ernment has either not gone far enough to protect the country or gone 
too far in restricting our civil liberties, illustrates the shifts in Ameri-
cans’ feelings on the debate. Notice that public opinion in the wake of 
Snowden’s 2013 revelations about the NSA surveillance programs shifts 
and respondents express a belief that the government has gone too far 
restricting civil liberties. Otherwise, although there is fluctuation by 
year, Americans generally think that legal institutions have not done 
enough to protect the country. Snowden continues to defend his action 
publicly. In a statement from Moscow, where he has temporary asylum, 
Snowden stated, “I acted on my belief that the NSA’s mass surveillance 
programs would not withstand a constitutional challenge, and that the 
American public deserved a chance to see these issues determined by 
open courts . . . today, a secret program authorized by a secret court was, 
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Figure 4.2. Public’s Shifting Concerns on Security and Civil Liberties. Source: Pew 
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when exposed to the light of day, found to violate Americans’ rights. It is 
the first of many.” Clearly, the debate over the line between legal institu-
tions and individual rights is ongoing and complicated.

The “Living” Law

For some of you, the idea that laws are something that are argued over 
may be a new idea. Laws, we often think, are something that we have to 
follow, whether or not we agree with them. Sociologists make sense of 
these debates by thinking about the law as “living,” which means that the 
law is created (and recreated) through the practices of the legal actors, 
such as police officers, FBI agents, NSA analysts, lawyers, and judges, 
working in legal institutions. For example, police officers, FBI agents, and 
NSA analysts all draw on their training and experiences when deciding 
who to target as potential perpetrators of crimes. While existing laws 
inform both their training and experiences, they are not the only thing 
that matter. Social acceptance, or whether the majority of citizens agree 
with a law, affect whether it is enforced. Here’s a quick example. Do you 
know (or have you ever heard of) someone being arrested for cohabita-
tion, or living with someone to whom he or she is not married? The idea 
of getting arrested and going to jail for cohabitation seems absurd given 
that this has been a common practice among Americans for decades. Yet 
in 2013, four states (Florida, Michigan, Mississippi, and Virginia) had 
laws on the books that made cohabitation among opposite- sex couples 
illegal. As you can imagine, legal actors in these states do not enforce 
cohabitation bans. These bans do not reflect our current understanding 
of relationships, making enforcement of such laws a problem. Arrested 
couples, for example, might sue that state for having discriminatory laws 
on the books. The Florida and Virginia Supreme Courts, in fact, recently 
threw out the states’ cohabitation bans, calling them unconstitutional.

The law is also “living” because we create new laws (and, as we saw 
above, get rid of old ones) in response to the broader political environment 
and the social wants, or the claims and demands, of the people. Viewed 
this way, we have to contextualize our discussion of surveillance, civil 
rights, and legal institutions in light of the terrorist attacks on the United 
States on September 11, 2001. Islamic terrorists hijacked four commercial 
airplanes and crashed one into the Pentagon (where the Department of 
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Defense is housed); one into a field near Shanksville, Pennsylvania (it was 
headed to Washington, DC, but the passengers overpowered the hijack-
ers); and two into the World Trade Center towers in New York City. The 
attacks paved the way for policy change, including the USA PATRIOT Act 
of 2001. This expanded the authority, or the power, of legal institutions. 
Organizations such as the NSA used their new legal authority to initi-
ate the surveillance programs described above. There is debate over these 
surveillance programs because there is not a clear or consistent agreement 
among Americans that the authority of legal institutions is more impor-
tant than the individual rights of citizens. As we discussed above in fig-
ure 4.2, public opinion on this debate shifts year to year.

Authority is an important sociological concept, particularly in the digi-
tal age. In fact, sociologists still refer to the work of Max Weber, who wrote 
about authority in institutions in the nineteenth century. Weber noticed 
that bureaucratization, or the adoption of clear organizational structure, 
protocols, and procedures, were a key feature of modern institutions, 
and he wrote about how bureaucracies maintained their power over the 
citizenry. Legal institutions, he observed, primarily maintain their power 
through rational- legal authority, meaning they get their legitimacy from 
a system of rules that are obeyed because they are consistent with the val-
ues of a society and upheld by institutional actors. Laws, in other words, 
are regarded as legitimate and justified by those leading institutions and  
by the citizenry. For example, Americans value their right to “life, liberty, 
and the pursuit of happiness.” Legal institutions determine the rules by 
which we can achieve this goal; rules that we accept. We know that if we 
operate outside these rules (e.g., steal what we want or kill others for what 
they have), we will be arrested, tried, and imprisoned.

Legal institutions maintain their rational- legal authority in part because 
their authority extends only so far as the country’s borders, and the rules of 
interaction between us (as citizens) and legal institutions in the real world 
are clear. Legal actors such as police officers, for instance, cannot search 
our vehicles or come into our homes without a search warrant issued by a 
judge or “probable cause,” meaning there is enough information to cause 
a reasonable person to believe that either a crime was committed or evi-
dence of a crime exists. The authority of legal institutions is less clear in 
the virtual era because cyber space extends beyond the boundaries of any 
given nation and is not the domain of legal actors alone. Multinational 
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corporations, for instance, also operate online and often provide the plat-
forms for our interactions. AOL, Apple, LinkedIn, Microsoft, Facebook, 
Google, Twitter, and Yahoo are all examples of multinational corporations 
that offer American consumers products so that they can access virtual 
spaces and socialize, conduct business, and commit crimes.

While corporations do not want their products to be used for criminal 
activities, they do want to maintain a customer base so that they have a 
healthy bottom line. One way that corporations try to keep you interested 
in their products is through the use of “cookies,” which are small files 
stored on your computer. When you visit a company’s website, the web-
site sends a cookie to your computer, which tracks your visits and activity 
on the site. This information is used for everything from keeping track of 
items in your shopping cart to suggesting other items you might want to 
purchase. Another way that multinational corporations try to maintain 
relationships with their customers is by protecting their personal infor-
mation and, as we discuss in more detail below, butting heads with legal 
institutions over whether they are required to hand over customer data. 
In these battles, multinational corporations often point out that they are 
not simply accountable to US legal institutions but the legal institutions 
of other countries. Many multinational technology companies incor-
porate Article 12 of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights, 
which declares that “no one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference 
with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his 
honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the 
law against such interference or attacks,” into their business models and 
believe that their success in a global economy depends on their ability to 
protect their customers’ data from threats, including intrusions by legal 
institutions such as the NSA. As you can see, the boundaries over who 
has authority in digital spaces get very complicated very fast.

This chapter takes a closer look at how new media provide the land-
scape for contemporary battles over authority. We begin by examining 
how individuals and groups use new media to challenge the authority 
of legal institutions and the practices of legal actors. Then we turn our 
attention to corporations, which also struggle to maintain their author-
ity in the digital age. As we will see, authority is something that is con-
tested, meaning different actors challenge who has power— as well as 
who is exploiting their power— in the digital age.
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REPRODUCING INEQUALITY

“Big Data” and Policing

We hear a lot about “big data.” You can barely listen to the news with-
out someone mentioning how big data are being used to influence 
everything from a company’s bottom line to a presidential election. 
What is big data?

Big data refers to how data are handled. A company, for example, 
starts with large data sets, it searches the data, and then it clusters 
the information based on the search results. Since the company has 
access to multiple data sets, it can cross- reference information and 
look for patterns. A company like Netflix would then use these results 
to suggest movies and TV shows that we might enjoy.

Legal institutions use big data to predict behavior and inter-
vene before a crime is committed. Think about that for a minute. 
Big data has completely reversed how policing and intelligence are 
done. Legal actors used to identify individuals whom they thought 
were engaged in illegal activities and investigate them. In the digital 
age, all of us are potential criminals, and law enforcement tries to 
determine which of us is likely to commit a crime by collecting and 
cross- referencing data from airport Wi- Fi, license plate recognition 
software, mobile phones, and social media.

Chicago mayor Rahm Emanuel calls it “predictive policing” and 
uses it to identify neighborhoods likely to experience violent crimes, 
the likely perpetrators of those crimes, and the likely victims of  
those crimes. The idea is to send out officers to intervene before 
crimes happen. So what’s the problem? Consider the following:
• Police data are not collected uniformly. This actually makes a lot 

of sense. Crime is largely a hidden social phenomenon, which 
means police databases consist of nonlawbreaking behavior such 
as calling 911.

• Police data are not objective. If we’ve learned anything from 
watching the recent push back against local law enforcement 
from the Black Lives Matter movement, it’s that low- income com-
munities and communities of color often feel repressed rather 
than protected by police. Arrests, warranted or not, go into the 
database and bias the results.

• Algorithms are not neutral. We like to think that removing people 
from the equation makes predictive policing better. Of course, 
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imperfect individuals design the algorithms and, as we know, they 
are not working with good data. Even programs that promise to 
be “race neutral,” for example, fall short because the data they 
are working with is so flawed.

The result? Low- income neighborhoods and communities of color are 
targeted at disproportionately high rates by law enforcement. Worse, 
predictive policing is sometimes used to inform bail and sentenc-
ing decisions, reproducing racial inequality. Lots of counties in the 
United States, for example, use COMPAS (Correctional Offender Man-
agement Profiling for Alternative Sanctions), which is used to predict 
recidivism, or the likelihood of someone ending up back in jail. A 
study by ProPublica uncovered that the COMPAS system
• incorrectly found black defendants to be at a higher risk of recidi-

vism than white defendants and
• incorrectly found black defendants to be at a much higher risk of 

committing a violent crime than white defendants.

New Media and Citizen Challenges to Authority

The terrorist attacks of September  11, 2001, were unprecedented. In 
twenty minutes, a handful of terrorists, who were allegedly retaliat-
ing for America’s support of Israel, its involvement in the Persian Gulf 
War, and its military presence in the Middle East, effectively changed  
how Americans thought about national security and individual rights. 
After the attacks, citizens approved of ethnic profiling, or law enforce-
ment using racial or ethnic characteristics to determine who was likely 
to commit a crime and prevent these crimes from occurring. One third 
of Americans supported internment, or removing Arab Americans from 
the community and placing them in camps until their innocence could 
be determined. Additionally, support for increased military spending 
skyrocketed to 50 percent, a level far exceeding the previous twenty- five 
years. Support for racial and ethnic profiling was still high three years 
after the attack. According to a Gallup poll (see figure 4.3), almost half 
of those surveyed thought that profiling at airport security checkpoints 
was justified. Compare this to other kinds profiling of which the same 
respondents largely disapproved.

Not surprisingly, in the months and years after the terrorist attacks, 
American Muslims felt as though they were living in a superpanopticon. 
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What’s a panopticon? It is a model of an ideal prison that philosopher 
and social theorist Jeremy Bentham came up with in the eighteenth cen-
tury. The distinguishing feature of the panopticon is that it is structured 
in such a way that all the cells are open to a central tower where there 
is a guard. Prisoners cannot interact with one another nor can they tell 
precisely when they are being watched by the guard in the tower. This 
affects prisoners’ behaviors. The panopticon makes the prisoners feel 
as though their actions are always visible to an unseen guard and that 
they are always being watched, so they behave in ways that keep them 
out of trouble on the chance that they are, in fact, being watched. The 
superpanopticon refers to the hypersurveillance that is possible by insti-
tutions, such as legal institutions, in the digital age. Computer databases 
give legal actors the ability to retrieve and verify information about indi-
viduals without having to know who the individuals are. In the digital 
age, there are no guards or prisoners. There is information, there are 
institutional actors who retrieve the information that they want, and 
there is us— and either we fit their search criteria or we don’t. The effect, 
however, is the same. We know that we are being observed, but we do 
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Figure 4.3. Is Racial Profiling Justified? Source: Gallup.
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not know when we are being watched, where we are being watched, or 
how often we are being watched. This affects how we behave online and 
offline.

Back to the example of American Muslims in the wake of Septem-
ber 11, American Muslims in New York City felt as though they were 
in the superpanopticon and consciously altered their behaviors in ways 
to keep themselves off the radar of legal institutions and out of trouble. 
A report published by the Creating Law Enforcement Accountability 
& Responsibility (CLEAR) Project as well as several American Muslim 
civil liberties groups in 2013 titled “Mapping Muslims: NYPD Spying 
and Its Impact on American Muslims” describes how Muslims censored 
their conversations, changed their event programs, and altered how they 
used the internet in an effort to keep themselves off the New York Police 
Department’s (NYPD) radar. In the report, a Sunday school teacher 
explained that she was afraid to criticize policies directed at Muslims 
for fear that she might be targeted by law enforcement. To make sure 
that the NYPD did not show up on her door, she was very careful about 
what she said on social media sites such as Facebook. She explained, 
“I don’t talk about the NYPD on Facebook. We’ll put articles up, but we 
will never comment on them, put up our own words. Maximum we’ll 
say, ‘It’s sad that this is happening.’ But, we will never show our anger, 
that we’re really, really angry.”

They weren’t wrong to be careful. In August 2011, the Associated 
Press began publishing stories on a surveillance program approved by 
then- mayor Michael Bloomberg that allowed the NYPD, in coopera-
tion with the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), to conduct surveil-
lance on hundreds of Muslims hundreds of miles outside the city’s 
border. The goal of the program was to “map” Muslims in commu-
nities. The NYPD used “rakers,” or undercover officers, to monitor 
the daily lives of Muslims in bookstores, bars, cafes and nightclubs 
and “mosque crawlers,” or informants, to monitor the content of 
sermons— even when there was no evidence of wrongdoing. In all, 
the program monitored more than 250 mosques and student groups 
in an effort to root out would- be terrorists. If you go to the Associ-
ated Press website, you can see what some of the “mapping” looks 
like (there is a link at the end of the chapter). You will see a map 
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identifying businesses— primarily restaurants, bookstores, and grocery 
stores— Egyptians frequent in Brooklyn, New York. The NYPD pro-
gram also kept careful tabs on individual and group websites as well as 
social media pages, looking for signs of threats.

Civil rights groups criticized the program for violating the rights and 
privacy of American Muslims. Linda Sarsour, who works for the Arab 
American Association of New York, noted, “Those documents, they 
showed where we live. That’s the cafe where I eat. That’s where I pray. 
That’s where I buy my groceries. They were able to see their entire lives 
on those maps. And it completely messed with the psyche of the commu-
nity.” A senior FBI official agreed that the program had done more harm 
than good. He added that the program actually undermined national 
security because it sowed distrust of legal institutions within the Mus-
lim community. New York City mayor Michael Bloomberg defended the 
program, arguing, “I believe we should do what we have to do to keep 
us safe. And we have to be consistent with the Constitution and with 
people’s rights. We live in a dangerous world, and we have to be very 
proactive in making sure that we prevent terrorism.” Bloomberg went on 
to compare the ethnic profiling done by the NYPD to screening kids for 
the measles. He noted, “If there is a community where the crime rate is 
very high, to not put more cops in that community is ridiculous. If you 
want to look for cases of measles, you’ll find a lot more of them among 
young people. That’s not targeting young people to go see whether they 
have measles or not.” The NYPD’s “Demographics Unit,” which was the 
official name of the unit charged with spying on American Muslims, was 
disbanded in 2015.

American Muslims were not the only targets of surveillance while 
Bloomberg was in office. When the Republican National Commit-
tee announced that it would hold its 2004 convention in New York  
City, Bloomberg extended his surveillance efforts to include progres-
sive activists in the United States, Canada, and Europe. The NYPD used 
“open source intelligence” (or “OSINT”); social media networks such as 
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube to track protest plans; and 
even online data as a rationale for infiltrating nonviolent activist groups 
and questioning protestors about their political activities. Bloomberg 
also approved a plan for arresting and processing large numbers of 
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protestors during the event. More than 1,800 citizens— not all of whom 
were even protestors— were arrested in the days before and during 
the Republican National Convention. On average, an arrested citizen 
spent twenty- four hours in custody in what many considered sub-
standard conditions. Individuals were confined in overcrowded metal 
cages at Pier 57, where they had limited access to food, water, medical 
care, and medication and were exposed to extreme temperature shifts, 
sleep deprivation, and hazardous chemicals. Many of the individuals 
arrested were charged with minor violations that did not require jail 
time. Lawyers and activists argued that the NYPD effectively punished 
protestors for exercising their First Amendment rights. This charge was 
echoed in civil lawsuits and a complaint filed by a coalition of envi-
ronmental, human rights, housing rights, and animal rights activists, 
which accused the NYPD of targeting “First Amendment protected 
activities like political advocacy” that provide “vital nourishment to 
our democratic system of government and prevents its corruption and  
atrophy.”

While the surveillance program, which extended beyond the conven-
tion, was revealed by media sources years after the Republican National 
Convention, activists documented the NYPD’s behavior as it happened. 
It turns out that the NYPD did not like citizens recording their surveil-
lance activities. An organizer for Picture the Homeless, who was film-
ing the post office near Madison Square Garden where recipients of 
public assistance had reported difficulty picking up their checks, was 
grabbed by a police officer and dragged across the street. A police cap-
tain informed him that he was not allowed to film the police checkpoint 
outside the post office. He also told the organizer that he would delete 
anything from the camera he didn’t like. According to a report compiled 
by the New York Civil Liberties Union in 2004, at least ten independent 
videographers were targeted by the NYPD. Seven of the videographers 
were arrested, and of these, the NYPD held their cameras as evidence 
even after they were released. One of the videographers reported that his 
camera was smashed by an officer.

There were many uses of new technology and media by citizens that 
the NYPD did not catch. Citizens and activists alike used mobile phones 
to report on the conditions at Pier 57 and their treatment. For example, 
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a detained activist used a smuggled mobile phone to contact the news 
outlet Democracy Now! and report on the conditions. Detainees passed 
the phone around, and the show’s producer, Mike Burke, interviewed 
detainees (a link to the report is provided at the end of the chapter). One 
woman, Emily, reported,

I was arrested yesterday off of Union Square East, on East 15th Street in 
between Union Square East and Irvine. I was on the sidewalk, and I was 
never told that I would be arrested. I was just on the sidewalk. And no 
one ever read me my rights. They just took us all away. They trapped us 
and put us all into buses. We’ve been in jail for over 13 hours right now. In 
our first nine hours, the only food we received was an apple. In our first 
four hours here we weren’t allowed to go to the bathroom or get water. So 
none of us were read our rights; we haven’t been able to talk to any law-
yers. A lot of people here that were arrested without even protesting, they 
were— just happened to be on the sidewalk where everyone was on that 
block— was arrested. And there are chemical warning signs all over this 
place that we’re being held. A lot of people are forming rashes on their 
skin from the floor— from whatever it is that is on it. And I’m going to 
pass this on to someone else who has another story.

Another woman named Althea told her story, noting,

I was— am a New York City public school teacher. I was out on Union 
Square on 16th Street between Irving and Union Square just walking, try-
ing to enjoy the day, and I got swept up in a demonstration. I wasn’t a part 
of the demonstration and I was arrested. I was arrested about 8:00 p.m., 
handcuffed and we’ve been sitting in the Chelsea piers in very crowded 
conditions. Right now some people are experiencing toxic reaction to 
the environment, itching in their skin, and we’re very crowded. We have 
been given water and a sandwich, but they have not been giving us any 
information, and we’ve just been sitting here really penned in. . . . And 
no one knows where I am. Basically I feel like I’ve been ‘disappeared.’ 
Nobody knows in my family that I have been arrested. And I was out by 
myself shopping; so, you know, there’s no one to— they haven’t allowed 
me to contact anyone.
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These two women were picked up in one of the NYPD’s mass arrests— a 
common tactic used by the NYPD during the convention. Police would 
cordon off an area and arrest everyone in it.

Pedestrians were not the only ones caught in the crossfire. Several 
professional photographers and journalists were arrested during the 
demonstrations even though they were wearing NYPD- issued press 
 credentials. Those who were able to leverage their connections and 
secure a quick release reported on the mass arrests and detentions. 
Photographer Robert Stolarik, for example, was taking pictures of an 
arrest when police tackled him, choked him, and tightly cuffed his 
hands behind his back. The cuffs were so tight that doctors believed that 
Stolarik’s bones in his wrists were fractured and that he may have per-
manent nerve damage in his hands. Stolarik was not the only photog-
rapher wearing their NYPD- issued press credentials who was arrested 
and subjected to rough treatment. Six other professional photogra-
phers described being pushed to the ground or being hit by police and,  
like Stolarik, were quick to use news blogs, radio, and mass media to 
report what was happening on the streets of New York.

Some of the police monitoring efforts by citizens were coordinated. 
The National Lawyers Guild observed arrests and the New York Civil 
Liberties Union trained 154 observers to monitor the tactics being used 
by police during the convention. Monitors attended an intensive train-
ing session, where they learned how to observe police, learned how to 
use still and video cameras, and became familiar with guidelines gov-
erning how police and protesters are allowed to interact. As you can 
imagine, the efforts by individuals and organizations to report on the 
behavior of the NYPD resulted in more than just bad press and national 
outrage. The video taken by monitors helped overturn legal cases. 
For instance, a group called I-Witness, which recorded incidents of  
misconduct, helped overturn four hundred cases where the video evi-
dence contradicted that of sworn statements by police officers. Addi-
tionally, the National Lawyers Guild in conjunction with several other 
organizations sued the NYPD for unlawful arrest and detainment of 
American citizens. The city of New York settled the case in 2014 and paid 
those wronged (1,638 individuals) a total of eighteen million dollars.
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Case Study
Law Enforcement and Body Cameras

Over the last few years, there has been a lot of talk about having police 
officers wear body cameras. Individuals who support the use of body 
cameras argue that their use increase transparency in police encounters, 
deter officers from abusing their authority, make citizens more respectful 
of police authority, and provide evidence to support arrests and prosecu-
tion of wrongdoers. Supporters note that there are hundreds of incidents 
involving police officers that show the time for body cameras has come.

Individuals who oppose the use of body cameras argue that they cost 
too much money and violate the privacy of both the citizen and the offi-
cer. Opponents point out that less than 1 percent of police- citizen contact 
involves force. Most of the time, police officers mediate disputes, help 
individuals in distress, and assist the mentally ill— none of which should 
be captured on film. More important, opponents of body cameras argue 
that their use undermines the authority of police officers because it sig-
nals that there is no trust between law enforcement officers and the com-
munities they protect.

There is very little evidence to support either position. In fact, a study 
published in May 2016 by the University of Cambridge and RAND 
Europe found that officers wearing body cameras were 15 percent more 
likely to be assaulted. The researchers are not sure why this is the case. 
Potential reasons include the following: (1) officers are less assertive when 
they are wearing cameras, (2) citizens get aggressive when they learn they 
are being filmed, and (3) police are more likely to report assaults by citi-
zens because they have video evidence.

There is no shortage of (sometimes graphic) videos on YouTube docu-
menting police- citizen interactions. Go to YouTube and watch these very 
different videos. The links are provided at the end of the chapter.
• The first video, taken with a cell phone, shows officer Ben Fields flip-

ping a South Carolina high school student to the ground and throw-
ing her across a classroom. The incident received national media 
attention.

• The second video, created by the Denver Police Department, dis-
cusses the department’s use of body cameras and why they think it is 
important.
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• The third video, taken with a body camera, shows a man coming to a 
front door and stabbing an officer in his bulletproof vest.

Discuss the following questions:
• Do you think that police officers should use body cameras? Why or 

why not? 
• Do body cameras diminish the authority of law enforcement? Why or 

why not?

What does all this mean for individuals’ interactions with legal insti-
tutions? Legal institutions can surveil us without our knowledge and 
the frequency and scale of their monitoring are difficult to assess. As the 
examples of the PRISM program and the NYPD’s surveillance of citi-
zens before the Republican National Convention in 2004 illustrate, the 
September  11 terrorist attacks changed how many citizens viewed 
the responsibilities of legal institutions, and the USA PATRIOT Act 
gave legal institutions more authority when it came to national security. 
However, not all citizens approve of surveillance programs and, in fact, 
think that legal institutions sometimes abuse the authority they have 
been given. These citizens individually and collectively use new media 
to observe the behavior of legal actors to ensure that Americans are not 
subject to undue search and seizure or arrest. When they are, these citi-
zens and groups report these violations and use them as evidence in 
civil and class- action lawsuits. So while the power between legal institu-
tions and American citizens is unequal, new media make surveillance 
bidirectional. Law enforcement can surveil individuals, and individuals 
can surveil law enforcement. This is an important shift because it allows 
American citizens to better ensure that legal institutions do not abuse 
their authority.

Corporations versus Legal Institutions: 
Who Rules Virtual Space?

It is often observed that we live digital lives. We share our photos and 
videos on social network sites, activate location- aware apps on our 
mobile phones to find a way around a traffic jam, and log in to sites 
where we get our email, retrieve the documents we have stored, and 
check our search history. All these data are whizzing around the web in 
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ways that we do not quite understand and much of it is maintained by 
corporations. While we often are aware that we are in corporate spaces 
when we share a picture via Instagram, tweet our opinions, or use a 
sponsored lens on Snapchat, we rarely think about what corporations 
do with our data, let alone whether legal actors have ever requested a 
company to hand it over. Yet as the discussions of the PRISM and other 
surveillance programs highlight above, these requests happen, and we 
almost never find out about them. Indeed, these data requests are so 
frequent that tech companies are challenging the authority of legal insti-
tutions to make them.

Let’s consider a recent example. In April 2016, Microsoft sued the US 
government, alleging that forcing the company to keep access request 
secret violates the individual’s constitutional rights against illegal 
searches and seizures of property. According to Microsoft’s president 
and chief legal officer, legal institutions made 2,576 requests for data in 
the past eighteen months; 1,752 of these secrecy orders (or 68 percent 
of the total) contained no fixed end date, effectively prohibiting Micro-
soft from ever telling its customers that the government obtained their 
data. Microsoft’s lawsuit accused the US government of exploiting “the 
transition to cloud computing as a means of expanding its power to con-
duct secret investigations” on American consumers and businesses. On 
the Official Microsoft Blog (posted April 14, 2016) Smith explained,

We believe these actions violate two of the fundamental rights that have 
been part of this country since its founding. These lengthy and even per-
manent secrecy orders violate the Fourth Amendment, which gives peo-
ple and businesses the right to know if the government searches or seizes 
their property. They also violate the First Amendment, which guarantees 
our right to talk to customers about how government action is affect-
ing their data. The constitutional right to free speech is subject only to 
restraints narrowly tailored to serve compelling governmental interests, 
a standard that is neither required by the statute being applied nor met by 
the government in practice here.

The lawsuit, in part, is a response to existing public policy regulat-
ing government surveillance, which Microsoft argues needs to be revis-
ited by Congress. Currently, surveillance is primarily regulated by the 
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Electronics Communication Privacy Act (ECPA) of 1986, which pro-
tects wire, oral, and electronic communications while those commu-
nications are being made, are in transit, and when they are stored on 
computers. The ECPA has three specific provisions. First, it prohibits the 
interception, use, and disclosure of communication and forbids illegally 
obtained communications from being used as evidence. For example, 
you cannot tape a phone conversation with your landlord without her 
knowledge and permission and try to use it against her in a dispute over 
your eviction. Second, the ECPA protects the privacy of the contents 
stored by service providers (such as Yahoo) as well as the records the 
service provider has about you, such as your name, billing records, and 
IP address. Finally, the ECPA requires legal institutions to get a court 
order before monitoring your communications. The ECPA, however, 
was passed before the popularization of the internet and the advent of 
tech companies such as Google and, therefore, does not apply to other 
digital communications like email and messages you send through Face-
book, Twitter, and Instagram. As we discussed above, many of the rules 
regarding the ability of legal institutions to monitor you online have 
been made easier by the USA PATRIOT Act.

The lawsuit also is an attempt to maintain corporate legitimacy with 
a customer base. Some of a corporation’s legitimacy results from its 
compliance with the rules and regulations of a country. However, we 
also evaluate the legitimacy of a corporation based on the social values 
it represents. Corporations maintain their legitimacy by making sure 
their customer base evaluates them positively. Let’s unpack the defini-
tion of corporate legitimacy a bit more. First, corporations must comply 
with the laws governing them in order to be legitimate. When we find 
out that a company has violated US law in some way, we get upset and 
withdraw our support for— and dollars from— them. This happened 
recently to oil giant BP. In 2010, one of BP’s oil rigs, Deepwater Horizon, 
exploded in the Gulf of Mexico and sunk, killing eleven workers and 
resulting in the worst oil spill in American history. A sea- floor oil gusher 
flowed for eighty- seven days, dumping 210 million gallons of oil into the 
ocean. An investigation by the US government found that a faulty well 
and gross negligence were to blame for the spill. BP, in other words, vio-
lated a number of safety and labor laws. BP pled guilty to eleven counts 
of manslaughter, two misdemeanors, and a felony count of lying to 
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Congress. BP agreed to be monitored by the federal government and pay 
4.5 billion in fines and payments to Americans whose livelihoods (e.g., 
fisherman and local businesses) were destroyed by the spill. Not surpris-
ingly, American citizens were not happy with BP. Americans protested; 
marched on BP’s headquarters in Houston, Texas; and used Facebook to 
organize consumer boycotts. Citizens defaced and reworked BP’s logo 
to read “Boycott Polluters” (see figure 4.4). BP’s sales plummeted.

Second, and related, corporations must represent some of the values 
of their consumers. We expect corporations to give back (or at least to 
care about) the world in which they operate. This is why most compa-
nies have a corporate social responsibility program detailing how the 
company uses some of its profits to address issues that we generally care 
about such as healthy communities and the environment. A number 
of companies including GAP and Coca- Cola highlight their efforts to 
make their businesses more sustainable. GAP, for instance, advertises 
that the company is doing its part to reduce climate emissions, use pref-
erable raw materials such as organic cotton for some of its garments, and 
collaborate with organizations such as the Ethical Trading Initiative in 
order to improve the labor conditions in its supply chain. The purpose 
of these sustainability programs is to try to find ways for corporations 
to conduct business and make a profit while taking steps to protect the 
environment, our natural resources, and their workers.

So how does this relate to the Microsoft lawsuit? Microsoft wants to 
maintain its corporate legitimacy by showing us that it cares about our 
constitutionally protected rights. You can see this in the statement below 
by Brad Smith, which was posted on the Official Microsoft Blog in the 
wake of Snowden’s revelations about the NSA’s surveillance programs on 
December 4, 2013. Smith clearly positions Microsoft as the defenders of 
Americans’ civil liberties and legal institutions (and the US government 
more generally) as a threat to our rights to privacy. He noted,

Many of our customers have serious concerns about government surveil-
lance of the Internet. We share their concerns. That’s why we are taking 
steps to ensure governments use legal process rather than technological 
brute force to access customer data. Like many others, we are especially 
alarmed by recent allegations in the press of a broader and concerted effort 
by some governments to circumvent online security measures— and in 
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our view, legal processes and protections— in order to surreptitiously col-
lect private customer data. In particular, recent press stories have reported 
allegations of governmental interception and collection— without search 
warrants or legal subpoenas— of customer data as it travels between cus-
tomers and servers or between company data centers in our industry. If 
true, these efforts threaten to seriously undermine confidence in the secu-
rity and privacy of online communications. Indeed, government snoop-
ing potentially now constitutes an “advanced persistent threat,” alongside 
sophisticated malware and cyber attacks. In light of these allegations, we’ve 
decided to take immediate and coordinated action in three areas:

We are expanding encryption across our services.
We are reinforcing legal protections for our customers’ data.
We are enhancing the transparency of our software code, making it 

easier for customers to reassure themselves that our products do not 
contain back doors.

Notice that Smith compares the snooping done by the government to 
“sophisticated malware and cyber attacks” and suggests that Microsoft  
is making efforts to ensure the “legal protections” of its customers. The 
post makes clear that this is a voluntary effort designed to protect the pri-
vacy of American consumers.

Microsoft’s actions against the government also divert consumer 
attention away from the fact that the company sells data mining tools 
to other businesses as well as mines its own users’ data. Data mining 
refers to the practice of searching large stores of data in order to find 
trends and patterns in it. Companies engage in data mining so that 
they can forecast their sales, create profiles of the people who buy and 
use their products, and discover the best ways to market their products  
to consumers— among many other things. The summer before 
Microsoft filed its lawsuit, its new operating system, Windows 10, 
came under fire for collecting vast amounts of user data, which was 
then mined for information. According to Microsoft’s privacy policy, 
Microsoft can

access, disclose and preserve personal data, including your content (such 
as the content of your emails, other private communications or files in 
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private folders), when we have a good faith belief that doing so is neces-
sary to: 1. comply with applicable law or respond to valid legal process, 
including from law enforcement or other government agencies; 2. pro-
tect our customers, for example to prevent spam or attempts to defraud 
users of the services, or to help prevent the loss of life or serious injury 
of anyone; 3. operate and maintain the security of our services, includ-
ing to prevent or stop an attack on our computer systems or networks; 
or 4. protect the rights or property of Microsoft, including enforcing the 
terms governing the use of the services— however, if we receive informa-
tion indicating that someone is using our services to traffic in stolen intel-
lectual or physical property of Microsoft, we will not inspect a customer’s 
private content ourselves, but we may refer the matter to law enforcement 
(excerpted from the BGR webpage).

As you can imagine, some Windows 10 users became very angry 
and accused Microsoft of burying its data collection and mining in its 
twelve- thousand- word- long service agreement. The outrage over Micro-
soft’s practices grew and reached a fevered pitch in January 2016— just 
a few months before the lawsuit— when Yusuf Mehdi, corporate vice 
president of the Windows and Devices Group, shared some of the cor-
poration’s milestones, which included figures on how many hours users 
have spent using Microsoft devices, including Xbox One. Microsoft, of 
course, is not the only corporation to use data mining. Twitter, with 
about 5 percent equity in the company Dataminr, provides the com-
pany access to public tweets in real time. These tweets are mined for 
trends and relevant information that is sold to a variety of companies 
(including newspapers, hedge funds, and investment banks), which use 
this information to advise their day- to- day decision- making. Likewise, 
Google gives away educational apps to schools (called Google Apps for 
Education) and mines students’ emails for personal information that can 
be used to generate ad revenue.

You can see that part of the reason corporations take a strong stand 
on individuals’ privacy rights is because they want to distract consum-
ers from their own data mining activities and maintain their legiti-
macy with consumers. Maintaining corporate legitimacy is increasingly 
important because consumers are less and less willing to trade their data 
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for  discounts and freebies. A 2015 survey conducted by Joseph Turow 
and his colleagues found the following:

• Ninety- one percent of respondents disagree (77 percent of them strongly) 
that “if companies give me a discount, it is a fair exchange for them to 
collect information about me without my knowing.”

• Seventy- one percent of respondents disagree (53 percent of them strong-
ly) that “it’s fair for an online or physical store to monitor what I’m doing 
online when I’m there, in exchange for letting me use the store’s wireless 
internet, or Wi- Fi, without charge.”

• Fifty- five percent of respondents disagree (38 percent of them strongly) 
that “it’s okay if a store where I shop uses information it has about me to 
create a picture of me that improves the services they provide for me.”

In short, we are growing intolerant of the expectation that we should 
trade our data for product and service discounts.

What makes the battles over authority between legal institutions 
and corporations interesting is that they sometimes provide the startup 
funds for the same data mining companies. Dataminr, mentioned above, 
is a great example. In April 2016, online magazine the Intercept reported 
that the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has a venture capital firm, 
which is a firm that invests in businesses that are seen as risky, called 
In- Q- Tel. This venture capital firm has been investing in businesses that 
surveil and data mine social media platforms such as Twitter. In- Q- Tel 
and the CIA were interested in Dataminr because it identifies patterns 
and trends from real- time data from Twitter and other public sources. 
If you navigate to the Dataminr website, you will see that the company 
uses a variety of sources including location data, financial data, news 
wires, tweets, and even Wikipedia to identify breaking news, real- world 
events, “off the radar” perspectives, and emerging trends, which it sells 
to companies in the news industry, public sector, and financial sector.

In- Q- Tel also invested in companies making location- based tools. For 
example, In- Q- Tel invested in the company Geofeedia, which lets cli-
ents, which include a number of police departments, use a tool to draw 
a perimeter around an area of interest. Geofeedia displays all the geo-
tagged social media posts from Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, 
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Case Study
Corporations and Dataveillance

Have you ever felt like you are being watched by invisible eyes as you 
walk down the grocery aisle? In some ways, you are being watched. The 
grocery store is monitoring what you buy and how often you buy it. It’s 
called dataveillance, which refers to the monitoring of our actions online 
and through our communication devices. Lots of companies engage in 
dataveillance.

Let’s use Disney’s Magic Kingdom as an example. Disney monitors 
your actions a few different ways. Disney makes extensive use of video 
cameras and plain clothed security throughout its parks. This kind of 
surveillance has been around for a long time. However, if you down-
loaded Disney’s app or used its “My Disney Experience” website while 
in the park, the company tracked your movements this way. The com-
pany’s ability to know exactly what you were doing was greatly enhanced 
if you wore a MyMagic+ wristband, which let Disney know when you 
were stopping for a snack at a concession stand, getting advanced tick-
ets for the next ride, or relaxing at one of the resorts. Disney even used 
biometrics— which refers to measuring parts of our biological data— in 
its parks. When you swiped your ticket to enter a Disney park, they 
scanned your fingerprint to authenticate your identity.

Dataveillance doesn’t end when you exit the park. This Disney 
app— like many of the apps we download, including those for airlines 
and hotels— continue to work long after our trips are complete. In fact, if 
you don’t close down many apps completely, they will track your location. 
Companies then sell the data for profit.

Listen to the Fresh Air segment called “‘Aisles Have Eyes’ Warns That 
Brick- and- Mortar Stores Are Watching You,” which talks about all the 
ways companies monitor our behaviors. Then discuss the following:
• Why do we give corporations so much authority? Is it convenience? 

Ignorance? Something else?
• Should consumers be compensated when companies buy and sell 

their data? If so, how?
• Are there some kinds of data companies should not collect? What?
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Flickr, Picasa, and Viddy and lets clients organize the social media con-
tent into a timeline so that they can monitor multiple locations at once 
in real time. Basically, a client highlights a geographic area of interest so 
that she can see all the geotagged social media posts in that area. Then 
she has the option of organizing the posts by date and time as well as the 
ability to monitor new posts.

The CIA venture capital firm In- Q- Tel, however, is not the only 
backer of businesses like Dataminr. Twitter also invested in Dataminr 
and, in fact, has a 5 percent stake in the company. While this is not a 
huge stake in monetary terms, Dataminr is the only outside company 
with full access to Twitter’s real- time data and permission to sell that 
data. Without access to the raw feed of all Twitter data, which is called 
the Twitter firehose, Dataminr falls apart. Dataminr recently found itself 
in an awkward position. Twitter used its leverage to force Dataminr to 
stop selling data to legal institutions that want the data for surveillance 
purposes. This all came to a head because Dataminr had created a free 
pilot program for US intelligence agencies, which was used for surveil-
lance purposes. In September 2015, the contract for the free program 
expired and Dataminr made an effort to transition the program into a 
paying contract. In May 2016, Twitter used a veto clause in its contract to 
prevent the company from doing so. A Twitter spokesperson told Wired 
magazine that “Dataminr uses public Tweets to sell breaking news alerts 
to media organizations such as Dow Jones and government agencies 
such as the World Health Organization, for nonsurveillance purposes. 
We have never authorized Dataminr or any third party to sell data to 
a government or intelligence agency for surveillance purposes. This is a 
longstanding Twitter policy, not a new development.”

Authority is at the center of the battle over how Dataminr can be 
used. Legal institutions want to use Dataminr for a broad range of sur-
veillance purposes and, given the USA PATRIOT Act, believe they have 
the authority to do so. Here are two quick examples of how legal insti-
tutions have used Dataminr in their surveillance efforts. After the 2013 
bombing at the Boston Marathon, which killed 3 people and left 260 
people wounded, local law enforcement used Dataminr to try to ensure 
that the event, which attracts thousands of people each year, was not 
attacked again. The FBI and police departments also use Dataminr to 
monitor activists and social change- oriented groups (such as Black Lives 
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Case Study
Apple versus the FBI

On December  2, 2015, Syed Rizwan Farook and Tashfeen Malik en-
tered the Inland Regional Center in San Bernardino, California, and 
opened fire, killing fourteen people and injuring another twenty- two. The 
day after the shootout, the FBI searched the married couple’s townhouse 
and found, among other things, a cell phone. Since the couple perished 
in a shootout, the FBI could not ask Farook his password— and the phone 
was set to erase itself after ten wrong guesses. The FBI asked Apple, the 
maker of Farook’s phone, for help. The FBI wanted Apple to trick Farook’s 
phone into updating its software. The software would turn off the ten 
wrong guesses trigger and the FBI would be able to crack Farook’s pass-
word. Apple gave the FBI some advice but refused its request to break 
into the phone to retrieve Farook’s data.

The FBI obtained a court order requiring Apple to break into Farook’s 
phone. Again, Apple refused. Tim Cook, Apple’s CEO, argued that the 
company is concerned that the FBI will use this solution to access other 
iPhones as well, which would be a clear violation of individual privacy. 
Apple also took issue with the All Writs Act, which the FBI used to obtain 
its court order. The All Writs Act allows federal courts to issue “all writs 
necessary or appropriate in aid of their respective jurisdictions and agree-
able to the usages and principles of law.” Apple argued that forcing the 
company to write, test, debug, deploy, and document the necessary soft-
ware to break into Farook’s phone was burdensome and exceeded the 
bounds of the All Writs Act. Lots of other companies agree with Apple. 
AT&T, Airbnb, eBay, Kickstarter, LinkedIn, Reddit, Square, Twitter, 
Cisco, Snapchat, Amazon, Facebook, Google, and Microsoft have all pub-
licly supported Apple’s position.

Debate time!
Get into small groups (three to five people). Come up with arguments 

that either support or oppose the following statement: legal institutions 
have the right to monitor our communication to prevent terrorism and 
obtain access to the personal devices of those who have committed acts of 
terrorism. After you choose a side, come up with at least three solid argu-
ments as to why your position is correct. You want to anticipate your oppo-
nents’ arguments and have good rebuttals! No personal attacks allowed.
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Matter) that use Twitter to discuss political issues and organize. The 
use of Dataminr for surveillance stands in opposition to Twitter’s goal, 
which is to give people “the power to create and share ideas and infor-
mation instantly, without barriers.” Twitter, in other words, sees itself as 
a platform for democracy and free speech. People can speak their minds 
about a topic and even organize to affect change. If Twitter willfully gives 
legal institutions access to its firehose for surveillance purposes, people 
might quit using Twitter. Twitter, in short, is trying to maintain its cor-
porate legitimacy.

In sum, new media and how digital tools are used can put legal insti-
tutions and corporations at odds with one another. Legal institutions 
need the cooperation and compliance of corporations in order to surveil 
individuals they feel are a threat to national security. Corporations may 
comply or they may challenge the authority of legal institutions. Corpo-
rations are likely to challenge legal institutions’ authority if they feel like 
their legitimacy with the public is at risk. Given the debate over surveil-
lance in America, it is not surprising that some companies decided to 
publicly challenge secret requests for personal information, such as the 
case of Microsoft, or refuse to let legal institutions have access to their 
data, such as the case of Twitter.

Navigating a Digital World: Dealing with 
Surveillance

Because we live digital lives, we also contribute to our own surveillance. 
Every time we share a photo through Instagram and Snapchat or upload 
a picture to Flickr or Picasa, we provide a great deal of data about our-
selves. Pictures often include, or are tagged with, information about 
where, when, and how they were taken, not to mention who is included 
in the photo. If you think about pictures on sites such as Flickr, you even 
get information about the camera the picture was taken with as well 
as its settings. We also like to use social media sites, such as Facebook 
and Instagram, to “check in” our location and let our friends and family 
know where we are and what we are up to. However, as we have learned 
in this chapter, our friends and family are not the only ones who are pay-
ing attention to where we are and what we’re doing.
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Opting out of the new media is very difficult to do. As we learned in 
the introduction, people use new media for a range of activities, includ-
ing shopping, keeping up with friends, banking, work, and school. New 
media make our lives easier and more enjoyable. However, there are 
things you can do to reduce the information you make available about 
yourself. First, you can read the end user license agreements (EULAs) 
before you install new software on a device and peruse the terms and 
conditions before you set up a social media account. Admittedly, this 
is not an easy thing to do. These agreements are notoriously long. A 
study done by Lorrie Faith Cranor and Aleecia McDonald in 2008 found 
that the average privacy policy on just a website was 2,215 words. Apple’s 
EULA is much longer; it is approximately twelve thousand words or 
more than fifty pages long. Window’s EULA, discussed above, is just 
as long. EULAs also are filled with legalese and are easy to skip. There 
almost always is a button that you can click that says “I Agree,” which 
most of us click without much thought. In fact, Jeff Sauro, who analyzed 
how much time 2,500 people spent reading EULAs found that on aver-
age users spent only six seconds on the page before clicking “I Agree.”

A second, and much easier, way to reduce the information you make 
available about yourself is to find trustworthy organizations that analyze 
and summarize these agreements for you. Groups such as the Electronic 
Frontier Foundation (EFF), which is a nonprofit organization dedicated 
to protecting individual civil liberties in the digital world, research and 
report on companies and their privacy agreements. You can see a sum-
mary of the EFF’s 2017 annual report above, which is titled “Who Has 
Your Back?” The summary provides an overview of several companies’ 
privacy policies and specifically outlines which companies have pro- user 
policies, disclose their data retention policies to users, and disclose gov-
ernment requests for data or removal of content (table 4.1). You can see 
that companies such as Adobe, Dropbox, Pinterest, WordPress, and Uber 
do well on all five measures. Others, such as AT&T, Verizon, Amazon, 
T-Mobile, and WhatsApp do rather poorly. Using this information, we 
can decide whether to change providers or cancel our account. Alter-
natively, we can look to sources such as the Intercept, Wired, PC World, 
and Technology Review for guidance on what information the programs  
we use such as Siri, Cortana, and S Voice transmit to third parties 
and store.
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Table 4.1. EFF’s Who Has Your Back Ratings
Who Has Your Back?
Protecting Your Data from Government Requests

Follows 
Industry- 
Wide Best 
Practices

Tells Users 
about 
Government 
Data Requests

Promises  
Not to Sell 
Out Users

Stands Up 
to NSL Gag 
Orders

Pro- User 
Public Policy

Adobe ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

airbnb ✓ ✓ ✓

Amazon.com ✓ ✓

Apple ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

AT&T ✓

Comcast ✓

Credo Mobile ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Dropbox ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Facebook ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Google ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

LinkedIn ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Lyft ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Microsoft ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Pinterest ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Slack ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Snap Inc. ✓ ✓ ✓

Sonic ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

T Mobile ✓

Tumblr ✓ ✓ ✓

Twitter ✓ ✓ ✓

Uber ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Verizon ✓

WhatsApp ✓ ✓

Wickr ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

WordPress.com ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Yahoo! ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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Third, you can hide your browsing data. More than anything we do 
online, what you search for and click on are used to create a profile of 
who you are and what you like. If you have ever been on Facebook, you 
know that ads are targeted to you based on your browsing habits. A 
fairly easy way to mask your browsing habits is to use a virtual private 
network (VPN). Typically, when we go online, our computers access the 
World Wide Web through our internet service providers (ISP), and we 
navigate to a website. If anyone is looking closely, he or she can see that 
connection. A VPN puts an intermediary server between us and the 
sites we are connecting to. So if someone is looking closely, he or she can 
only see a connection from the VPN server to the site on the other end. 
The VPN hides your identity. You can even download a TOR browser, 
which will route your connection through three separate servers before 
connecting you to a website. As you can imagine, it is very difficult for 
anyone to monitor your browsing data using TOR. If this sounds too dif-
ficult, you can install an extension to your browser that allows you to see 
what companies are tracking you. The extension Ghostery, for example, 
gives you more control over ads and tracking data on the websites you 
visit and anonymizes your personal data. If you just want to have a bit 
of fun at social media companies’ expense, look for free extensions such 
as Go Rando, which automatically balances your emotional expression 
on Facebook in order to confuse the company’s algorithms. Over time, 
Go Rando makes it seem as though you have perfectly balanced views, 
which makes your data more difficult to interpret. Using VPNs and TOR 
may become increasingly popular in the coming years, especially since 
Congress voted in March 2017 to roll back regulations on the ability of 
ISP to track, interact with, and sell our data.

Conclusion

We began the chapter with a discussion of surveillance in the digital 
age. We learned that legal institutions, or the organizations charged with 
enforcing laws and protecting the populace, use new media to watch 
the digital traffic of American citizens. Legal actors, or the individuals 
who work for and represent legal institutions, argue that this is neces-
sary for national security. This, however, is not universally accepted by 
Americans. Approximately half of the citizens surveyed believe that legal 
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institutions have overstepped their authority. In order to explain these 
debates over authority, sociologists think about the law as living. Legal 
institutions maintain their rational- legal authority in part because the 
laws we obey are consistent with the values of society more broadly. New 
media throw some of this authority into question.

Then we explored how citizens challenge authority directly. We dis-
cussed three different ways that citizens challenged police practices dur-
ing the 2004 Republican National Convention. First, citizens who were 
falsely arrested called news programs such as Democracy Now! to report 
on the conditions at Pier 57. Second, citizens used new media to moni-
tor the police tactics during the convention. Finally, and related, lawyers 
used these videos to file lawsuits against the NYPD and won. Of course, 
Americans are aware that legal actors can observe their behavior online 
and offline without their knowledge. Muslim Americans, for example, 
knew they were being surveilled by legal actors and did not express 
their anger online, fearing that their anger might be misunderstood as 
a threat of terrorism.

While legislation such as the USA PATRIOT Act gives legal institu-
tions more authority to surveil our activities in the digital age, they are 
not the only ones vying for control over our data. Corporations, which 
create the programs, platforms, and technology we use daily also want 
to have a say over who has access to our data. In fact, corporations are 
vying for legitimacy and want us to view them positively. To do so, cor-
porations must convince us that even though they collect, store, and 
sometimes share our data, they are the good guys in the battle for indi-
vidual privacy. We can see these battles dramatically playing out with 
Microsoft and Twitter. The tug of war between legal institutions and cor-
porations are quite complicated. This is particularly true, since corpora-
tions and legal institutions sometimes put financial resources into the 
same companies. Dataminr is a good example. Both the CIA and Twit-
ter have a financial interest in Dataminr’s future but disagree over how 
data from the Twitter firehose may be used. These issues are unlikely to 
be resolved quickly. As we see above, existing laws regarding what legal 
institutions can do, what corporations can do, and how privacy concerns 
fit into the relationship between the two are vague.
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Chapter Review Questions
 1. How have new media changed the ways in which legal institutions and actors 

conduct surveillance?
 2. What does it mean when we say the law is living?
 3. Is the super panopticon metaphor a good one or is it too simple? Why?
 4. How do legal institutions maintain their authority? How is this similar to and dif-

ferent from corporations?
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5

The Changing World of Work

Key Concepts
Alienation refers to the idea that individuals can feel estranged 

from their work because they have no control over it. Karl 
Marx argued that work, and our ability to control it, is central 
to our sense of self. He argued that capitalism exploited work-
ers and led to alienation.

Autonomy is the opposite of alienation. Karl Marx argued that the 
only way individuals could be truly autonomous was to have 
control over what they made, how they made it, and how they 
sold it.

Taylorism describes a theory of management developed by Fred-
erick Winslow Taylor in the 1880s and 1890s. Taylor analyzed 
how workers did their jobs in order to make them more effi-
cient and productive. Unlike Marx, Taylor was not concerned 
with workers’ experiences.

McDonaldization refers to sociologist George Ritzer’s theory 
about how Taylorism looks in modern society. His theory 
stresses how modern- day employers increasingly rely on 
technology to make workers more efficient and productive 
and consumer experiences predictable.

You probably have spent a lot of time thinking about the kind of  
job you want after college. In fact, you may have spent a fair amount  
of time online trying to figure out what life looks like once you flip the 
tassel on your mortarboard and enter the workforce. You probably have 
spent far less time thinking about the role media plays in your hunt for 
a job. Just thirty years ago, job seekers were reliant on newspapers and 
career  centers to learn about new jobs. Job seekers would buy the news-
paper, go to the classified section, see if they were qualified for any of the 
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positions listed, and then mail a prospective employee their cover letter. 
Finding and applying for jobs is much easier in the digital age. There are 
dozens of websites that can assist with your job search. CareerBuilder, 
Job .com, and Monster all list thousands of jobs that you can easily search 
to find a potential job. CareerBuilder, for instance, allows you to create a 
profile, resume, cover letter, and apply for jobs through its website. If you 
don’t want to do all this work, you can simply search for jobs by job title, 
skills, or company or search for jobs in a specific city or state. If you enter 
New York City, NY, for instance, a list of more than 2,500 jobs appears.

According to a November 2015 Pew Research Center survey, new 
media play a critical role in both finding and applying for jobs. As you 
can see in the chart below (figure 5.1), 79 percent of those surveyed  
said that they used the internet when looking for a new job. If you 
compare this to the other categories, you will see that more job seekers 
relied on the internet than they did their close personal connections (66  
percent), professional contacts (63 percent), employment agencies (32 per-
cent), print advertisements (32 percent), or job fairs and other events 
(28 percent). In fact, 34 percent of respondents said that the internet was 
the most important resource in their job search. The same survey also 
found that job seekers increasingly use smartphones to find and apply for 
jobs. Job seekers between eighteen and twenty- nine years old are the most 
likely to use their smartphones to browse job listings, send a potential 
employer an email, fill out an online application, and create a resume.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Say … Was the Most Important Resource

Say They Used … in Their Most Recent Search for a Job

Online Resources and Information

Connections with Close Friends or Family

Professional or Work Connections

Acquaintances or Friends-Of-Friends

Employment Agencies (Gov't or Private)

Ads in Print Publications

Job Fairs, Conferences, and Other Events

Figure 5.1. Searching for Work in the Digital Era. Source: Pew Research Center.
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New media have changed a lot more than the job search. They also 
change the hiring process. Before the advent of the internet, employ-
ers knew very little about applicants beyond what they included in 
their resume. Sure, many employers conducted background checks 
on potential employees to verify information provided in a resume, 
but most of the records employers had access to are already public. 
For example, background checks typically include your driving record, 
credit record, criminal record, education record, military record, and 
drug test record. While these records can provide employers some 
useful information about potential employees, such as whether they 
are good drivers or have been convicted of a crime, they don’t give 
employers a sense of the kind of person potential employees are. 
Employers increasingly check out potential employees on social media 
sites. According to a CareerBuilder news release about a survey con-
ducted with 2,138 hiring managers and human resource profession-
als in 2014, 43 percent of employers research job candidates on social 
media and 45 percent use search engines such as Google to learn more 
about potential employees. As you can see below in table 5.1, employ-
ers passed on candidates for a number of reasons including the fol-
lowing: the job candidate posted inappropriate photos (46 percent); 

Table 5.1. CareerBuilder Survey with Hiring Managers and Human 
Resource Professionals
Reasons for Eliminating a Job Candidate Reasons for Hiring a Job Candidate
Job Candidate
Posted inappropriate photographs (46%)
Posted information about drinking or drugs 

(41%)
Negative comments about their previous com-

pany or fellow employee (36%)
Had poor communication skills (32%)
Made discriminatory comments (28%)
Lied about his qualifications (25%)
Shared confidential information from previous 

employers (24%)
Was linked to criminal behavior (22%)
Had an unprofessional screen name (21%)
Lied about an absence (13%)

Employer
Got a good feel for the candidate’s personality, 

could see a good fit with the company (46%)
Candidate’s background information supported 

their professional qualifications for the job 
(45%)

Candidate’s site was professional (43%)
Candidate was well- rounded / showed a wide 

range of interests (40%)
Candidate had great communication skills (40%)
Candidate was creative (36%)
Candidate received awards and accolades (31%)
Other people posted great references about the 

job candidate (30%)
Candidate interacted with company’s social 

media accounts (24%)
Candidate had a large number of followers/ 

subscribers (14%)
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shared information about drinking and drug use (41 percent); bad- 
mouthed a previous employer or fellow employee (36 percent); made 
discriminatory comments related to race, gender, religion, or sexual-
ity (28 percent); and had an unprofessional screen name (21 percent). 
Of course, employers also opted to offer job seekers a position based 
on their internet presence. Employers offered candidates’ jobs when 
they got a good feel for a candidate’s personality and thought he or she 
would be a good fit with the company (46 percent), the candidate’s site 
conveyed a professional image (43 percent), the job candidate seemed 
well rounded (40 percent), the candidate had awards and accolades 
(31 percent), and the candidate had interacted with the company’s 
social media accounts (24 percent).

Not surprisingly, not all job seekers are happy with potential employ-
ers investigating them online. They consider it an invasion of their pri-
vacy. In fact, many workers and job seekers try to protect their privacy 
by only sharing posts with friends and family (47 percent of those sur-
veyed by CareerBuilder), keeping their profile private (41 percent of 
those surveyed), and maintaining separate professional and personal 
profiles (18 percent of those surveyed). State legislatures are weighing 
in on whether employers can access prospective and current employee 
social media pages. Since 2012, twenty- five states, which are listed below 
in table 5.2, have passed laws preventing employers from “media snoop-
ing,” or requiring potential or current employees to provide passwords 
to their personal internet accounts to get or keep a job.

Finally, new media have dramatically changed our experiences at 
work. This may not have occurred to you, but new media such as email 

Table 5.2. List of States That Don’t Allow Media Snooping
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Illinois
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

Michigan
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Oregon

Rhode Island
Tennessee
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
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have changed what the traditional workday looks like. Think about it. 
Before email and telecommuting, employees either stayed late at the 
office or went home when the day ended. Either way, once they left 
the office, work basically was done for the day. This is far less true today. 
A 2008 Pew Internet & American Life Project report found that 50 per-
cent of employees who use email as part of their job check their work 
email on the weekends— and 34 percent check their email while on vaca-
tion. In fact, some companies require employees to check and respond 
to email outside of their shifts. T-Mobile, for example, requires employ-
ees to check and respond to work- related emails while off the clock. 
Employees, who have to deal with customers early in the morning or 
late at night, sometimes argue that they should be paid overtime for this 
work. Companies that make use of this practice disagree. They see these 
after- hour calls as part of their employees’ jobs. These disagreements can 
lead to lawsuits. In July 2009, several ex- employees of T-Mobile sued the 
corporation for overtime. They claimed that T-Mobile forced them to 
reply to work- related emails after hours on company- provided phones. 
T-Mobile ex- employees were not the only ones to sue. Since the height 
of the great recession in 2008, American workers increasingly have sued 
employers under federal and state wage- and- hour laws. In fact, between 
2008 and 2011 employee lawsuits increased to 32 percent— a 378 percent 
increase from 2000. Clearly, new media have disrupted the American 
notion of the eight- hour workday and we are seeing how disputes over 
workplace practices are playing out.

This chapter examines how new media change the way we feel about 
the work we do as well as our experiences in the workplace. We begin 
by discussing two concepts critical to understanding work as a social 
institution: alienation and autonomy. We experience alienation when we 
have no control over our work or how it is done. In contrast, we experi-
ence autonomy when we have control over our work and how it is sold 
in the marketplace. Then we discuss alienation and autonomy in our 
digital economy. We will see that individuals’ feelings about the effects 
of new media on their work vary dramatically. Individuals’ feelings of 
alienation and autonomy vary not only by the kind of work they do 
but also according to their employment status. We conclude the chapter 
with a discussion of how new media affect the workplace itself. Digital 
technology give corporations and managers a great deal of control over 
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how employees do their work. This helps companies increase their prof-
its and makes it easy for them to train new employees and replace those 
who quit.

Alienation vs. Autonomy

Much of the sociological thinking about alienation, which generally 
refers to when we feel isolated or estranged from our work, and auton-
omy, which refers to when we have control over our workplaces and 
the products we make, go back to the well- known social scientist, Karl 
Marx. His theories regarding capitalism are complicated and changed 
over the course of his life. Here, we just want a sense of what alienation 
and autonomy mean for workers in capitalist economies, or economies 
where a country’s trade and industry are controlled by private owners 
rather than the government. In capitalist economies, individuals are rel-
atively free to use and sell their labor and property without government 
interference. As you may know, Marx was very interested in how the 
conflicting interests of the ruling classes (those with money and power, 
such as corporate owners) and the oppressed classes (those with limited 
money and power, such as workers) shaped the economy and society. 
While Marx is popularly known for advocating that workers rise up, 
overthrow capitalism, and replace it with communism, or an economy 
where the government controls most of the trade and industry and 
distributes money and resources, his understanding of why socialism 
was better for workers is very interesting. In a nutshell, he believed that 
changing the economy would free us, or make us more autonomous.

Here’s Marx’s general argument about alienation and autonomy: 
Marx, who started writing all about the capitalism in the 1840s, observed 
that the world was organized into two groups or social classes: work-
ers who worked in factories, in offices, and on farms (which he called 
the proletariat) and the owners who owned the factories, buildings, 
and land that the workers used (which he called the bourgeoisie). Marx 
considered the bourgeoisie the ruling class because they owned all the 
tools workers needed to do their jobs (which Marx labeled the means of 
production). Because the bourgeoisie owned the means of production, 
they did not have to work themselves. They lived off of the work of their 
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employees. If they wanted to increase their profits, the bourgeoisie 
would simply exploit the proletariat by using their knowledge and their 
labor to make their businesses more profitable. You probably guessed 
by now that Marx was a conflict theorist. He understood capitalism as 
a battle over resources and outlined how the bourgeoisie maintained its 
power over the proletariat.

What does this have to do with alienation? A lot. Marx believed that 
when the proletariat lost control of their work, they lost control of their 
lives. The result was alienation or the estrangement from work and self. 
Let’s break this down with an example from my life. One of the part- 
time jobs I had in college was at a fast food place, which I will not 
name. I hated this job for a lot of reasons. First, I had no control over 
when I worked. One day, I would be scheduled for three hours during 
the peak lunch period, and the next day, I would have to work a nine- 
hour shift that had me closing the restaurant at 2 a.m. Second, I had no 
control over what I did when I was at work. Some days, I worked the 
drive thru, and other days, I scrubbed food- encrusted pots and pans 
for hours on end. Third, the fast food restaurant had crazy procedures 
that felt like they were designed to make me feel bad about myself. For 
example, the restaurant policy stated I had to enter a customer’s cou-
pon before I could enter their order. If the coupon wasn’t entered first, 
then a manager would have to cancel the order and I (the employee) 
would be written up for violating company policy. After three viola-
tions, the offending employee (in this case, me) would be fired. As you 
can imagine, even if I asked first, customers sometimes forgot they had 
a coupon. After I was written up the first time for this violation (the 
customer produced a coupon after he had paid), I understood that 
employees weren’t just avoiding the company’s stupid catchphrase we 
were forced to say when greeting customers. Employees avoided drive- 
thru and walk- up costumers because they knew it was only a matter 
of time before they got fired for unintentionally violating the coupon 
rule three times.

Finally, I had no way to enforce my rights to things like a break 
or payment for working overtime. When this particular fast food 
restaurant was busy, the manager refused to let me take a bathroom 
break or grab something to eat. If I insisted that I really needed a 
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break, the manager threatened to fire me. When the restaurant was 
slow, the manager would force me to clock out and sit in the break 
room. She wouldn’t let me go home because she was worried business 
might pick up and she would need me to work. She made it very clear 
that if I wanted to keep my job, I couldn’t leave. You can imagine my 
frustration. Sometimes I would have to sit there for two or three hours 
at a time. Since we were not allowed to bring personal items to work, I 
couldn’t even study or do homework during this time. I literally had to 
sit there and wait for the manager to either summon me back to work 
or send me home. In short, I did not have control over what I made 
(cheap, unhealthy food), the conditions where I worked (I couldn’t 
choose my hours or breaks), or how I sold the food (there were rules 
about what I said and how I entered their orders). In Marx’s words, I 
was experiencing alienation.

Since Marx believed that work was central to our human nature, he 
argued that we create ourselves through our labor. Capitalism reduces 
work to wages rather than as a way to express creativity and build our 
intellects. Consequently, alienation in the workplace also affects how 
we feel about ourselves. The opposite of alienation is autonomy. Marx 
argued that the only way individuals could be autonomous was to have 
control over what they made, how they made it, and how they sold it. 
If you think about my experience in the food industry, I would have 
been autonomous if I had been able to choose what food I made, how I 
made it, when I made it, and who I sold it too.

Before we start talking about alienation in the digital economy, 
it is important to note that sociologists do not think, like Marx, that 
there are only two classes. In fact, sociologists often identify five social 
classes where people have similar levels of wealth, power, and prestige 
in society:

 1. Upper class and elites, which consist of occupations that have very high 
salaries and a lot of power such as CEOs and CFOs and other top posi-
tions. These are the individuals that own the means of production.

 2. Upper middle class, which consist of occupations that have high salaries 
and prestige such as computer engineers, academics, accountants, law-
yers, and directors of organizations.
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 3. Lower middle class, which consists of occupations that are designed to 
support the upper middle class such as clerical and administrative posi-
tions, data entry and record keeping jobs, and paralegal positions. These 
jobs have moderate salaries and prestige.

 4. Working class, which consists of occupations that require a high school 
diploma and are often “hands on,” such as factory and restaurant work-
ers, laborers, bank tellers, customer service representatives, and tele-
marketers. These jobs have moderate salaries and low prestige.

 5. Poor, which consist of occupations that require limited education and 
are minimum wage, such as fast food workers and big- box- store clerks. 
Individuals with such jobs may work full time but still require social 
services (EBT and Medicaid) to make ends meet. These jobs have low 
pay and low prestige.

These distinctions matter because, as we already discussed, they 
reflect unequal access to resources, which affects things like the qual-
ity of education kids get and, later, the kinds of jobs they are competi-
tive for.

These distinctions also are important for our understanding of 
 alienation in the digital economy. New media can be empowering for 
some and increase the alienation of others. You can imagine, for exam-
ple, that a telemarketer has a very different experience with alienation 
than an academic. Read the excerpt below titled “I Work as a Telemar-
keter and I Hate My Life,” which was posted on the now defunct Expe-
rience Project website in June 2012. Notice that that poster notes how 
little control he has over his work. He cannot control who he calls, what 
he says, what his boss considers rude, how much time elapses between 
the calls, when he goes to the bathroom or has a break, or whether he is 
sent home for the day. Also notice that he talks about how work affects 
his personal life. Since he doesn’t have sick days, when he or his child 
gets sick, he has to use a vacation day or make up the hours. This, as 
you can tell, is a source of great annoyance, since he is very eager to  
use his vacation days to get away from the telemarketing job he hates. 
The telemarketer, in short, is alienated from his work, and new media 
plays an important role in this alienation. How (and how quickly) he 
does his work is almost completely determined by a computer.
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I Work as a Telemarketer and I Hate My Life

Anonymous post
June 2012
I hate my job. I hate it with everything in me. I work at a telemarket-
ing place that does fundraising calls for charitable organizations. I hate 
it with everything in me. I cannot say that enough. It barely pays the 
bills and it feels more like prison or some sweat shop in some 3rd world 
country. Let me tell you of my typical day at this job. I get there at 8am 
then calls begin. We have NO control over who we are calling or what 
part of the country we are calling. We read from a script. We have to do 
a 2nd request no matter what the person says to us. If the person says 
they have been without a job for such and such period of time we still go 
for that 2nd request. If they tell us, “wife is dying” we still go for that 2nd 
request. It does not matter if they say “NO” we still go for that 2nd request 
as if NO was never said. At times we even ask for money. If the caller is 
disabled and old as can be we still do our 2nd request and a money ask. 
If we do not we are either: written up or sent home without pay or both. 
So we have no choice. Plus if we are cussed out or insulted we have to be 
nice and kind and not say anything the boss says is rude. Rude can be 
anything from, changing your tone of voice or even talking nicer. Seri-
ously they consider that rude. So we have to put with being insulted and 
cussed out and top it off we have very little time between calls. Remem-
ber, we are not the ones dialing. The computer dials for us. We have no 
control over how fast the calls are coming or who we call. So when one 
call ends another one comes in within 1 second or 2. You have no time to 
get a drink of water or anything. Forbid if you have a runny nose or must 
cough. That is why some of us who work for this company calls it a prison 
or some sweat shop. We must have permission to go to the bath room. 
They time us when we go so we don’t stay gone for long. Long being a few 
minutes. They expect us to go down the hall and use the bath room and 
wash our hands and come back in the maximum of 4 or 5 minutes tops. 
After that you risk getting in trouble or being put off on an unpaid break 
of 30 minutes. They also listen to your calls and will harass you if you are 
kind and give sick people a break or very old people a break. Forbid you 
get some compassion for someone whose crying due to a loved one is 
dying of cancer and cannot help you at this time.
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Here is a list of some of the technology that is required to make a 
telemarketing business work:

• data network/internet
• automatic call distributor system
• interactive voice response system
• predictive dialer
• web applications (such as email, online chat, and online collaboration)
• customer relationship management tools, such as a billing system, script-

ing, and customer analytics
• computer— telephony integration software and hardware
• agent performance dashboard

Also forbid if you get sick. The company I work for does not give 
sick pay ONLY vacation pay. And forbid if you or a child of yours  
gets sick and need to take time off. You must work your hours or risk 
being fired. The company I work for does not accept doctor’s excuses. So 
you risk your job if you get sick or if you need to stay home to take care of 
a sick child. Yes you can use your vacation pay but then you will not get 
off for an actual vacation or even a holiday if you want to. Yes we must use 
vacation pay for everything that or make the time back up. Which means 
being at that prison (sweat shop) for a longer period of time.

There is a high turnover with this particular company due to how 
difficult and crappy a place it is. They change rules like some people go 
through toilet paper. One week it’s this rule and then another week it’s 
another rule. You have to get used to your supervisors lying and telling 
you “it’s always been a rule we are just now applying it.”

I must mention how if your performance is down and you do not get 
enough volunteers you will be sent home without pay. Also if they run 
out of work you will be sent home without pay. I hate this job. I hate the 
supervisors. I hate the boredom. I hate the calling and harassing others. I 
hate how I am basically tied to that computer reading from a script. Don’t 
ever work for any telemarketing call center. Keep looking for another job. 
They will lie to you and tell you it’s a great job. It’s not. It’s called prison 
and a sweat shop by those working and doing the actual work for a rea-
son. I cannot wait till I find another job.
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• workforce management software
• call- recording equipment
• voice over internet protocol (VoIP) communications technology

It is easy to see why telemarketers have very little control over their work 
lives. Their entire experience is mediated and evaluated by computer 
software and equipment. Telemarketing is not less alienating when you 
work from home. Telemarketers who work from home still report their 
hours and work experiences are completely out of their hands.

Compare this experience with new media in the digital economy to 
that of an academic whose job it is to teach graduate and undergraduate 
students as well as to conduct research. New media can give academics 
more control over their work lives and time. I will use my work experi-
ence as an example again. New media makes teaching courses easier 
and more fun. I can put content on my course website, share interesting 
information and links I find online quickly via email, hold virtual office 
hours, and discuss course content with students one- on- one through 
Twitter and Facebook. New media also makes my research easier and 
more exciting. For example, I study, among other things, how citizens 
use media in their political participation. Because new media makes it 
easier for individuals to tell politicians what they think about an issue 
(see chapter 6), I can collect the emails sent to political leaders and ana-
lyze how citizens argue for (or against) important political issues. Get-
ting real insight into how individuals make their political arguments was 
impossible before the advent of the internet and email because scholars 
had to rely on what individuals told them— and we know that some-
times what people say they did and what they actually did do not line 
up. New media (and laws that make politicians’ emails available to the 
public) gives me access to new kinds of data, which generate new under-
standing about how the political world works. For me, this is liberating 
and exciting. Unlike the telemarketer, new media increases my ability to 
do the work I want, how I want.
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Flexicurity: What Does This Mean for Alienation 
and Autonomy?

Flexicurity, which is short for flexible security, refers to a social model 
from the Nordic countries. The term, which was first coined by the 
Prime Minister of Denmark Poul Nyrup Rasmussen in the 1990s, refers 
to a model of governing that tries to protect the health and well- being 
of its citizens by balancing employers’ need for a flexible workforce with 
workers’ need for job security. In other words, employers want work-
ers who can perform a variety of different jobs for a company and who 
they can allocate as needed to different positions, and employees want to 
know that they won’t be unemployed for long periods of time. Flexicu-
rity, in short, is intended to help companies maximize their profits while 
giving employees job security. In the United States, companies often 
make the workforce flexible by employing freelancers, independent pro-
fessionals, temporary contract workers, and independent contractors or 
consultants on an as- needed basis. These contingent workers are great 
for employers because they can hire these temporary workers when the 
demand for their product is high, when they are starting a new project, 
or when they need more employees to help, and fire these workers when 
the demand for their product returns to normal or the project is com-
plete. For example, there are a lot of contingent workers hired around 
Christmas and Hanukkah to handle the influx of shoppers at retail stores 
and the increase in mail. In 2016, Federal Express hired an additional 
fifty thousand workers to deliver mail and presents during the holiday 
season. The United States Postal Service also increases its workforce  
at the holidays, hiring additional workers to sort packages that come 
into the processing and distribution centers and bulk mail centers dur-
ing the month of December.

Since the Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics has not 
collected data on the contingent workforce since 2005, it is not clear 
how large the contingent labor force is in the United States. In 2015, the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics used national survey data and estimated that 
approximately 7.9 percent of the employed labor force was made up 
of contingent workers. This figure, however, does not include agency 
temp workers or day laborers. When these workers are included in the 
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definition of contingent workers, the figure jumps to 40.5 percent— a 
huge increase. The Bureau of Labor Statistics also found that contingent 
workers experience job instability at higher rates than permanent work-
ers, have lower pay than permanent workers, and get few (if any) bene-
fits. On its website, the Department of Labor notes that many companies 
are turning to a contingent workforce not just for flexibility and effi-
ciency but also as a way to increase their profit margins. Employers do 
not have to make contributions to Social Security, unemployment insur-
ance, workers’ compensation, and health insurance for contingent work-
ers. This not only saves the company money on employee benefits but 
also saves them money in administrative expenses and potential costs 
related to employee injuries and lawsuits. Contingent workers have far 
less protection under labor and employment laws because they are, by 
definition, temporary or part- time workers.

Why are there so many contingent workers? This is, in part, a response 
to the Great Recession of 2008. The Great Recession, which officially 
lasted from December 2007 to June 2009, began with the bursting of an 
eight- trillion- dollar housing bubble. Basically, housing prices increased 
dramatically throughout the 1990s and early 2000s in response to an 
increase in demand for homes and an increase in speculation in the real 
estate market. As you may know from shows like A&E’s Flip This House 
and HGTV’s Flip or Flop, many Americans tried to make money off of 
buying and flipping homes. Since interest rates were low, some Ameri-
cans bought multiple properties and others, who previously could not 
qualify for a loan for one reason or another (such as a bad credit rat-
ing or unemployment), suddenly found themselves qualifying for loans 
for hundreds of thousands of dollars. However, housing prices peaked 
in 2006 and began to decline. All of a sudden, many Americans found 
themselves with negative equity— meaning their mortgage debts were 
higher than the value of their homes. People who had speculated on 
real estate let the banks foreclose on their properties and others cut back 
their spending on other things in an effort to hold onto their homes.

As you can imagine, this had a rippling effect. The sharp cutbacks in 
consumer spending affected business investment and caused massive 
job loss. In 2008 and 2009, the US labor market lost 8.4 million jobs, 
which was the most dramatic employment contraction of any reces-
sion since the Great Depression. By comparison, in the deep recession 
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that began in 1981, job loss was 3.1 percent, or only about half as severe 
as the Great Recession. Just to give you a bit of context, in 2001, before 
the Great Recession, there was one person looking for work for every 
job opening. This increased dramatically during the Great Recession. In 
2010, there were seven people looking for work for every one job open-
ing. The employment situation has improved. In 2015, there were two 
people looking for work for every job opening.

Given this economic context, the idea of flexicurity is widely criti-
cized. Like the Department of Labor noted, many companies and states 
use contingent workers so that they can increase their profit at the 
expense of worker security. This leads to alienation, rather than auton-
omy, for workers. Let’s consider two examples. First, consider the tem-
porary worker at the United States Post Office. It is not unusual for a 
call for temporary workers to post on the Federal Jobs blog. Here is an 
example of a job advertisement posted online in 2014:

It’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas at the post office! It’s that 
time of year again. Time to start thinking of hiring temporary employees 
to help with the Christmas rush. The United States Postal Service will 
hire temporary clerks and mail handlers for a 21- day period to get them 
through the holiday season. These positions pay on average eleven dol-
lars per hour, no benefits; but can lead to a 360- day appointment. . . . 

The job of a casual clerk and mail handler in the processing and 
distribution centers can be physically demanding. They will load and un-
load postal trucks and move mail around a mail- processing center with 
forklifts, small electric tractors and hand- pushed carts. These workers 
are usually on their feet, reaching for sacks and trays of mail or placing 
packages and bundles of mail into sacks and trays. The clerk and mail 
handler positions can be a very tedious, tiring and stressful job. The  
mail sacks can be very heavy, so you must be able to lift 70 pounds. You 
will have time restraints in getting the job done and you will be working 
in a fast pace environment.

Notice in the call that temporary workers can earn eleven dollars per 
hour but receive no benefits for a “physically demanding,” “tedious,” “tir-
ing,” and “stressful” job. If their supervisors like them, these “casual” 
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workers can get a 360- day contract. They still will not have benefits  
and are unlikely to be offered a permanent position.

A big complaint of postal employees in these positions is that they 
are evaluated on the aspects of their jobs that they cannot control. For 
example, in order for the mail to go out on time, the sorting machines 
must be running on schedule. Once the mail is sorted, clerks organize 
them by route for delivery. When the sorting machines are behind so are 
the clerks. The problem, of course, is that postal workers can lose their 
jobs for being behind schedule. One “casual” employee who managed to 
land a longer- term contract blogged about his constant worry of getting 
fired for reasons he couldn’t control on the website, Federal Soup. He 
wrote,

This is no way to come to work, worried every day if this day is going to 
be your last! I mean jeez, today for example, today was the first day in 
WEEKS that every machine got its mail out on time. Usually at least 2 or 
3 machines are late by 20, 30, sometimes even 45 minutes or more. It’s not 
that we’re inept or inefficient, it’s just that that’s the way it is when dealing 
with machines . . . [that are] prone to jams and breakdowns, multiplied 
by the number of machines we have running.

This description is not so different from that of the telemarketer’s com-
plaints discussed above. Like the telemarketer, the postal employee has 
very little control over his work.

Temporary workers for the postal service are not the only ones who 
experience alienation in the wake of the Great Recession. All kinds of 
employers, including colleges and universities, are increasingly reli-
ant on contingent workers, which they typically call adjunct professors 
or teaching faculty. In fact, the percentage of temporary or part- time 
faculty increased from 30 percent in 1975 to 51 percent in 2011. Rita 
Kirshstein, who studies how colleges and universities spend money, 
compiled data on the percentage of part- time faculty at US educational 
institutions. Some of her data are featured in table 5.3. Notice that even 
private institutions rely heavily on contingent workers. At the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley, a public school where an education will 
cost you around $12,864, only 29 percent of the faculty are part time. 
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Compare this to George Washington University. The tuition and fees 
($47,343) as well as the percentage of part- time faculty (54 percent) 
are considerably higher. In other words, the chance that a part- time 
professor is teaching your class is just as likely at a private school as it 
is at a public one.

Like other contingent workers, adjunct professors are paid less (on 
average $2,700 for each class) and have no benefits. As a result, most 
adjuncts teach at two or more colleges and universities at the same time 
and only earn between twenty thousand dollars and twenty- five thou-
sand dollars per year even though many have doctoral degrees. Not sur-
prisingly, like the telemarketer and the postal worker, adjunct faculty 
describe their temporary positions as “alienating” and “exploitative.” 
Adjuncts point out that they are only paid for their time in the classroom 
and earn nothing for preparing classes and meeting with students; a 

Table 5.3. Table of the Tuition and Fees, Percentage of Part- Time Faculty, 
and Percentage of Graduate Students at Selected US Colleges
School Tuition and  

Fees ($)
Percent  
Part- Time  
Faculty

Percent Part- Time 
Faculty and  Graduate 
Assistants

PUBLIC

University of Illinois, 
Urbana- Champaign

14,750 13 58

University of North 
 Carolina, Chapel Hill

8,340 18 50

University of California, 
Berkeley

12,864 29 68

University of Delaware 12,112 4 34

Virginia Commonwealth 
University

12,002 32 46

PRIVATE

Boston University 44,880 32 50

Northwestern University 45,527 13 32

Syracuse University 40,458 35 57

George Washington 
University

47,343 54 61

Emory University 44,008 25 30

Note: In-state tuition and fees are reported for public universities. Source: Rita Kirshstein.
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practice they refer to as wage theft. In a report conducted by the Service 
Employees International Union in the Boston area in 2013, one adjunct 
described herself as “Kleenex,” since she was disposable. She noted,

As an adjunct there is no job security. I am scheduled to teach a class 
at [a Boston university] in the fall. That class can be canceled up to the 
morning it is supposed to start— and that is it. No pay. So all of us are 
hustling for work. If I am offered another class and there is a conflict, I 
have to pick one or the other— but if the one I picked is canceled, then 
I lose my compensation because the other one will no longer be available. 
They treat us like we are Kleenex.

Her story is not unusual. There are similar accounts on Adjunctnation 
.com in which faculty talk about the difficulties of doing their work 
when their time is so taken up by trying to make a living. One author, 
Jodi Campbell, documents her struggle as an advanced graduate stu-
dent to find stable work that pays enough for her to move out of her  
parents’ house. Campbell notes that she will take any job, but no one 
wants to hire her either because she is overqualified for the position or 
because of her spotty work record. She notes,

I live in a perpetual cycle of fear and self- criticism. I constantly doubt 
myself because I can’t get a job, even as a receptionist at the local gym 
or a waitress at a pizza place. I worry that I am either not good enough a 
scholar or have made all the wrong choices because, otherwise, I wouldn’t 
be struggling to find a job, any job. I worry that I will never be able to fin-
ish writing my dissertation because all I can think about is how I can’t pay 
my bills. I worry that once I do finish my dissertation, I will have spent 
five years of my life with nothing to show for it, other than a dissertation 
no one will read.

Of course, not everyone experiences alienation in the digital econ-
omy. According to Gallup polls, 37  percent of American workers 
reported that they had telecommuted, or used the internet, email, and 
mobile phones to work from home, an average of six days per month in 
2015. As you can see in the chart below (figure 5.2), most telecommuters 
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are college graduates (55 percent) in professional positions (44 percent) 
with annual incomes of seventy- five thousand dollars or more per year 
(52 percent). Importantly, Gallup found that professionals are increas-
ingly telecommuting during the regular workday instead of going to 
the office (46 percent of telecommuters) or simply putting in additional 
hours after the regular workday ends. This is a change from 2006 in 
which most workers reported they telecommuted to in order to supple-
ment their regular workday. Social scientists find that telecommuting 
increases employee job satisfaction, productivity, and commitment. 
More important for thinking about autonomy, telecommuting reduces 
employee stress and work- family conflicts because it gives workers more 
control over their jobs and their time.

Let’s look at the example of Handy, a worldwide platform that con-
nects individuals looking for household services such as cleaners and 
handymen with prescreened independent contractors through a smart-
phone app. If there is a job around the house that you don’t want to 
do, Handy can help you find a nearby professional to get the job done. 
Handy guarantees its customers that workers are competent and hon-
est and guarantees workers a steady flow of work and prompt payment. 
More important for our discussion about autonomy, the majority of 
employees like working for the company. Glassdoor, which has a data-
base of more than eight million company reviews, CEO approval ratings, 

Yes (%)
College graduate 55

Noncollege graduate 26

Annual household income $75,000 or more 52

Annual household income less than $75,000 26

White- collar profession 44

Blue- collar profession 16

Aug. 5– 9, 2015
Note: White- collar professions are those categorized as being executive/managerial, professional specialty, 
technical, sales, or administrative.

Figure 5.2. Ever Telecommuted— by Education, Income, and Job Type. Based on 
Employed Adults. Source: Gallup.
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salary reports, and benefits reviews, reports that individuals generally 
are happy working for Handy. In fact, independent contractors rate 
Handy 3.5 or more stars (out of five stars) on their work/life balance, 
compensation and benefits, and career opportunities. The majority also 
would recommend that a friend work for Handy and agree that the com-
pany has a positive business outlook. Glassdoor, which also provides an 
overall trend in employee satisfaction, reports that individuals were the 
unhappiest working at Handy in 2015. This decline in worker happiness 
trends with the company’s growth. Handy, which was founded in 2012, 
experienced tremendous growth in 2014 and had difficulty scaling up 
its business effectively. This led to lots of hiring and firing, not to men-
tion dissatisfaction with Handy as a company to work for. This trend 
reversed in 2016. Once again, independent contractors appear mostly 
happy with the work they get through Handy.

In the comment section on Glassdoor, independent contractors fre-
quently note that they like working for Handy because they can make 
their own schedules, which allows them to spend more time with their 
friends and family. A cleaner in New York gave Handy five stars and 
reported, “Probably the best thing about working at Handy is that I am 
able to make my own schedule, which enables me to better balance my 
work and free time, and spend more time with my family and friends. 
The salary is quite satisfactory and the work is not really that hard. I got 
to meet a lot of interesting people and make some significant acquain-
tances. Also, the management here is great, we are like one big family!” 
Another poster from Los Angeles, California, agreed, noting that she 
likes that she doesn’t have to sit down at a “boring old job all day” and 
is her “own boss.” She added, “There are a couple of things that I really 
like about working for this company. Most of the customers have been 
awesome to deal with, and I am my own boss, which means I make 
my own schedule. The management has been good, and I am the only  
person held responsible for the work done. I have been pretty happy 
since starting with them about 1 yr. ago now.” These posts, in other 
words, show workers expressing more autonomy than the telemarketer, 
postal worker, and adjunct faculty above.

Freelance writers report similar levels of autonomy. Miranda Miller 
blogged about her job and how she feels about being a freelance busi-
ness and marketing writer in June 2014. She admits that it is a lot of 
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work essentially running her own business but appreciates the flexibility 
it gives her so that she can try to be “super mom.” Her schedule is flex-
ible enough that she can take her sons to school in the morning, pick 
them up in the afternoon, and spend time with them in the afternoon 
doing homework and activities. Miller specifically credits new media for 
her ability to be a successful freelancer. She uses new media, and social 
media in particular, to make business connections and find new clients 
to write for. She notes that this is easier in the digital age because “social 
media have massively leveled the playing field, removing geographical 
and other barriers.” New media enable Miller to do the work she wants, 
when she wants it. Freelancers point out that there are other benefits as 
well. They have more opportunities to take on new or challenging jobs at 
their convenience and, as contingent workers, they can demand higher 
pay for their work, since their employer is not paying them benefits such 
as health care or giving them office space. In fact, according to Time 
magazine, as of 2015, contingent workers earn 17 percent more per hour 
than full- time workers. Some freelancers argue that the biggest hurdle is 
knowing that they can ask for more.

In sum, it is difficult to determine whether new media make work 
more alienating or more autonomous. New media, we see, have diversified  
the experiences of workers. Some contingent workers, for example, are very 
alienated by the integration of new media into the workplace. Telemarket-
ers report that every aspect of their workday is controlled by computer 
software and managers monitoring everything from how many calls they 
place per hour to the number of minutes they spend on each call. Research 
professors such as myself have a different experience with new media. I find 
that it makes some aspects of my job easier. I can search books and access 
articles almost instantly, which helps me complete my own research and 
writing projects. We see, however, that the difference between the working 
experiences of the telemarketer and myself cannot be explained by edu-
cation alone. There are growing numbers of adjunct professors who can-
not get permanent work despite their advanced degrees. Additionally, we  
see that employment status, or whether a worker is a contingent or per-
manent employee, does not explain the differences in how individuals feel 
about their work. There are a lot of contingent workers who like the free-
dom they have as temporary employees because it gives them more say in 
whom they work for and how this work is done.
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REPRODUCING INEQUALITY

The Case of Uber

If you haven’t heard of Uber, it is a digital taxi service. Uber provides 
an app for smartphones that connects drivers, who are independent 
contractors, with riders. Basically, you use the app to request a ride 
with a registered driver. Once a driver accepts the request, the app 
gives you an estimated time of arrival and information about your 
driver as well as his or her vehicle. Your account is automatically 
billed when you arrive at your destination, and you are asked to rate 
your driver with one through five stars. Uber takes a roughly 25 per-
cent commission from each fare.

Here are some basic demographics on Uber drivers from the mag-
azine Entrepreneur (January 22, 2015). Notice that for many Uber 
 drivers, this is a second job and that the drivers are largely men:
• Eighty- six percent of Uber drivers are men.
• Thirty- seven percent of drivers are white, 18 percent are African 

American, 16 percent Hispanic, and 15 percent are Asian or 
Pacific Islander.

• Fifty- six percent of drivers are between the ages of thirty and 
forty- nine.

• Forty- eight percent of drivers have a college or advanced degree.
• Fifty percent of drivers are married and 46 percent have children.
• Twenty- five percent of drivers are financially supporting parents or 

other relatives.
• More than 60 percent of drivers report that they have full-  or part- 

time jobs that they work in addition to driving for Uber.

With more than 160,000 drivers, Uber attracts a lot of attention. 
Recently, a lot of that attention has been negative. For example, in 
June 2017, nearly two dozen employees were fired after Susan Fowler 
alleged that Uber’s human resource team ignored her reports of sex-
ual harassment during the year she worked for the company. Fowler’s 
allegations, which are outlined in a blog post on her “strange year 
at Uber,” triggered an internal investigation and the mass firings. In 
her post, Fowler discusses several incidents at Uber. The first involved 
a male manager who basically asked Fowler to have sex with him. 
The second incident involved a male manager who altered her perfor-
mance evaluation so that Fowler could not transfer to another team. 
One of the last incidents involved leather jackets. A male manager 
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sent the six remaining female engineers an email stating that they 
would only purchase jackets for the 120 male employees because 
Uber could get a bulk discount on male jackets. Leather jackets 
would not be ordered for the women because there were not enough 
women in the organization to justify placing an order. When Fowler 
questioned this logic, her manager replied, “If we women really 
wanted equality, then we should realize we were getting equality 
by not getting the leather jackets. He said that because there were 
so many men in the org, they had gotten a significant discount on 
the men’s jackets but not on the women’s jackets, and it wouldn’t 
be equal or fair, he argued, to give the women leather jackets that 
cost a little more than the men’s jackets.” Fowler accepted another 
position and left Uber a week later. More recently, a group of law-
makers demanded that Uber explain how the company dealt with 
allegations of sexual violence against its drivers. Between 2014 
and 2018, 103 Uber drivers have been accused of and sued over 
sexual assault and abuse.

Uber has also been accused of psychologically manipulating its 
drivers in an effort to get them to work longer hours. It turns out 
that Uber employs hundreds of social scientists and data scientists in 
order to find ways to make drivers work longer and harder. It specifi-
cally models its approach off of video games. Of course, instead of 
gaming longer, drivers will drive longer. Uber is particularly interested 
in creating an internalized motivation system so that drivers will keep 
picking up fares long after they want to. How does Uber do it? Con-
sider the following:
• Uber exploits drivers’ tendency to set specific earning goals and 

desire to reach a goal that is just out of reach. It alerts drivers that 
they are close to their target when they try to log off. For example, 
a driver will get a message on the app that notes he is $10 away 
from netting $330 and asks him if he is sure if he wants to go 
offline. This is often accompanied by a graphic of an engine gauge 
with a needle that is close to, but short of, a dollar sign.

• Uber uses algorithms (similar to Netflix), which loads the next 
fare opportunity before the current fare has left the car. This is 
designed to keep more drivers on the road and defuse fare surges.

• Uber drivers can earn badges for achievements such as providing 
excellent service and being entertaining. This is can be a point 
of pride among drivers. One Florida driver noted that he earned 
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twelve excellent service badges and nine great conversation 
badges. He also earned less than twenty thousand dollars before 
expenses (e.g., gas and car maintenance).

• Uber texts, emails, and uses pop- ups in an effort to get drivers on 
the road and to the locations they want them. Some local manag-
ers, who were male, even adopted a female persona when dealing 
with drivers because they found that this induced more drivers to 
take to the road; remember, most of the drivers are male.

• Uber ranks drivers according to the number of trips they’ve taken 
in the current week, how much money they’ve made, their overall 
passenger rating, and how many hours they’ve been logged on. 
These metrics are designed to induce competition among drivers.

In short, while Uber promises drivers autonomy, it uses new tech-
nology and psychological techniques to shape drivers’ behaviors in 
ways that serve the company’s, rather than drivers’, interests.

Efficiency and Productivity

In order to understand the workplace adequately, we also have to think 
about how the workplace is structured and affects the ways in which 
work is done. As seen above, my experience as a faculty member at  
a research institution is very different than that of a telemarketer or even 
an adjunct faculty member. As long as I find ways to be an effective 
researcher, teacher, and community member, I can structure my time 
how I see fit. This is not true of a telemarketer who has to clock in and 
is expected to make call after call throughout her shift. The telemar-
keter’s experience at work is designed to maximize her efficiency as an 
employee. Much of the telemarketer’s experience is shaped by Taylorism, 
a theory of management that analyzes how people work in an effort to 
make workers more efficient and productive when doing their jobs. Tay-
lorism is named after Frederick Winslow Taylor who, in the 1880s and 
1890s, observed manual laborers as they worked doing things such as 
shoveling ore out of railroad cars, lifting and moving ore at the steel mill, 
and inspecting the products made, such as ball bearings.

Taylor drew several conclusions from his analyses of workers. First, 
he concluded that every job could be broken down into isolated, simple 
tasks that a single worker could perform. For example, instead of making 
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a complete horse- drawn wagon one at a time, building the wagon would 
be broken down into parts. One worker would make benches for wag-
ons, another would attach the benches to the wagon, and a third would 
put the wheels on one wagon. The worker performs one task all day, 
which makes him more efficient and productive. Second, and related, 
breaking down a job into individual tasks would standardize the prod-
uct. In this case, the horse- drawn wagons would look very similar 
because they had been put together the same way. Finally, Taylor con-
cluded that most workers were motivated by money and, since they were 
paid by the hour, generally slow to complete their jobs. His solution for 
this was to link worker pay to worker output in order to encourage them 
to work harder and faster.

Read the excerpt below from Taylor’s 1911 book The Principles of Sci-
entific Management. Here, he describes his success at Bethlehem Steel 
Company, with workers who were charged with carrying pieces of iron 
(called pig iron) from one place to another. Taylor chose a man he calls 
Schmidt to show how money can be used to make men work harder and 
faster. Notice in the excerpt below that Taylor assumes that Schmidt’s 
desire to build a home can be used as leverage to get him to carry more 
pig iron. Also notice that Taylor is pretty demeaning throughout their 
conversation. He assumes that Schmidt is stupid (he calls him “men-
tally sluggish”) and that Schmidt needs to learn that his job is to follow 
orders, or carry pig iron when he is told to and rest when he is told to. 
The result, Taylor notes, was positive. Schmidt increased the amount  
of pig iron carried per day and his wages. This, of course, only considers 
efficiency and productivity— worker satisfaction is not considered at all.

Excerpt from Chapter 2, The Principles of 
Scientific Management

Written by Frederick Winslow Taylor (1911)
Harper & Brothers Publishers
He was a little Pennsylvania Dutchman who had been observed to trot 
back home for a mile or so after his work in the evening about as fresh  
as he was when he came trotting down to work in the morning. We found 
that upon wages of $1.15 a day he had succeeded in buying a small plot of 
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ground, and that he was engaged in putting up the walls of a little house 
for himself in the morning before starting to work and at night after leav-
ing. He also had the reputation of being exceedingly “close,” that is, of 
placing a very high value on a dollar. As one man whom we talked to 
about him said, “A penny looks about the size of a cartwheel to him.” This 
man we will call Schmidt.

The task before us, then, narrowed itself down to getting Schmidt  
to handle 47 tons of pig iron per day and making him glad to do it. This 
was done as follows. Schmidt was called out from among the gang of pig- 
iron handlers and talked to somewhat in this way:

“Schmidt, are you a high- priced man?”
“Vell, I don’t know vat you mean.”
“Oh yes, you do. What I want to know is whether you are a high- 

priced man or not.”
“Vell, I don’t know vat you mean.”
“Oh, come now, you answer my questions. What I want to find out 

is whether you are a high- priced man or one of these cheap fellows 
here. What I want to find out is whether you want to earn $1.85 a day or 
whether you are satisfied with $1.15, just the same as all those cheap fel-
lows are getting.”

“Did I vant $1.85 a day? Vas dot a high- priced man? Vell, yes, I vas a 
high- priced man.”

“Oh, you’re aggravating me. Of course you want $1.85 a day— everyone 
wants it! You know perfectly well that that has very little to do with your 
being a high- priced man. For goodness’ sake answer my questions, and 
don’t waste any more of my time. Now come over here. You see that pile 
of pig iron?”

“Yes.”
“You see that car?”
“Yes.”
“Well, if you are a high- priced man, you will load that pig iron on that 

car tomorrow for $1.85. Now do wake up and answer my question. Tell me 
whether you are a high- priced man or not.”

“Vell— did I got $1.85 for loading dot pig iron on dot car to- morrow?”
“Yes, of course you do, and you get $1.85 for loading a pile like that 

every day right through the year. That is what a high- priced man does, 
and you know it just as well as I do.”
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“Vell, dot’s all right. I could load dot pig iron on the car to- morrow for 
$1.85, and I get it every day, don’t I?”

“Certainly you do— certainly you do.”
“Vell, den, I vas a high- priced man.”
“Now, hold on, hold on. You know just as well as I do that a high- 

priced man has to do exactly as he’s told from morning till night. You 
have seen this man here before, haven’t you?”

“No, I never saw him.”
“Well, if you are a high- priced man, you will do exactly as this man 

tells you to- morrow, from morning till night. When he tells you to pick 
up a pig and walk, you pick it up and you walk, and when he tells you to 
sit down and rest, you sit down. You do that right straight through the 
day. And what’s more, no back talk. Now a high- priced man does just 
what he’s told to do, and no back talk. Do you understand that? When 
this man tells you to walk, you walk; when he tells you to sit down, you 
sit down, and you don’t talk back at him. Now you come on to work here 
to- morrow morning and I’ll know before night whether you are really a 
high- priced man or not.”

This seems to be rather rough talk. And indeed it would be if applied 
to an educated mechanic, or even an intelligent laborer. With a man of 
the mentally sluggish type of Schmidt it is appropriate and not unkind, 
since it is effective in fixing his attention on the high wages which he 
wants and away from what, if it were called to his attention, he probably 
would consider impossibly hard work. . . . 

Schmidt started to work, and all day long, and at regular intervals, 
was told by the man who stood over him with a watch, “Now pick up 
a pig and walk. Now sit down and rest. Now walk— now rest,” etc. He 
worked when he was told to work, and rested when he was told to rest, 
and at half- past five in the afternoon had his 47½ tons loaded on the car.  
And he practically never failed to work at this pace and do the task that 
was set him during the three years that the writer was at Bethlehem. And 
throughout this time he averaged a little more than $1.85 per day, whereas 
before he had never received over $1.15 per day, which was the ruling 
rate of wages at that time in Bethlehem. That is, he received 60 percent 
higher wages than were paid to other men who were not working on  
task work.
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Some sociologists argue that Taylor’s ideas have been implemented 
to an extreme. Basically, tasks have been broken down into the small-
est possible level so that companies can find the most efficient way to 
complete a job. All employees are taught each of the tasks, which are 
to be completed the same way and in the same order every time the 
job is performed. Sociologist George Ritzer calls this modern- day Tay-
lorism, McDonaldization. Ritzer references the famous fast food chain 
for several reasons. First, McDonald’s is a useful example for under-
standing how simple jobs are broken down to the smallest, most effi-
cient steps. At McDonald’s, employees are instructed to get several beef 
patties, put them on the grill, and push a button over the grill so that it 
gets cooked the proper amount. While the burgers are cooking, employ-
ees are instructed to get buns, toast them (also done with timers), and 
start putting the ingredients (sauce, onion, lettuce, pickles, and cheese)  
on the buns. Once the timer sounds, the employee gets the patties and 
puts them on the prepared buns.

Second, Ritzer uses McDonald’s as a reference point because the fast 
food giant’s procedures clearly illustrate how all aspects of a process can 
be easily controlled by employers so that the outcome is calculable and 
predictable. Calculability refers to the ability of the employer and the 
consumer to quantify the product. McDonald’s knows how many Big 
Macs were made and, consequently, the amount of ingredients used 
on any given day and the cost associated with the ingredients, and cus-
tomers know just how big the Big Mac (not to mention the large fries 
and supersized soda) will be. In this way, McDonald’s is predictable. 
We know what to expect when we go to McDonald’s, and the food will 
be pretty much the same no matter which McDonald’s we visit. Third, 
Ritzer points out how McDonaldization deskills the workforce so that 
workers can be quickly and cheaply trained and easily replaced if they 
quit or are fired. If you have ever worked in a fast food restaurant like 
I have, training literally consists of a few videos. Generally, the videos 
cover safety guidelines and teach you the steps of your first job at the 
restaurant, which often is on the fryer, making French fries.

Finally, McDonaldization draws attention to the ways in which cus-
tomers get tricked into performing jobs that used to be done by the com-
pany. At McDonald’s and most fast food restaurants, we are expected to 
clean up our tables and put our trash in the bin marked “Thank You.” 
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Bussing tables used to be the job of the restaurant. Now it is done by 
us. Of course, McDonaldization is not specific to McDonald’s. We get 
tricked into doing work the company used to do every time we go to 
an all- you- can- eat buffet where we serve ourselves, use an automated 
telephone menu to make an appointment or reservation, or get money 
out of an ATM. More important, the McDonaldization of work is visible 
in all kinds of jobs that involve new media. Factories that produce cell 
phones, customer service centers, and even primary schools all adopt 
procedures designed to make products, service customers, and teach 
students in efficient, calculable, and predictable ways. Remember the 
telemarketer? He described in great detail how his work experience was 
controlled and evaluated via computer programs.

In sum, while the debate over alienation and autonomy focus on 
workers’ experiences and their satisfaction with their jobs, discussions 
of efficiency and productivity focus on how the workplace can be con-
trolled to ensure that employees are working quickly, customers getting 
a product that meets their expectations, and making sure the company 

Case Study
Marina Shifrin’s YouTube Resignation

In September 2013, Marina Shifrin went to work at 4:30 am and made a 
resignation video. The video, which features Kanye West’s “Gone,” uses 
pointed remarks and interpretive dance to tell her supervisors at Next 
Media Animation that she too is gone.

The video, which shows Shifrin dancing everywhere from a deserted 
office to a bathroom, notes that “for almost two years I’ve sacrificed my 
relationships, time and energy for this job. And my boss only cares about 
quantity and how many views each video gets. So I figured I’d make ONE 
video of my own.” As she dances, “I Quit” appears across the bottom of 
the screen.

Watch the video in its entirety (there is a link to the YouTube video at 
the end of the chapter) and discuss how Shifrin’s workplace is an example 
of McDonaldization. Specifically, think about how Shifrin’s work is evalu-
ated and the extent to which these evaluation criteria are calculable and 
predictable.
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makes a profit. We can see that new media play an important role in 
efficiency and productivity. Specifically, new media make it easier for 
employers to control how workers’ do their jobs— everything from when 
they flip burgers to how many calls they make to customers per hour.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we explored the effects of new media on work. We began 
with a discussion of Karl Marx and an explanation of two concepts  
that help us understand our relationship to work: alienation and auton-
omy. We learned that we experience alienation when we feel estranged 
from our work. We experience autonomy when we feel connected to 
our work. Specifically, we have control over what we do and how we  
do it. We explored alienation and autonomy in the digital era and found 
that new media have mixed effects on our experience with work. Some 
individuals find that new media contributes to their alienation because 
it allows companies and managers to control every aspect of their work. 
Other individuals find that new media gives them autonomy, allow-
ing them to structure when and how they work better. We learned that 
neither education nor employment status (whether they are contingent 
workers) can completely explain the different experiences of workers.

Then we discussed efficiency and productivity in the digital age. We 
learned that new media give companies a great deal of control over their 
employees and that this control is intended to make the companies more 
profitable. This theory of management called Taylorism, which has been 
around for more than one hundred years, cares very little about work-
ers’ experiences. The emphasis is only on making workers more efficient 
and productive in their positions. Employers increasingly rely on new 
media to make workers more efficient and productive as well as to make 
consumer experiences predictable. Sociologist George Ritzer refers to 
this as McDonaldization. He argues that companies model themselves 
after the fast food giant in an effort to control how employees work and 
how customers experience their products. McDonaldization shifts some 
of the work onto customers and increases the profits of the company as 
well as their control over their workers.
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6

Is This What Democracy Looks Like?

Key Concepts
Social inclusion refers to the ability of individuals and groups to 

fully participate in society and control their life chances. Indi-
viduals and groups get politically involved to improve their 
inclusion in political institutions.

Political institutions are the organizations that create laws, mediate 
political conflict, and represent the citizenry. Individuals hope 
that by making their voices heard elected officials will act in 
ways that improve their social inclusion.

Agenda- setting process refers to how an issue is identified as a 
problem that should be solved by political institutions. Policy 
agenda setting affects the social inclusion of individuals and 
groups.

Political organizations are groups that engage in actions intended 
to forward a specific political goal such as the National Rifle 
Association or People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals. 
Political organizations, which represent thousands of individu-
als who care about the same cause, can give citizens a louder 
voice in the agenda- setting process and increase their social 
inclusion.

A frame outlines a problem and its solution. Political organiza-
tions frame issues in ways designed to influence the agenda- 
setting process.

Try to imagine America in 1963; a country where segregation was com-
mon and African Americans were prevented from voting, particularly in 
the South. For years, activists had pushed for equal rights under the law 
for black Americans. Yet what made 1963 significant was the civil rights 
movement’s use of mass media (television, newspapers, and magazines) 
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to make the horrors of racial discrimination visible to the general pub-
lic. The Southern Christian Leadership Conference’s (SCLC’s) Children’s 
March in Birmingham, Alabama, is a well- known example. Birmingham 
was one of America’s most racially divided cities. Civil rights activists, 
including Fred Shuttlesworth, had boycotted Birmingham businesses 
unsuccessfully and asked the SCLC for assistance. The SCLC, led by 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., organized a series of sit- ins and marches 
designed to provoke mass arrests and fill the Birmingham jails. When 
the movement ran low on adult volunteers, the SCLC asked students 
to get involved in the demonstrations. The commissioner of public 
safety, Eugene “Bull” Connor, was determined to keep segregation in 
place and civil rights activists in check. When the students marched 
down the streets of Birmingham, Connor responded with violence. He 
ordered his men to spray the children with high- pressure water hoses 
and released attack dogs on the demonstrators. The hose pressure was 

Figure 6.1. Student Protestors, Birmingham, Alabama. Photo by Charles Moore. 
Originally Published in Life Magazine.
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set high enough to peel bark off a tree. It knocked the children to the 
ground and tore the clothes from their bodies.

The violence against young, unarmed demonstrators was documented 
by Charles Moore, a photographer for Life magazine. Moore knew that 
pictures like the one above would obliterate assumptions about “good 
Southerners” and change America. He was right. Life magazine pub-
lished Moore’s photographs and public support for civil rights swelled 
in the United States. In fact, figure 6.2 shows that when Gallup asked 
“what do you think is the most important problem facing the country 
today?” 52 percent of the people surveyed thought race relations and 
racism were the most important problems in 1963. If you compare this 
percentage over time (1948–2014), in which there are many years where 
the people surveyed did not think race relations and racism were prob-
lems at all, you can see just how important images of violence against 
African Americans really were.

The outrage over what was happening in the South sent a clear signal 
to the White House. The citizenry expected President John F. Kennedy, a 
Democrat, to act. This is not something Kennedy was eager to do. Most 
Southern Democrats supported segregation, and Kennedy worried that 
a showdown over civil rights would tear the Democratic Party apart. 
Mass media— in this case, radio, television, and newspapers— brought 
what was happening in the American South into living rooms around 
the world. The Democratic Party had no choice but to take a stronger 
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position on civil rights. The following month, Kennedy addressed the 
nation and announced that major civil rights legislation would be intro-
duced to Congress in order to ensure equal access to public facilities, end 
segregation in education, and combat discriminatory hiring practices.

Fast forward to the summer of 2015. On the campaign trail, presiden-
tial hopefuls are confronted by Black Lives Matter activists, who want 
to know how the Democratic Party is going to deal with racial profil-
ing, police brutality, and racism in the criminal justice system. Black 
Lives Matter began as a hashtag on social media in the summer of 2013  
and was a direct response to the acquittal of George Zimmerman, who 
shot and killed Trayvon Martin, an unarmed teenager, in Sanford, Florida. 
Three community organizers— Alicia Garza, Patrisse Cullors- Brignac, and 
Opal Tometi— transformed the hashtag and public outrage over Martin’s 
death into an online movement. Within the year, Black Lives Matter used 
social media to organize massive protests in Ferguson, Missouri, and New 
York City after police officers killed two unarmed men, Michael Brown 
and Eric Garner, and a twelve- year- old boy, Tamir Rice. By summer 
2015, Black Lives Matter activists began to challenge Democratic presi-
dential candidates Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders to address racism 
in America. The organizers credit social media for their success. Patrisse 
Cullors- Brignac explained, “Because of social media we reach people in 
the smallest corners of America. We are plucking at a cord that has not 
been plucked forever.”

Hillary Clinton initially avoided talking to Black Lives Matter activ-
ists publicly. In August 2015, activists were denied entry into a campaign 
event in New Hampshire. Instead, she met with the activists backstage 
and a heated discussion on race in America ensued. Activists wanted 
Clinton to accept responsibility for her past policy positions on stronger 
prison sentences, and Clinton asked the activists for a list of policy solu-
tions. The conversation was documented, uploaded to YouTube by Good 
magazine, viewed hundreds of thousands of times online, and covered 
by the national news. Bernie Sanders found himself in a similar situation 
in Seattle, Washington. Black Lives Matter activists took over a rally on 
Social Security in an effort to question Sanders on how he would address 
racial inequality in America. Sanders refused to engage the protestors 
and, instead, stood offstage with his aides and wife. After a moment of 
silence for Michael Brown, the rally was ended. The video went viral and 
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the event received global media coverage. Conversations about racism 
and Black Lives Matter erupted online and offline, and some citizens 
tweeted the candidates directly about their positions on the issue.

As the movement picked up steam throughout the summer, Ameri-
cans increasingly identified race relations and racism as an important 
problem in the country. You can see the increase in concern over racism 
in America in figure 6.3. Again, respondents were asked, “What do you 
think is the most important problem facing the country today?” Notice 
that only 1 to 3 percent of the respondents think racism is an important 
issue between June 2014 and November 2014. This percentage increases 
dramatically in December after Black Lives Matter activists protested the 
killing of twelve- year- old Tamir Rice, who was playing with an airsoft 
pistol that was missing the orange safety feature, in a Cleveland, Ohio, 
park. Video showed the police officer, Timothy Loehmann, firing two 
shots, one of which hit Rice in the torso, before the squad car had come 
to a stop. Black Lives Matter activists used social media and protest to 
let the public know that this was the fourth death of a black man at the 
hands of police officers in less than six months.

Again, because of mass media and growing public discontent, politi-
cians responded to the civil rights crisis. By fall 2015, both Clinton and 
Sanders had addressed some of the movement’s claims on their cam-
paign websites. “Criminal justice reform” appeared as an issue on Clin-
ton’s website with the promise to “come to terms with some hard truths 
about race and justice in America.” On her website, Clinton promised to
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• end the era of mass incarceration, reform mandatory minimum sentenc-
es, and end private prisons;

• encourage the use of smart strategies— like police body cameras— and 
end racial profiling to rebuild trust between law enforcement and com-
munities; and

• help formerly incarcerated individuals successfully reenter society.

The site also notes that “although the United States has less than 5 per-
cent of the world’s population, we have almost 25 percent of the total 
prison population. A significant percentage of the more than 2 mil-
lion American incarcerated today are nonviolent offenders. African 
American men are far more likely to be stopped and searched by police, 
charged with crimes, and sentenced to longer prison terms than white 
men found guilty of the same offenses.”

The webpage even included a quote from Clinton with the famous 
“black lives matter” phrase and a call for action. Her July 20, 2015, quote 
reads, “Black lives matter. Everyone in this country should stand firmly 
behind that. . . . Since this campaign started I’ve been talking about the 
work we must do to address the systemic inequalities that persist in edu-
cation, in economic opportunity, in our justice system. But we have to 
do more than talk— we have to take action.” To be clear, her webpage 
was not short on substance. Clinton outlined a detailed six- point plan 
to strengthen trust between police and community members, reduce 
mandatory minimum sentences on nonviolent drug offenders, focus 
federal enforcement resources on violent crime rather than marijuana 
possession, make rehabilitation a priority for nonviolent drug offenders, 
end the privatization of prisons, and promote the economic and social 
success of formerly incarcerated individuals.

Sanders also took up the call on his website. In fact, Sand-
ers listed “racial justice” as one of his campaign issues; outlined 
five types of violence— physical, political, legal, economic, and 
environmental— waged against people of color in America; and prom-
ised a societal transformation that would make clear that black lives 
matter. He bluntly noted,

We must pursue policies to transform this country into a nation that 
affirms the value of its people of color. That starts with address the five 
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central types of violence waged against black, brown and indigenous 
Americans: physical, political, legal, economic and environmental.  
We are far from eradicating racism in this country. Today in America, 
if you are black, you can be killed for getting a pack of Skittles during a 
basketball game. Or murdered in your church while you were praying. 
This violence fills us with outrage, disgust and a deep, deep sadness. These 
hateful acts of violence amount to acts of terror. They are perpetuated 
by extremists who want to intimidate and terrorized black, brown and 
indigenous people in this country.

Sanders addressed physical violence head on, noting,

It is an outrage that in these early years of the 21st century we are seeing 
intolerable actions of violence being perpetuated by police and racist acts 
of terrorism by white supremacists. A growing number of communities 
do not trust the police. Law enforcement officers have become discon-
nected from the communities they are sworn to protect. Violence and 
brutality of any kind, particularly at the hands of the policy meant to 
protect and serve our communities, is unacceptable and must not be tol-
erated. We need a societal transformation to make it clear that black lives 
matter and racism will not be accepted in a civilized country.

Some of Sanders’s solutions for dealing with physical violence perpe-
trated by the state and extremists included demilitarizing America’s 
police forces, investing in community policing, making sure the police 
force reflects the diversity of the community, and cracking down on the 
illegal activities of hate groups.

Both examples— the Children’s March in Birmingham and the dis-
ruption of campaign events by Black Lives Matter activists— illustrate 
the importance of mass media to social inclusion, or the ability of indi-
viduals and groups to fully participate in society and control their life 
chances. A key reason citizens get politically involved is so that they 
have a voice in political institutions, or the organizations that create laws, 
mediate conflict, and represent the citizenry. Individuals hope that by 
making their voices heard, elected officials will act in ways that improve 
their social inclusion in political institutions. In 1963, SCLC successfully 
pushed Kennedy into announcing legislation that would protect the civil 
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rights of African Americans and, in 2015, Black Lives Matter pressured 
Democratic presidential candidates to offer plans to address racism in 
the criminal justice system.

Of course, elected officials generally have very limited interactions 
with the citizens they represent once they take office. As the examples 
above illustrate, mass media are a key way for politicians to get a sense 
of what issues their constituents care about as well as their thoughts on 
these issues. The process through which an issue is identified as a prob-
lem that should be solved by government involvement is called agenda 
setting, and this process has changed with our technology. In 1963, 
the ways in which citizens advocated for social inclusion were pretty 
direct. Let’s use figure 6.4 and the example of the 1963 Children’s March 
described above to follow how the agenda- setting process worked. The 
SCLC (which was composed of citizens) engaged in actions, including 
the Children’s March in Birmingham, Alabama, to attract the attention 
of traditional media such as newspapers, magazines, radio reports, and 
television news. This attention alerted the broader public to the civil 
rights problems in the South, polls such as those conducted by Gallup 
measured whether Americans regarded race relations and racism as a 
serious political problem, and elected officials such as President Ken-
nedy acted on the information. Kennedy used traditional media outlets 
to announce that major civil rights legislation was forthcoming. As you 
can see in figure 6.4, this was a fairly straightforward process. Citizens 
organized in ways that attracted the attention of traditional news out-
lets. Companies like Gallup polled citizens to get the pulse of the people 
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Figure 6.4. Agenda Setting in 1963.
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on an issue and politicians paid attention to the media coverage and  
the polling numbers before deciding whether to act. If they decided to 
act, politicians outlined their plans in traditional media.

Agenda setting is more complicated in the digital age because there 
are more mediums available to carry citizens’ concerns and more 
opportunities for politicians to hear (and respond to) their constituents’ 
complaints. Citizens do not have to do something that attracts the atten-
tion of traditional news media. They can organize campaigns that get 
thousands of concerned voters to email, tweet, and petition politicians 
directly. Likewise, politicians do not have to wait for a poll to get the 
pulse of the people on an issue. They can follow hashtags to see what 
citizens are saying, look for groups on Facebook that are talking about 
the issue, and use online surveys to quickly get a sense of what their 
constituents care most about.

Let’s explore the contemporary agenda- setting process in more detail 
using figure 6.5 and the Black Lives Matter example. Notice that there 
are a lot more lines in this chart. This is because there are more ways for 
citizens to indirectly influence the agenda- setting process. In the case of 
Black Lives Matter, citizens used Twitter (social media) to bypass tra-
ditional media outlets and put their concerns regarding the criminal 
justice system on politician’s radar. Citizens used Twitter to build sup-
port for their ideas and organize protests in Ferguson, Missouri, and  
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Figure 6.5. Agenda Setting in 2018.
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New York City. The hashtag BlackLivesMatter trended and reached a 
broader public long before it received coverage from political media 
online, such as the Huffington Post and Slate, or coverage in traditional 
news media outlets, such as the nightly broadcast news. In fact, tradi-
tional media initially did a poor job covering the movement because 
journalists were not sure who was leading the movement or clear on the 
movement’s long- term goals. Polling companies like Gallup assessed the 
shift in citizen’s concerns over racism in America and politicians talked 
more about it on their websites and in their speeches.

While social scientists are still trying to assess precisely how new 
media affect agenda- setting processes, it is clear from figure 6.5 and the 
example that traditional media outlets no longer dominate the process. 
This means that the role of media in social inclusion in political institu-
tions have changed as well. Older mediums such as radio, print, and 
television allowed citizens and elected officials to interact indirectly: 
citizens could make their concerns visible to politicians, and politicians 
would use media to update constituents on their political positions. New 
media make communication between citizens and elected officials as 
well as political participation easier and more direct. As we see in the 
example of Black Lives Matter, new media make it relatively easy for 
citizens— in this case, citizens concerned about racism in the criminal 
justice system— to organize and pressure politicians to address their 
concerns publicly.

Social scientists study the effects of new media on our political insti-
tutions more than any other topic we have discussed in the book so 
far. Since we cannot cover everything, this chapter takes a closer look 
at social inclusion in political institutions. We start by looking at indi-
vidual political participation, or what individuals can do to get political 
institutions to better represent their interests. In this section, we discuss 
the obstacles to acting alone and outline how new media help overcome 
some of these challenges. Then we turn our attention to political organi-
zations, or groups that represent individuals who share a common polit-
ical interest or goal. These groups play a critical role in social inclusion 
because they amplify the voices of average citizens and have the abil-
ity to use traditional, social, and political media to influence the policy 
agenda- setting process outlined above.
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Individual Political Participation and 
Social Inclusion

Pick a political issue you care about— the environment, animal rights, 
human rights— and imagine that you wanted to spearhead a letter writ-
ing campaign urging politicians to take action on the issue. This would 
be relatively easy. You would write a clear letter that tells politicians why 
you are angry and outline the reasonable action you want them to take. 
New media make it easy for you to alert others of your campaign via 
email, social media, and discussion boards and easy for them to sign 
and send the letter to politicians. This was not always the case. Before 
hashtags, petition websites, and social media, making people aware of 
your issue and campaign was much more difficult— particularly if you 
wanted citizens beyond your immediate geographic area to participate. 
Think of it! After putting together a convincing, well- researched letter, 
you then had to find people to sign it and send it to their representative. 
Sure, you could start by asking your family and friends to sign and send 
letters, but beyond these immediate networks, sharing your ideas and 
getting support for them was not an easy task. Even if you stood out-
side of pedestrian hotspots, such as the grocery store or the post office, 
people who did not know you may be reluctant to get involved. After all, 
how are they to know if you are an upstanding citizen or if the informa-
tion you provided in your letter is correct?

The point is that political participation was a lot of work. If you were 
spearheading a letter writing campaign, you had to be willing to give 
time, energy, and money to a cause. If you were participating in a let-
ter writing campaign, you wanted to be somewhat knowledgeable about 
the issue (or willing to research the issue in the library— remember, no 
internet!) and able to assess whether the ideas and course of action pre-
sented in the letter were reasonable. This took time and energy— and 
you still would have needed to find the address of the appropriate politi-
cians to whom you could mail the letter. Even if you did all this work, 
there was still no guarantee that politicians would read and act on your 
letter.

New media help reduce the costs associated with participation 
and make getting politically involved easier. This is in part because 
new media change our social networks or personal connections. Before 
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new media, social networks were based primarily on geography, mean-
ing we interacted with those who lived or worked relatively nearby. As 
we already discussed, new media have substantially broadened with 
whom we can connect. Now we can chat with individuals whom we 
never met in person and who live on the other side of the world. New 
media make it much easier for us to find communities of people who 
share our political and other interests. In this section of the chapter, we 
will consider three reasons individuals might not get involved in poli-
tics and discuss how new media make individual action easier. Again, 
participation matters because if individuals do not make an effort to get 
their voices heard, they are very unlikely to see their interests reflected 
in political institutions.

First, political participation often is more difficult as you age and the 
demands on your time shift. Generally speaking, you have more free 
time for political participation (and other activities) during college than 
you do after you graduate. After graduation, you hopefully find mean-
ingful work that supports you financially. Work, of course, reduces the 
amount of free time you have available for yourself and political activi-
ties. If you find a partner, start a family, or have health issues, you have 
even more demands on your time, and the energy you are willing to 
spend on researching political issues and getting involved in campaigns 
may be very limited. New media make finding— and checking— political 
information fast and easy.

For example, when you hear a politician make an outrageous com-
ment, and virtually all of them do, you can quickly go to websites such 
as PolitiFact to check the truthfulness of the statement. PolitiFact is an 
excellent resource because it not only evaluates each of the outrageous 
statements made by a given politician but also provides a “scorecard” 
that allows you to see his or her pattern of honesty or dishonesty in 
his or her public behavior. The scorecard on Donald Trump (table 6.1) 
shows that the majority of his statements— a total of 475 statements as 
of November 30, 2017— fall into the “mostly false,” “false,” and “pants 
on fire” (meaning there is no truth to the statement at all) categories. 
For instance, Trump’s statements regarding America’s tax situation 
(“We’re the highest developed nation taxed in the world”), the Repub-
lican tax plan (it is “the biggest tax cut in U.S. history”), and whether 
Trump would personally benefit from the tax plan (Trump said, “No, 
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I don’t benefit, I don’t benefit,” talking about his tax proposal) were all 
false.

Political inexperience is the second reason individuals avoid getting 
politically involved. While basic political skills such as voting are taught 
in most elementary schools, spearheading a letter writing campaign, 
organizing a rally or protest, and canvassing a neighborhood before a 
presidential election are skills that are learned primarily through partici-
pation in civic, political, and church groups. Absent these informative 
experiences, individuals are unlikely to know how to undertake these 
more complicated political projects. Again, new media make political 
participation easier because they lower the costs associated with it. Indi-
viduals can easily go to a petition website such as Change .org or find a 
political organization, a group that engages in actions intended to for-
ward a specific political goal, online that is organizing around the issues 
they care about.

Political organizations give individuals not only opportunities to 
get involved but also a chance to learn new political skills. Let’s use the 
National Rifle Association’s Institute for Legislative Action webpage, 
where individuals interested in gun rights have a number of ways that 
they can get involved, as an example. Visitors can request speakers, tweet 
their legislators, order a yard sign, sign up for alerts, volunteer, and get 
involved with the upcoming election locally. If you explore the site more, 
you will see that individuals can contact their legislators with a person-
alized message by simply filling in the empty fields, using drop- down 
menus to identify their local, state, and federal representatives, and, 

0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0% 30.0% 35.0%

True

Mostly True

Half True

Mostly False

FALSE

Pants on Fire

Figure 6.6. Donald Trump Scorecard. Source: PolitiFact.
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when they are ready, click “send.” Gun rights supporters who want to be 
more involved can volunteer their time and learn how to do everything 
from canvassing their neighborhoods door- to- door to facilitate political 
conversations through social media such as Instagram and Twitter.

It is important to keep in mind that not all individuals have the same 
access to new media. The digital divide, or individuals’ differential access 
to the internet, is the last reason some individuals do not get politi-
cally involved. In the United States, some of the digital divide can be 
explained by income. The lower an individual’s income, the less likely 
he is to have access to broadband at home and to go online. You can 
see this relationship in figure 6.7, which is based on data from the Pew 
Research Center. Notice that only 31 percent of individuals who make 
less than twenty thousand dollars have broadband at home and only 
52 percent go online. Compare this to individuals making one hundred 
thousand dollars or more. Eighty- eight percent of individuals in this 
category have home broadband and 97 percent of these individuals go 
online. This means that individuals with the highest incomes are about 
50 percent more likely to have broadband and go online than those 
with the lowest incomes. Income affects individual involvement as well. 
A 2009 study by Aaron Smith and his colleagues found that individuals 
with higher incomes and higher levels of education are more involved in 
politics. As you can see in figure 6.8, individuals with an income of one 
hundred thousand dollars or more are far more likely to contact a gov-
ernment official, send a letter to the editor, or make a political contribu-
tion compared to those individuals with an income of twenty thousand 
dollars or less.

We do have to be careful about how we interpret these findings. It 
is not correct to assume that individuals with lower incomes are dis-
engaged completely. In fact, if you look at table 6.1, you will see that 
most of the differences by income disappear when we consider a broader 
range of political activities such as writing or posting about a politi-
cal or social issue on a blog or social media site, searching for candi-
date information online, and joining a political group or cause. Notice  
that individuals in the lowest income bracket who are internet users or 
have internet access at home are just as likely to post political content 
online and use social networking sites for political purposes as those 
individuals with incomes of one hundred thousand dollars or more.
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What does all this mean for social inclusion in political institutions? 
The effects of new media on individual political engagement are mixed. 
On the one hand, new media reduce the costs of participation by mak-
ing it easier for individuals to find political information, get involved in 
a range of political activities, and learn new political skills. On the other 
hand, how individuals get politically involved varies by factors such 
as income and access to the internet, which potentially gives wealthy 
individuals more visibility in political processes than those with lower 
incomes. Individuals with the highest incomes are the most likely to 
engage in political activities that attract politicians’ attention, such as 
writing a letter to the editor. These kinds of activities are easier for poli-
ticians to track than the number of constituents posting a comment on 
Facebook and, consequently, may have more influence on whose inter-
ests they consider when making political decisions.

Political Organizations and Social Inclusion

Political organizations can exert more pressure on the political system 
than individuals alone because they allow those who share an inter-
est or point of view to act as a collective. As a result, individuals who 
get involved in political organizations often are better represented  
in political institutions. Of course, not all political organizations are the 
same, they can be formal or informal. For instance, the US Chamber 
of Commerce, which represents millions of companies and advocates 
for “probusiness” policies such as minimizing taxes on corporations in 
Washington, DC, is a formal political organization, or a group that is 
clearly structured, bureaucratic, and has a paid, professional staff. The 
US Chamber of Commerce has a president and CEO, policy experts 
who craft sample legislation for politicians to consider, public relations 
experts who promote the organization’s ideas to the broader public, and 
a team of lobbyists who periodically check in with politicians when they 
are in DC or in their hometown. All of these activities are funded by 
members who agree with the organization’s goals and want to see politi-
cal change in state legislatures and on Capitol Hill. The same is true 
of groups such as the National Rifle Association (discussed above), the 
Sierra Club, and the Humane Society. It is easy to see how member-
ship in formal political organizations translates into social inclusion 
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Case Study
Vote Swapping and Presidential Elections

The 2000 presidential race between Al Gore and George W. Bush was 
one for the history books. Not only was it the first time the Supreme 
Court weighed in on a presidential election, but it also was the first elec-
tion where citizens used “vote swapping” websites to try to change the 
electoral outcome. Vote- swapping websites are exactly what you think 
they are. Individuals go to a website and trade their vote with someone 
else. For example, a Republican living in a blue state swaps his vote with 
a like- minded Libertarian, who intends on voting third party, living in a 
swing state. Both individuals win because their votes were not wasted. 
The Republican had his vote cast in a battleground state, and the Libertar-
ian had her vote cast for a third- party candidate.

In 2000, progressives rallied around Green Party candidate Ralph 
Nader, a well- known consumer rights activist. There was a lot of specu-
lation whether Nader would get 5 percent of the vote, which had huge 
benefits. Third- party candidates that meet this benchmark qualify their 
next presidential candidate for federal funding. In an effort to defeat 
George W. Bush and qualify the Green Party for federal funds in the 2004 
presidential election, progressives went online and set up a number of 
vote swapping websites, including Vote Exchange, Nader Trader, Votes-
wap 2000, WinWin Campaign, and nadergore .org.

While vote swapping was unsuccessful in 2000, vote swapping web-
sites and discussions about vote swapping pop up every presidential 
election cycle. In fact, you may have heard about the #NeverTrump vote 
swapping app. It was created by Amit Kumar to encourage anti- Trump 
Republicans to swap their vote. Kumar explained to Business Insider that 
“this is really about those people who just don’t like Clinton, but also 
know that Trump would be the worst case scenario. So we’re saying, that’s 
fine, let’s figure out a way to have someone else vote for Clinton instead 
of you.”

The app improved on vote swapping websites. First, the app goes 
through your existing contacts in order to see if you have any friends in a 
swing state so that you can swap votes with someone you know. Second, 
the app connects you with strangers who are interested in vote swapping. 
Not unlike a dating app, #NeverTrump gives you the names of five voters 
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in political institutions on at least one issue. Formal political organiza-
tions have full- time employees advocating on their behalf, giving them a 
much better chance of affecting political change than individuals alone.

There also are thousands of informal political organizations in the 
United States. Unlike formal political organizations, informal politi-
cal organizations are not always clearly structured and are often run by 
unpaid volunteers. Typically, informal political organizations are grass-
roots groups that want to change a local condition such as city policies 
toward homeless individuals or the placement of landfills and nuclear 
power plants within counties. The Occupy movement, which started 
in New York in 2011 and quickly spread to cities across the country, is  
a great example of an informal political organization. While nationally 
groups rallied around the concerns of the “99 percent” over social and 
economic inequality, corruption, and corporate influence on politics, 
Occupy groups primarily focused on local concerns. For instance, in 
Denver, Colorado, the Occupy Denver group protested the eviction of 
families from foreclosed homes after the “Great Recession” in 2008, and 
in Oakland, California, Occupy Oakland challenged the effects of pol-
lution and environmental degradation on low- income communities. 
The differences between formal and informal political organizations are 
summarized in table 6.2.

New Media, New Organizations

New media have changed dramatically how political organizations are 
structured. Political organizations no longer have to have a brick- and- 
mortar location in the real world; they can exist completely online. 
Above, we distinguished formal organizations from informal political 

with similar political interests. You can look at their profiles, find a voter 
you like, and then start a conversation.

Get into small groups and brainstorm a list of problems with vote swap-
ping websites. After you have a list of three to seven problems, brainstorm a 
list of potential solutions. Be sure to pay attention to whether current tech-
nology can be used to solve each of the problems. Look back at your list and 
discuss the benefits and shortcomings of new media and social inclusion.
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organizations. While these distinctions are still relevant, new media have 
made communication even more central to organizational structure 
because political organizations can use websites, discussion boards, and 
social media to affect how individuals interact with one another. Politi-
cal organizations, of course, do not structure communication the same 
way. Some groups structure communication hierarchically, while oth-
ers structure communication horizontally. Political organizations that 
structure communication more hierarchically limit how supporters can 
interact via new media and, like formal political organizations, typically 
have clear leaders, who are the decision- makers and spokespeople for the 
group. In contrast, political organizations that structure communication 
more horizontally have far fewer limits on how supporters can interact 
and, like informal political organization, often are grassroots groups that 
depend on volunteers and donations to keep the group going.

MoveOn, which was founded in 1998 to get progressives and mod-
erate independents more involved in the political process, structures 
communication hierarchically. MoveOn limits interaction to topics 
associated with its agenda and limits the forums in which supporters can 
interact with one another. For example, citizens can tweet (and tweet 
about) MoveOn, but the organization primarily uses Twitter to adver-
tise its positions, issues, and campaigns. The same is true of Instagram 
and Tumblr. The main forum where supporters can interact directly is 
MoveOn’s Facebook page. MoveOn posts content related to its issues and 
campaigns and allows supporters to comment. For example, in Decem-
ber 2017, MoveOn supporters encouraged one another to call their legis-
lators and urge them to vote against a tax reform bill (figures 6.9– 6.10). 
Opponents of the bill charged that the reform largely reduced the tax 
burden of wealthy Americans as well as corporations while increasing 

Table 6.2. Summary of Differences between Formal and Informal Political 
Organizations

Formal Political Organizations Informal Political Organizations

Funding Membership dues Donations, which may be time, money, 
or space, from supporters

Structure Clear roles such as president, policy 
expert, and public relations

May (or may not) have clear roles

Staff Paid, professional staff Unpaid volunteers
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Figures 6.9– 10. MoveOn Supporters Encourage One Another to Call Their Legislators. 
Source: Facebook.
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the taxes for middle-  and lower- income families. As you can see in fig-
ures 6.9–10, groups such as MoveOn labeled this a “GOP Tax Scam” and 
supporters used social media to encourage one another to “keep fight-
ing.” Before Facebook, MoveOn supporters could not interact with one 
another online outside of the occasional online event.

A key benefit of a hierarchical communication structure is that it 
makes it much easier for individuals to get involved with a political orga-
nization. MoveOn has an executive director and a handful of paid activ-
ists (like a formal political organization), who create campaigns around 
political issues such as the environment, gun control, voting rights, 
immigrant rights, and health care. Once MoveOn leaders have created a 
campaign, they email supporters and ask them to sign a petition, donate 
money, host a film screening or letter- writing event at their homes, 
spearhead a rally or vigil, or canvas their neighborhood ahead of an 
election. While activities such as signing a petition and donating money 
do not require much time or energy, organizing a rally or letter writing 
campaign do, especially if you have never done it before. MoveOn makes 
organizing easy by providing individuals to- do lists leading up to the 
event, emails prepopulated with attendee email addresses so that orga-
nizers can send information and reminders, and event materials. For a 
letter writing event, MoveOn provides organizers a film for attendees 
to watch together, discussion question prompts about the film, sample 
letters, a list of politicians to whom letters should be sent, and envelops 
and stamps so that the letters can be mailed at the end of the meeting. 
Because MoveOn makes it easy to get involved in its activities, the politi-
cal organization has more than seven million members.

Not all political organizations that use new media structure their com-
munication hierarchically. Black Lives Matter, for instance, structures 
communication more horizontally than MoveOn. Black Lives Matter 
uses new media to create forums where supporters can share informa-
tion with one another, discuss goals, and hash out ways to affect political 
change. A key reason the organization tries to maximize interaction is 
because Black Lives Matter founders want supporters to start groups in 
their own communities and share their experiences with one another. 
This is similar to informal political organizations that focus on shared 
leadership and open communication. Black Lives Matter also use new 
media to communicate its ideas directly to politicians. For example, 
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during the Democratic Party’s presidential debate in January 2016, the 
organization commented on candidate responses, advising Clinton and 
Sanders to acknowledge the killing of transgender, black women and offer 
a solution for state violence (e.g., gerrymandering and poverty).

While structuring communication horizontally can help politi-
cal organizations strengthen grassroots participation, there are draw-
backs. Open forums, for instance, can attract opponents and trolls, who 
intentionally post inflammatory statements and arguments in order to 
upset those who support a cause or community. In the example (fig-
ures 6.11– 13), you can see that a few individuals post racist comments 
in order to denigrate the Black Lives Matter movement and those who 
support it. Here, a conversation about a fan throwing beer on an ejected 
Seahawks football player is periodically disrupted by individuals calling 
the player, and African Americans more generally, monkeys. Comparing 
people of color to animals has been used throughout American history 
to dehumanize African Americans and justify their subordination in 
society. As you can see here, these kinds of posts can completely disrupt 
the conversation— in this case, a conversation about race and sports eti-
quette. Another drawback of horizontal communication is that leaders 
have very little control over how their ideas and slogans are used by indi-
viduals. Political activities that draw public criticism can hurt a political 
organization’s ability to influence the agenda- setting process. Black Lives 
Matter, for example, has taken a lot of heat for disrupting Democratic 
presidential candidate rallies and Martin Luther King Jr. events as well 
as for staging blockades on highways, bridges, and airports. Blockades in 
particular raise the broader public’s hackles because it disrupts everyday 
movements, such as going to work, and can cause long delays, which 
citizens find inconvenient regardless of the cause.

Another example involves the Tea Party movement, which is, in 
part, a grassroots movement that emerged in response to the passage of 
the Troubled Asset Relief Program (a bill signed into law by President 
George W. Bush in October 2008), which “bailed out” banks from the 
economic crisis. Many local Tea Party groups tried to broaden the appeal 
of their claims by avoiding party politics and urging citizens to vote out 
political insiders. This, however, was not universally true. Some local Tea 
Party organizations attacked President Obama, likening his leadership 
during the Great Recession of 2008 to that of Adolf Hitler and Vladimir 
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Lenin. A North Iowa Tea Party group even sponsored a billboard to 
make its more partisan positions on Obama known. In the billboard, it 
labeled Obama a “radical leader” and argued that like Hitler and Lenin, 
Obama was “preying” on “the fearful & naïve.” These kinds of compari-
sons drew flak and international scrutiny given the controversial ideas 
and actions of the historical figures mentioned. In short, these types of 
actions rarely get support from the public and make it harder for politi-
cal organizations to influence the agenda- setting process. Their ideas are 
seen as too extreme to be taken seriously.

These new organizational forms have a drawback for citizens as well. 
It sometimes can be difficult to tell whether political organizations rep-
resent the concerns of corporations or those of citizens. This is particu-
larly true given the 2010 Citizens United v. FEC Supreme Court decision, 

Figures 6.11– 13. Trolls on the Black Lives Matter Facebook Page.
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which allows unlimited election spending by individuals and corpora-
tions. The decision struck down provisions in the McCain- Feingold  
Act, which prohibited corporations and unions from “electioneering 
communication,” which is communication that mentions a candidate 
within sixty days of a general election or thirty days of a primary. Con-
sequently, ads by newly formed political organizations attacking candi-
dates before an election are not uncommon.

Nor is it uncommon for corporate owners to use their personal for-
tunes to create political organizations that advocate for particular policy 
positions. The billionaire brothers, Charles and David Koch, formed 
Americans for Prosperity, a libertarian group that works to lower taxes 
and lessen government regulation on corporations. In an effort to influ-
ence the agenda- setting process, Americans for Prosperity helped fund 
the Tea Party movement in its early stages. Americans for Prosperity 
bussed citizens to rallies and funded town hall meetings across the 
country, giving the Tea Party movement national visibility and political 
influence. While Americans for Prosperity helped the ideas of the Tea 
Party movement gain influence, some local groups denounced the orga-
nization for trying to co- opt their grassroots effort so that it could push 
its own agenda. Organizations created and/or funded by corporations, 
industry trade associations, or public relations firms typically are called 
“astroturf ” groups because, like fake grass, they are designed to look like 
real grassroots, citizen groups but are not. Regardless, astroturf orga-
nizations are politically influential because they capitalize on popular 
discontent and channel frustrations expressed by citizens into actions 
and policies that forward their goals.

Political Organizations and the  
Agenda- Setting Process

Like citizens, political organizations want to affect the agenda- setting 
process. As discussed above, political organizations have an advan-
tage because they often represent thousands of citizens. Political 
organizations have two other advantages as well. First, they can use 
their resources to frame how we— including politicians— understand  
political issues and their solutions. If these frames become part of the pol-
icy agenda- setting process, political organizations can shape legislation.
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A political frame is not unlike a camera frame insofar as we have to 
decide what is included and excluded from the picture. With a cam-
era, we choose what part of the landscape on which to focus. If we  
focus our camera on the mountain peaks disappearing into the dark 
clouds, we miss the ducks playing in the lake at its base. If we make the 
ducks the center of our picture, we cannot capture the dramatic image 
of the mountains puncturing the clouds. How we frame our picture, in 
other words, has consequences. This same is true of a political frame. 
Political organizations selectively choose how to interpret a problem 
and, in doing so, narrow the range of relevant solutions discussed by the 
public and politicians.

Let’s use the example of legal abortion to think about how frames 
work. Organizations that support safe and legal abortion in America 
often frame the issue in terms of women’s health. They argue that legal 
abortion is a safe way for a woman to end an unwanted pregnancy and 
often remind us that women went to great lengths to end their unwanted 
pregnancies when abortion was illegal; sometimes dying as a result. 
Political organizations advocating for safe and legal abortion use sym-
bols such as the coat hanger, which was used by women to induce an 
abortion prior to its legality, to dramatically argue that politicians should 
not consider policies that restrict abortion rights, since they would put 
women’s lives at risk. Organizations that oppose legal abortion, in con-
trast, frame the issue in terms of the “rights” of “unborn babies.” They 
argue that the public needs to prioritize the rights of “unborn children” 
over those of the mother and make abortion illegal in most circum-
stances. One of the symbols organizations on this side of the debate 
use to dramatically argue that fetuses are children and that politi-
cians should protect their rights by making abortion illegal is tiny feet.  
In short, political organizations advocating for and against legal abor-
tion frame the issue in ways that are consistent with their goals. These 
frames are very successful. Politicians frequently cite these frames when 
considering new abortion policies.

The second, and related, advantage political organizations have over 
individuals is that they can effectively disseminate their frames via mass 
media. Political organizations often have employees or members that 
have media expertise and know how to promote their frames. Again, 
this matters because politicians pay attention to media in order to 
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understand what issues their constituents care about. Politicians also are 
exposed to frames, which affects how political institutions address these 
issues. Let’s look at how political organizations use traditional and new 
media in more detail.

Political Organizations and Traditional 
News Outlets

While it is tempting to focus our attention on how political organiza-
tions use new media to disseminate their frames, traditional outlets such 
as newspapers and TV news still play a role in the agenda- setting pro-
cess. According to Pew’s 2016 State of the News Media report, Ameri-
cans continue to tune into traditional news outlets, which means they 
still matter to the agenda- setting process. Consequently, political orga-
nizations target traditional mass media so that citizens and politicians 
are exposed to— and accept— their political frames.

Getting political frames into traditional outlets is not easy to do. This 
is particularly true because media professionals, editors, and owners are 
gatekeepers of information and decide what stories will be brought to 
the larger public as well as how they will be presented. Not surprisingly, 
news stories rarely convey the ideas of political organizations perfectly, 
and, more often than not, their frames are excluded from coverage alto-
gether. Sometimes the distortion or omission of political organizations 
is a function of outlet bias, which is when an outlet is prejudiced in 
favor of or against an idea, person, or group compared with another. 
For example, sometimes conservative magazines like Human Events 
distort the ideas of progressive political organizations and sometimes 
progressive outlets like Mother Jones distort the ideas of conservative 
political organizations in an effort to appeal to their target audiences. 
Other times, this is a function of journalistic practices. News outlets that 
appeal to general audiences such as broadcast news, for instance, try to 
be objective, or neutral, in their presentation of political issues. In prac-
tice, this means that journalists summarize the opposing perspectives 
in their news stories. This is why when you see or read stories on topics 
such as abortion rights and gun rights both points of view— the per-
spective of groups opposing and perspectives of groups supporting these 
rights— are included in the coverage. As a result, political organizations 
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do not have much of an opportunity to convey their ideas in their own 
words. If they are lucky, political organizations are mentioned or quoted 
in these stories.

Some political groups will try to get traditional media attention by 
using new or interesting tactics that catch the eye of journalists. Let’s look 
at the example of Operation Rescue, which used direct action to attract 
the attention of traditional media outlets. The organization became the 
topic of news when its members began blocking the entrances to— and 
shutting down— abortion clinics. Journalists flocked to the clinics 
and documented the protestors getting arrested as they talked about the 
importance of ending abortion. This tactic got Operation Rescue news 
coverage across the country. Journalists in mainstream, general- interest 
outlets often provided balanced coverage of the organization, meaning 
they include different points of view. For example, in a story about some 
of Operation Rescue’s first demonstrations at clinics, which took place 
in Atlanta, Georgia, around the 1988 Democratic National Conven-
tion, journalists included Operation Rescue’s frame— abortion kills an 
unborn baby— in the story. It, however, was not the only frame included. 
Clinic personnel, who opposed the protests, were also included in the 
coverage in an effort to make the story more objective. Political organi-
zations rarely if ever have their issues and frames presented in coverage 
without a contrasting point of view.

Political organizations also try to get their frames in guest op- eds, 
commentary, and letters to the editor. Like news coverage, opportuni-
ties for political organizations to write op- eds, write commentaries, and 
publish letters to the editor are pretty rare. Letters to the editor typically 
feature the perspectives of average citizens and op- eds often shed light 
on one or more of an outlet’s journalistic staff. In the op- ed titled “Lose 
Friends and Influence People,” which appeared in the Providence Jour-
nal, unnamed editors criticize Operation Rescue’s demonstrations out-
side of clinics for using “guerilla tactics” that “endanger civil order.” The 
editors wrote,

But just as abortion opponents may exercise those rights, they must also 
consider the rights of fellow citizens. So it was not only ill- advised to 
descend en masse for a surprise demonstration, causing public distur-
bances and distracting the police, it was also simply wrong. Indeed, the 
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demonstration was so explosive, and so clearly unexpected, that police 
were unable to perform their vital duties in other sections of the city. 
If anti- abortion demonstrators seek to influence opinion, they would be 
well advised to avoid guerrilla tactics that endanger civil order. In Provi-
dence, as in other cities, the authorities did what they clearly had to do 
(November 1, 1988; Providence Journal).

Notice that while the editors are critical of Operation Rescue, they do 
not mention its frame (abortion kills an unborn baby), nor does the 
op- ed discuss the ideas of organizations that support legal abortion. In 
short, political organizations may put a lot of time and effort into trying 
to get media attention in traditional outlets and find that they are criti-
cized for their tactics and goals.

Paid advertising may seem like an obvious solution to this problem. 
After all, political organizations can just buy space and create ads that 
convey the frames they want. Advertising, however, is very expensive. 
Political organizations have to pay marketing experts to create and 
test their political messages and then purchase the advertising space 
in the cities and states where their frames will have the most impact 
on politicians. Corporations pass the costs of advertising to consum-
ers by increasing the price of the product. Political organizations, how-
ever, are not selling products and have no one to pass these costs to. 
Some political organizations, particularly informal groups, do not have 
enough money to buy advertising space. Even political organizations 
that do have the funds have to be careful how they use them. Supporters 
of political organizations expect their donations to be spent on push-
ing forward group goals rather than advertising campaigns. Even if a 
political organization does put together an advertisement, there is no 
guarantee that a media outlet will carry it.

There are lots of examples where newspapers, radio stations, and 
networks have refused to carry the advertisements of political orga-
nizations because they are worried about offending some portion of 
their audience. For example, the National Right to Life Committee, a 
group opposing legal abortion, could not get local papers to carry an 
advertisement that visually depicted the so- called partial birth abortion 
procedure, a rare procedure that doctors used to terminate a pregnancy. 
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Newspapers were concerned that the advertisement, which showed the 
procedure in a comic strip format, would offend its readership. Sim-
ilarly, the political organization, People for the Ethical Treatment of 
Animals found that it could not get networks to carry its ad. The adver-
tisement, which spoofed the popular “Girls Gone Wild” series by show-
ing women ripping open their tops to bare their cow utters (rather than 
their breasts), was deemed too controversial to air during the Super 
Bowl. People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals has had similar dif-
ficulty getting newspapers and magazines to carry its ads of scantily 
clad celebrities advocating animal rights. One ad featuring bikini- clad 
Pamela Anderson with her body parts (e.g., leg, breast, shoulder, ribs, 
rump, round, and feet) labeled read, “All animals have the same parts.” 
Another ad featuring a nude Joanna Krupa wearing angel wings and 
holding a strategically placed crucifix urged viewers, “Be an angel for 
animals. Always adopt. Never buy.” Political organizations, in short, 
cannot always get their ideas in traditional media outlets even when 
they want to pay for it.

These examples highlight the fact that communication through 
traditional media outlets is one- way and that there are a number of 
gatekeepers (in this case, journalists, editors, and owners) who decide 
what issues, ideas, and political organizations are included in television 
broadcasts, in newspapers, and on the radio. As a consequence, it is not 
only difficult for political organizations to get their ideas in traditional 
outlets but also hard to determine whether their efforts are effective. 
Let’s use the example of advertising. Political organizations often try to 
use paid advertising when they need to rally the public around their 
issues. We see television ads from the National Rifle Association when 
gun control is the topic of conversation and billboards paid for by People 
for the Ethical Treatment of Animals when they want to expose how fac-
tory farms treat the animals that we eat. It is very difficult to figure out 
whether a given ad is a good use of money because most of the viewing 
public will not offer an organization feedback on their positions. Sure, 
individuals that vehemently agree and disagree might email the orga-
nization and, perhaps if they support what it is doing, give the group 
money. Most individuals, however, do not respond, making it very dif-
ficult to determine whether an ad was worth the expense.
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REPRODUCING INEQUALITY

The “Alt Right” Online

During the 2016 presidential election, we heard a lot about the “Alt 
Right,” which refers to individuals who believe that “white civilization” 
is under attack by advocates of multiculturalism. Basically, the Alt 
Right sees the changing demographics of the United States and calls 
for equality as a threat to white, heterosexual, male dominance. Alt 
Right supporters see “political correctness” and “social justice” as 
the main tools of their opponents and combat their efforts online, 
where they can be anonymous. Specifically, Alt Right advocates use 
the following:
• Memes that denigrate mainstream conservatives, Jews, and 

people of color. Alt Righters, for example, refer to conservatives 
as “cuckservatives,” which combines the words “conservative” 
and “cuckold” and is used to describe Republicans who are seen 
as emasculated or “selling out.” This meme often explicitly refers 
to sex acts— a husband allowing strangers to have sex with his 
wife— to highlight the weakness and effeminateness of politi-
cians. Alt Righters also use the 1980s McDonald’s character, 
Moon Man, as a “front man” for rap parodies and explicit descrip-
tions of gruesome scenes murdering people of color.

• Reddit, which is very popular among the Alt Right in large part 
because it allows posters to remain anonymous when they post 
content. The Alt Right forums on Reddit as well as Donald Trump’s 
willingness to retweet material posted on them are central to 
debates over politics online. For instance, Trump shared a GIF of 
him beating up a CNN reporter via Twitter. The video was created 
by “HansAssholeSolo,” who is one of 448,000 members of the 
subreddit The_Donald. While “HansAssholeSolo” argued that the 
video was satire, several investigations of the subreddit argue that 
The_Donald is filled with openly Islamophobic, misogynistic, and 
racist hate speech.

• Political channels on YouTube, which are dominated by the Alt 
Right. Zack Exley, a Joan Shorenstein Fellow at Harvard University, 
conducted research on YouTube and found that political YouTube 
channels receive millions of views, and the vast majority of them 
espouse white nationalism with a modern twist. Exley specifically 
examines the videos of Black Pigeon Speaks, who has 180,000 
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subscribers as of April 2017 and whose videos typically have 
more than 100,000 views. Using the producer’s own words, Exley 
unpacks Alt Right positions and attitudes toward women, progres-
sives, Islam, immigration, and Jews. Exley notes that the Alt Right 
is cornering the market on political rants and that this is prob-
lematic insofar as this way of communicating has gained traction 
among the YouTube viewing population.

Given Americans’ tendency to only view content in which they 
politically agree, it is easy to imagine how the Alt Right undermine 
social inclusion. By arguing that women, people of color, progressives, 
Jews, Muslims, immigrants, and lesbian, gay, and transgender indi-
viduals are, at best, inferior to white, heterosexual men and, at worst, 
legitimate targets of violence, Alt Right supporters clearly define who 
should— and shouldn’t— be included in our political system.

Political Organizations and New Media

New media provide alternative ways for political organizations to affect 
the agenda- setting process. Political organizations can use new media 
to connect constituents directly to the politicians representing them. 
Let’s consider the example of MomsRising, a political organization 
that takes on pressing issues for mothers and families such as afford-
able medical care. MomsRising used their website and social media  
to collect stories about how Medicaid helps American families. Once it 
collected stories, MomsRising forwarded some of these stories to politi-
cians who wanted to cut funds from Medicaid via social media. Mom-
sRising, for instance, tweeted Senator Mitch McConnell (a Republican 
from Kentucky) to educate him about how Medicaid helped the citizens 
of his state. MomsRising encouraged McConnell to learn more about 
fellow Kentuckian Rolanda, a mother of two who would not have access 
to medical care without the program. MomsRising compiled all the sto-
ries into a collection titled “Moms Speak Up for Medicaid,” which it 
hand delivered to members of Congress and President Obama.

Political organizations also can disseminate their advertisements and 
videos without worrying about whether gatekeepers like their ideas. 
This is important for political organizations because it allows them to 
circumvent traditional media outlets and get their frames to a broader 
public. For example, Dan Savage and Terry Miller, Savage’s husband, 
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sidestepped traditional outlets altogether and started the “It Gets Better” 
project on YouTube. Savage and Miller were responding to an increase 
in suicides by teens who were bullied because of their sexual orienta-
tion. The first video, which was posted on September 21, 2010, has been 
viewed more than two million times and thousands of celebrities and 
citizens from around the world have shared their messages of hope on 
the site. Likewise, Sustainable Table, a political organization that advo-
cates for sustainable farming made a video called “The Meatrix” (a spoof 
on the blockbuster film The Matrix) to show how industrial agriculture 
causes environmental damage and health problems. More recently, the 
World Wildlife Fund used Snapchat to try to raise awareness regard-
ing animal populations at risk of extinction. The organization snapped 
pictures of a gorilla, tiger, and panda, noting that, just like the selfies 
on Snapchat, which disappear every ten seconds, so do endangered 
animals.

New media, in sum, make it easier for political organizations to frame 
issues to a broader audience and pressure politicians to take up their 
causes. This is important for social inclusion because organizations that 
represent significant groups of the citizenry will have more sway with 
politicians and in agenda- setting processes. This is particularly true 
if political organizations can find ways to use new media to leverage 
the personal experiences of their supporters against the politicians rep-
resenting them. Politicians may find it more difficult to downplay or 
ignore issues after political organizations advertise the stories of con-
stituents affected by them.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we learned that new media have changed our interac-
tions with political institutions. Specifically, new media offer individuals 
and political organizations more ways to influence the agenda- setting 
process. At the individual level, new media help reduce the costs associ-
ated with participation and make it easier for individuals to get politi-
cally involved. New media, for instance, make it easier for individuals to 
learn political skills. Individuals can go to websites associated with the 
National Rifle Association and quickly learn how to do everything from 
canvassing their neighborhoods to facilitating political conversations on 
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social media. These activities are consequential because they potentially 
give individuals more influence in agenda setting, which could translate 
into legislative change and more social inclusion.

Political organizations also benefit from new media. Political orga-
nizations can use new media to organize themselves in different ways. 
Groups no longer have to have a brick- and- mortar location in the real 

Case Study
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals

People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) is well known for its 
creative, effective, and sometimes offensive use of new media. The politi-
cal organization has the following:
• Different websites for different target audiences. In addition to its 

general website (PETA .org), the group maintains PETA Kids for 
elementary and middle school kids, PETA2 for high school and col-
lege students, and PETA Prime for the fifty and older crowd.

• Different websites for different campaigns. PETA campaigns often 
attack corporations for their use of fur or their treatment of animals. 
Check out their campaigns against the Olsen twins (Dress Up the 
Trollsens) and KFC (Kentucky Fried Cruelty).

• A number of satirical games designed to educate the public about ani-
mal rights. Two examples are Revenge of the PETA Tomatoes (based on 
Frogger) in which users throw tomatoes at fur wearers and New Super 
Chick Sisters, where users try to save celebrity Pamela Anderson from 
becoming the secret ingredient in Ronald McDonald’s food.

Go online and check out the following PETA websites and games (the 
links are at the end of the chapter):
• PETA kids
• PETA2
• Super Chick Sisters
• Super Tofu Boy

Discuss the following questions:
• Do you think PETA effectively uses new media to educate a broader 

public? 
• Do you think this helps with social inclusion? Why or why not?
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world; they can exist completely online. We learned that new media 
make communication even more important to political organizations 
and that groups can use new technology to either limit or facilitate 
interactions among supporters. MoveOn .org, for example, structures its 
communications hierarchically and limits how supporters can interact 
with one another via new media. Black Lives Matter, in contrast, struc-
tures its communications horizontally and allows its supporters to inter-
act more freely. We discussed the advantages and disadvantages of each. 
Groups with a hierarchical communication structure make it easier for 
individuals to get involved with the political organization but make it 
very hard for supporters to regularly connect in the “real” world. Politi-
cal organizations with a horizontal structure cultivate a grassroots base 
but cannot control how their ideas are used by others.

A key advantage political organizations have over individuals is their 
ability to effectively influence the agenda- setting process. We learned 
that political organizations use traditional media and new media to 
disseminate their frames to the public and politicians alike. Because 
political organizations have more resources than individuals, they have 
a relatively easier time disseminating their ideas and affecting agenda- 
setting processes. New media allow political organizations to target 
politicians with their frames more effectively. As we saw with Moms-
Rising, political organizations can creatively connect constituents and 
politicians in ways that publicly pressure politicians to take up their 
issues— or, at least, make them difficult to ignore.

That said, new media do not necessarily lead to more social inclu-
sion. It is important to remember that some individuals have more and 
better access to new media and that this shapes the ability of citizens to 
engage politically and advocate on behalf of their own interests. Like-
wise, it is important to remember that some political organizations are 
more representative of a community and more powerful in the political 
process. Grassroots political organizations are far more representative 
of a community than “astroturf ” political organizations, which simply 
capitalize on popular ideas for their own purposes. Despite this fact, 
astroturf political organizations can use their wealth to disproportion-
ately affect politics and social inclusion.
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Conclusion

At the outset of the book, I compared us to fish. Like fish, we have a dif-
ficult time understanding the water in which we swim. Only for us, new 
media are the water. While you may have some sense of how reliant you 
are on digital technology, you probably have not tracked the amount of 
time you spend on your devices online much less thought about how 
new technologies have changed the way we interact and the social insti-
tutions on which we rely. In the concluding chapter of the book, we 
revisit the two questions posed in the introduction:

 1. How do new media shape our interactions and experiences with one another?
 2. How do new media change the social institutions, or the systems of established 

social rules that create stable expectations for behavior, governing our lives?

We will discuss the each of the questions in turn.

EXERCISE

Do you really know how much time you spend engaged with mass me-
dia? Find out! Keep a journal that records your use of different devices 
for a week. The best way to do this is to create an Excel sheet that 
notes (1) the medium/device, (2) the number of minutes spent per 
medium/device, and (3) what the medium/device was used to do (e.g., 
10 minutes talking to parents, 90 minutes playing music while studying, 
120 minutes of recreational TV, etc.). Mediums and devices you should 
include in your Excel sheet are as follows:

• computer
• TV
• tablet
• newspapers/magazines
• radio
• stereo/CD
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• books
• telephone
• other
It is really important that you are specific about how you are using a 

medium/device so that you can see how often you use mass media for 
work and pleasure. For example, you may spend five hours total on your 
smartphone, but most of this time may be spent texting friends.

At the end of the week, assess how much time you spend on each 
medium/device on average and determine how much time you engage 
in various activities such as using a computer for work. Did anything 
surprise you about the results? Compare your results to one or more of 
your classmates. How similar/different is your media use?

New Media and Us

The first question asked how new media affect our interactions and 
experiences with one another. As we saw in chapter 1, the answer to 
this question is complicated. In fact, we find that new media potentially 
have positive and negative influences on our relationships. Here’s what 
we know.

New media make it much easier for us to connect with one another 
and provide us additional ways to connect with one another around a 
broad range of interests. If we want to chat with other folks about the lat-
est episode of Westworld, the teams in contention for the World Series, 
or even a difficult passage from the Torah (or the teachings from the 
Hebrew Bible), it is easy to find an online community ready and willing 
to discuss each of these topics in great detail. It also is easy to find collec-
tive entertainment in the digital age. We can get on our mobile devices 
and play everything from Words with Friends to Fortnite Battle Royale. 
More important, we know that these online social networks matter. 
Remember the Pew Research survey on teens, technology, and friend-
ship from chapter 1? Pew found that the majority of teens met someone 
that they would not have otherwise via social media or online gaming 
and that 20 percent of teens met these digital friends in the “real” world. 
We also learned that communicating online helps teens transition to 
adulthood. Teens in particular can go online and experiment with 
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different aspects of their personalities and develop virtual friendships, 
which can make going to college easier. New media, in short, provide 
forums where we can form meaningful and positive relationships.

New media, however, do not necessarily help us foster happy and 
healthy relationships. In chapter 1, we learned about the importance of 
ontological security, which comes from our relationships with friends 
and family, for dealing with events beyond our control. We also learned 
that new media put a strain on these relationships. Teens, for instance, 
report that they wish their parents would put down their devices and 
engage them in conversation. Teens resent their parents for ignoring 
them when they are in the same room while, at the same time, trying to 
track their friends and activities through social media. New media 
put a strain on friendships as well. We saw that teens and adults alike 
sometimes are much more concerned with how they appear online 
than the quality of their friendships. Consequently, we often engage our 
friends carefully online and post content that we hope will make us look 
good— and will be “liked” by others. This ongoing curation of our lives 
for friends and family ultimately creates distance between us, which 
affects our ability to deal with interpersonal conflict and embarrassing 
interactions in face- to- face interactions.

We are not necessarily nicer to one another in the digital age. New 
media create a distance in interactions, and this distance makes it easy 
for some individuals to do and say things that they might not otherwise. 
Teens and adults alike sometimes engage in rude behavior online. The 
strange focus on Serena Williams’s nipples during Wimbledon is just one 
example of average people using new media to post unseemly comments 
about another human being. The trolls that went after feminist Lindy 
West were worse. One troll even impersonated her dead father and, 
using this persona, threatened West with rape. Finally, we do not appear 
to challenge racial or ethnic discrimination online. Virtual forums such 
as Second Life are dominated by white avatars, making them less diverse 
than our lived realities. While some of this is a function of the forum 
(remember, Second Life offered users light- skinned avatars, since they 
more closely mirror a presumed white ideal), racial and ethnic minori-
ties are often called names and harassed online.
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REPRODUCING INEQUALITY

Net Neutrality

We often think about the internet as a space where information flows 
quickly and freely. Anything that we want to know or any product we 
want to buy, we are just one click away. This notion that we can go 
online, communicate freely, and access information about the world 
is central to the principle of net neutrality. We believe that we— not 
companies— should be in charge of our internet experience.

Internet service providers such as AT&T, Comcast, and Verizon 
disagree. They argue that since they have provided some of the 
physical infrastructure necessary for the internet as we know it, 
they should have more control over how we receive our content 
and how they profit from it. This is contentious because internet 
service providers can affect the flow of information and influence 
what kinds of content to which we have access. Absent net neutral-
ity, internet service providers could block our access to content they 
do not like, silence individuals and groups with whom they do not 
agree, and make “fast lanes” so that we can only quickly access the 
content and services of companies that pay them a premium. We 
might also find that internet services are more expensive. Internet 
service providers could bundle content like they do on cable. For 
example, Comcast could decide that access to “popular” websites 
such as Google, CNN, and the New York Times costs customers sixty 
dollars per month.

What does this have to do with inequality? A lot. First, having “fast” 
and “slow” lanes favors large corporations. Smaller businesses and 
startups will have a much harder time coming up with the funds to 
get their content on the “fast lane,” which will make it more difficult 
for them to survive. Second, allowing internet service providers to cen-
sure content makes it more difficult for people of color, the LGBTQ 
community, indigenous peoples, and religious minorities to organize 
and fight back against discrimination. Finally, it will deepen the digi-
tal divide in America. As the cost of access to the internet increase, 
the number of Americans able to pay for it shrinks.
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New Media and Social Institutions

The second question asked how new media change the social institu-
tions, or the systems of established social rules that create stable expec-
tations for behavior, governing our lives. To better understand the 
interactions between individuals, institutions, and new media, we used 
the social exchange model. This model highlights the importance of 
relational dynamics, or how the behavior of one actor is shaped by the 
behaviors of other actors and by changes in the institutional context. In 
other words, the social exchange model doesn’t argue that new media are 
good or bad for American society. It simply draws our attention to the 
fact that the interactions between mass media, social institutions, and 
individuals change our behavior and society as well as recognizes that 
the consequences associated with change are likely positive and negative 
Throughout the book, we explored how these interactions are chang-
ing education, religion, legal institutions, the workplace, and political 
institutions. Here, we will briefly summarize some of the consequences 
associated with new media in the various social institutions. You can 
find an overview in table C.1.

Let’s start with education. In chapter 2, we learned that new media are 
used to increase connections among students, teachers, professionals, 
and experts as well as to expand the educational opportunities available 
to students. For instance, students in poor communities can learn basic 
and specialized skills through free platforms such as Khan Academy 
or learn advanced material from experts in the field through massive 
open online courses (MOOCs). Additionally, new media diversifies how 
teachers can deliver lessons, allowing them to accommodate a range of 
learning styles. Fast learners can read a lesson and jump to the required 
quiz, while slow learners can take advantage of different formats fea-
turing the material they need to learn. Slow learners can read a lesson 
(or have it read to them), watch a short video on the material, and play 
a game that tests their knowledge before they take the required quiz. 
New media also make it easier for shy students and slow learners to 
participate in classroom discussions— not to mention digital classrooms 
downplay the importance of teachers’ subjective evaluations of students 
and their likelihood of success.
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Table C.1. The Consequences of New Media on American Institutions
Social 
Institution

New Media Usage Positive Consequences Negative Consequences

Education Increase connections 
among students

Connect students, experts, 
and professionals globally.

Enables cyber bullying.

Reduce inequality Creates opportunities for 
learning such as Khan Acad-
emy and MOOCs.

Focuses on providing internet 
services in schools that can’t 
afford teachers let alone tech 
support.

Enhance learning Provides more opportuni-
ties for slow learners and 
buffers teacher evaluations 
of individual students.

Emphasizes “fun” education 
and downplays teacher exper-
tise in student learning.

Religion Make religious teach-
ing more accessible

Allows individuals to keep 
up their faith regardless of 
constraints on their time or 
mobility.

Undermines some religious 
practices, including the crea-
tion of a sacred space.

Make religious lead-
ers more accessible

Provides religious leaders a 
platform through which they 
can translate doctrine and 
share their personal stories.

Allows extremist religious 
leaders to share propaganda 
and find new recruits.

Build religious 
community

Enables individuals to find 
others and practice religions 
such as Buddhism and 
Wicca and deepen their 
faith.

Supports extremist religious 
communities, such as Chris-
tian Identity, and communi-
ties that engage in religious 
persecution, such as Jihad 
Watch.

Legal 
institutions

Improve national 
security

Allows legal actors to better 
identify threats and thwart 
some terrorist attacks.

Enables legal actors to 
monitor virtually every digital 
transaction, including emails 
and texts.

Improve community 
safety

Facilitates predictive polic-
ing so that departments 
can target policy resources 
where they are needed most.

Uses incomplete and flawed 
data to unfairly target poor 
communities and communi-
ties of color.
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Access to high- speed internet, however, will not solve all of Amer-
ica’s educational woes. Resource- strapped schools can’t afford teach-
ers, let alone technicians to install and fix the technological problems 
that inevitably arise. Moreover, not all educational settings prioritize 
education. For- profit companies such as the University of Phoenix 
and Everest Institute— the now- defunct college owned by Corinthian 
Colleges— worry about getting paid first and student education second. 
There are problems with new media in the classroom as well. New media 
often gamifies education and reinforces students’ expectations that 
learning should be enjoyable, if not downright fun. New media also pro-
vide students news ways to connect with— and sometimes bully— one 
another during and after school hours. Finally, downplaying the exper-
tise of teachers has consequences. Teachers are trained to identify the 
strengths and weakness of individual students. Treating them like online 
facilitators means that students probably are not being properly devel-
oped and challenged in the classroom.

Social 
Institution

New Media Usage Positive Consequences Negative Consequences

Work Help employers make 
better choices about 
their employees

Helps employers better 
ensure that an employee 
fits with a given workplace 
and saves both parties time 
and money.

Violates the privacy of poten-
tial employees by requiring 
them to provide social media 
passwords.

Make work more effi-
cient and standardize 
production

Makes a range of work- 
related tasks easier through 
programs and automation.

Alienates employees from 
their work as they have no 
control over what they do and 
when they do it.

Increase company 
profitability

Can give some employees 
a more flexible schedule 
and allows telecommuting, 
which helps with work- 
family balance.

Ensures that some work-
ers are consistently under-
employed, lengthens the 
workday, and allows work to 
encroach on vacations.

Politics Increase citizen 
participation

Eases the costs associated 
with participation and 
makes it easier for indi-
viduals to learn new political 
skills.

Access to the internet varies, 
which means some kinds of 
participation vary by income 
and education level.

Increased the voice 
of citizens who share 
a common political 
interest

Provides a forum in which 
average citizens can effect 
grassroots change.

Enables extremist groups to 
organize and mobilize and is 
vulnerable to astroturfing.
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We see similar mixed results for religious institutions. New media 
hold a lot of positives for religious practice and for religious leaders. 
Digital technology makes it possible for individuals to celebrate their 
faith regardless of constraints on their time or mobility. It doesn’t matter 
if you are a workaholic or disabled, new media allow you to download 
your favorite Godcast or watch a recorded sermon online. Additionally, 
new media make religious leaders more accessible to their congregation. 
Religious leaders such as priests and rabbis can use social media to make 
their lives— and their teachings— more accessible through personal sto-
ries. New media potentially expand who we consider religious leaders 
and look to for inspiration in our lives. For some, Sam and Nia may 
epitomize Christian living, and they watch them faithfully on YouTube. 
Others, however, may find Christian blogger and writer Priscilla Shirer 
more relatable and appreciate how she finds religious experience in 
mundane activities such as washing dishes. Finally, new media provide 
ways for individuals to practice less popular religions such as Buddhism 
and Wicca and create communities of faith online. As we saw with the 
Ship of Fools example, individuals can create religious communities that 
extend across time and social media platforms.

Of course, new media has its fair share of negative consequences on 
religious institutions. Arguably, new media undermine religious prac-
tices, particularly as it relates to the creation of a sacred space. While 
new media makes religious practice convenient, some believe that it is 
impossible to truly practice your faith if you are listening to a sermon 
on the treadmill or while you take care of your grocery shopping. More 
troublesome, new media make it easier for religious extremists to share 
propaganda, find new recruits, and build communities based on lies and 
hate. We learned about several instances in which religious extremists 
used social media to share information on how to build and plant bombs 
(e.g., the attack on the Boston Marathon) or tried to recruit new mem-
bers to their cause. BuzzFeed reporter Sheera Frenkel recounts how ISIS 
used chat rooms and dating websites to target women. We also learned 
more about communities, including Christian Identity and Jihad Watch, 
which use distorted religious doctrine to persecute ethnic and racial 
minorities as well as Muslims.

The implications of new media are particularly interesting when we 
consider legal institutions. New media are supposed to improve the 
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safety of our communities and our nation. Certainly, the NSA has used 
programs such as PRISM and XKeyScore to filter through Americans’ 
communications and stop terrorist attacks. According to an unnamed 
official, who appeared before a House committee on the issue in 2013, 
NSA programs disrupted more than fifty terrorist plots around the 
world. Police departments claim similar success with predictive policing 
programs. The research on the effectiveness of predictive policing, how-
ever, is mixed. John Hollywood, an analyst for the RAND Corporation 
in Arlington, Virginia, who coauthored a report on the issue, found that 
the advantage of predictive policing over traditional policing is “incre-
mental at best.” Moreover, we find that these community and national 
programs do not always have good data and may ultimately perpetuate 
racial, ethnic, and religious prejudices. It is difficult to forget what we 
learned about the “Mapping Muslims” project, where the NYPD moni-
tored more than 250 mosques and student groups in an effort to root out 
would- be terrorists.

As you enter the workforce, you should think about how new media 
change your job search, the work you do, and the way you do it. New 
media certainly make searching and applying for jobs easier, especially 
if you are applying to jobs on the other side of the country. You can 
quickly upload a cover letter and resume for several jobs at a time.  
New media also make it much easier for us to research prospective 
employers. We can go online and see if a company has a good reputation 
and whether it has decent benefits. The same is true for employers. They 
can go online and see what you post publicly and determine whether 
you are someone they want to interview. This, however, can feel like a 
violation of your privacy when prospective employers require you to 
provide login information for your social media accounts before they 
grant you an interview.

Much of the new technology is designed to make the workplace more 
efficient and profitable. On the one hand, this can involve the standard-
ization of production, which can make work easier to do and provide a 
consistent product to customers. Remember the McDonald’s worker? A 
series of timers tell him or her when to turn the hamburger patties, take 
the bread out of the toaster, and assemble the Big Macs. Similarly, tele-
marketers report that employers provide them with scripts that tell them 
exactly what to say to customers and that a computer automatically dials 
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the next phone number once a call has ended. In these instances, digital 
technologies break down work to its specific tasks and allow compa-
nies to standardize how work is done, what their product looks like, and 
how it is delivered. Consistency helps profitability. On the other hand, 
new media can alienate workers because they have little to no say in how 
their time is spent during the workday. While it is easy to write off this 
complaint with a simple “boo hoo for you,” it is worth remembering the 
work experiences of telemarketers and temporary post office employees. 
They have no say over the pace of their work or even when they can go 
to the bathroom. Likewise, it is important to think about whether work 
already encroaches on your free time. If so, imagine how this will feel 
when you are having dinner with a loved one or on vacation in Hawaii. 
Having some control over what you do and how you do it generates sat-
isfaction, which is important to well- being.

In the last chapter, we discussed the effects of new media on political 
institutions. Here, we saw that new media can aid in social inclusion 
because digital technologies can ease the costs of participation. It doesn’t 
matter if we work full time, are caregivers, or are managing a family, new 
media make it easy for us to learn about political issues. More important, 
new media make it easier for us to get involved. We can share informa-
tion about an issue, contribute money to an organization, or volunteer to 
help out at an event supporting a cause. We can even learn new political 
skills online. Groups such as the National Rifle Association and Peo-
ple for the Ethical Treatment of Animals provide instructions on how  
to do everything from penning an email to your legislators to launching 
a grassroots campaign. We also learned that political organizations play 
an important role in increasing citizens’ voices in the political system. 
While organizations such as PETA and the Humane Society advocate for 
animal rights nationally, there are lots of grassroots groups that use new 
media to organize and mobilize citizens in local communities.

Of course, new media do not completely solve the social inclusion 
problem. We learned that there is a digital divide in America and that 
this influences who gets politically involved online as well as the kinds 
of activities in which they engage. Individuals with higher household 
incomes and higher levels of education use new media to engage in a 
broad range of political activities, including writing legislators and let-
ters to the editor, contributing money to candidates and causes, joining 
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organizations online, and sharing political content through social media. 
Individuals with lower household incomes and lower levels of education 
primarily engage in the latter— joining organizations and sharing con-
tent. Education and income are obstacles to social inclusion. We also 
learned that new media enable groups with extremist views (such as the 
Alt Right) to flourish and allow astroturfing. Organizations funded by 
corporations, industry trade associations, or public relations firms try 
to capitalize on citizen discontent to push for legislation that helps their 
bottom lines.

Now What?

The purpose of this book is to provide you with a sociological frame-
work for understanding the role of new media in American society. You 
should not only be able to think about new media a bit differently but 
also be able to use sociological tools to undertake your own research 
project. For example, you could analyze a specific company. It would 
be interesting to visit a few Starbucks or Dunkin’ Donuts in town to see 
how new media and McDonaldization shape the ways in which your 
morning coffee and bagel are prepared. Pay attention to how employees 
move, the buttons they push, and how they use their registers.

If you are more interested in religion, you can analyze the religious com-
munity of a denomination with which you are unfamiliar. While it may 
feel a bit uncomfortable, it is really helpful to choose a religion with which 
you are unfamiliar because it makes observing religious community much 
easier. Start by going to a virtual forum like Second Life and learn more 
about the religion. Chat with greeters, attend a service, and take notes on 
the experience. Then attend service in the real world. Do the same thing. 
Chat with fellow attendees, stay for a service, and write down what hap-
pened. Reflect on the two experiences. Did you see religious community? 
How? Consider how they were similar and different and whether online 
and offline practices might work together to create a more satisfying reli-
gious experience.

Are you interested in online education? Sign up for two MOOC 
classes and take notes on how the course is structured as well as how 
the professors engage their students. Also pay attention to whether (and 
how) students engage one another. Compare your observations across 
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the courses. Do you see dramatic differences? What do your observa-
tions say about the benefits and drawbacks of education online? Of 
course, you can always apply these sociological tools to other interests 
not covered in the book. If you are interested in the American health 
care system, you could explore how new media facilitate the spread of 
information outside of academic journal such as the Journal of Pedi-
atrics, which nonmedical professionals seldom read. For instance, you 
could analyze how physicians and pharmacists use websites, blogs, and 
wikis to discuss diagnoses and medications with individuals looking for 
medical information online. Wikis such as RxWiki can only be edited 
by pharmacists but provides visitors with information about medica-
tions, including their side effects and drug interactions, as well as medi-
cal conditions.

If you are more interested in how hospitals work, you could observe 
how new media and McDonaldization affect efficiency and patient 
care. For those of you who’ve been in the hospital lately, you may have 
noticed that everyone seems to have a tablet and is very good about  
taking patient vitals and entering the information into a program that 
ensures patient information is readily available— and that the patient’s 
vitals are checked again at the appropriate time. In this regard, new 
media has increased hospital efficiency. However, digital technology 
doesn’t necessarily translate into better care. A doctor, for example, may 
opt not to give a patient a needed surgery because he is on a ventilator, 
not realizing that a portable ventilator, which would make the surgery 
possible, is on site.

In 1959, sociologist C. Wright Mills asked readers to think about how 
our lives are linked to the forces of history and the society in which 
we live. Mills challenged us to think outside of ourselves and consider 
how the realities and problems we face are shared by many others and 
are directly related to the structure of society and changes happening 
within it. He called our ability to make these connections between our-
selves, history, and society the “sociological imagination.” With it, we 
can better understand how rapidly changing technology affects our rela-
tionships with one another and alters the social institutions upon which 
we depend. The sociological imagination helps us explain the water in 
which we swim.
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Glossary

Agency refers to individuals’ decisions to conform to or challenge 
the rules or practices of a social institution (introduction, 
page 1).

Agenda- setting process denotes how an issue is identified as a 
problem that should be solved by political institutions. Policy 
agenda setting affects the social inclusion of individuals and 
groups (chapter 6, page 183).

Alienation refers to the idea that individuals can feel estranged 
from their work because they have no control over it. Karl 
Marx argued that work, and our ability to control it, is central 
to our sense of self. He argued that capitalism exploited work-
ers and led to alienation (chapter 5, page 149).

Astroturf groups are organizations created and/or funded by cor-
porations, industry trade associations, or public relations firms 
(chapter 6, page 208).

Authority refers to the power of an institution to give orders, 
make decisions, and force citizens to comply (chapter 4, 
page 110).

Autonomy is the opposite of alienation. Karl Marx argued that the 
only way individuals could be truly autonomous was to have 
control over what they made, how they made it, and how they 
sold it (chapter 5, page 149).

Bourgeoisie is what Karl Marx called the capitalist class who 
owned the means of production. The bourgeoisie were the 
owners of the factories, buildings, and land that the workers 
used (chapter 5, page 154).

Bureaucratization is the adoption of a clear organizational struc-
ture, protocols, and procedures. Weber observed that bureau-
cratization was a key feature of modern institutions and played 
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an important role in maintaining power over the citizenry 
(chapter 4, page 110).

Capitalist economy describes an economy where a country’s trade 
and industry are controlled by private owners rather than the 
government (chapter 5, page 154).

Communication structured hierarchically limits how supporters 
can interact with political organizations, which typically have 
clear leaders who are decision- makers and spokespeople for 
the group (chapter 6, page 204).

Communication structured horizontally has fewer limits on how 
supporters can interact with political organizations, which are 
often grassroots groups that depend on volunteers and dona-
tions to keep the group going (chapter 6, page 204).

Communism describes an economy where the government con-
trols most of the trade and industry and distributes money and 
resources (chapter 5, page 154).

Conflict theory describes sociological theories that focus on 
contention, power, and inequality in America. As the name 
suggests, these perspectives highlight how competition for 
scarce resources brings different groups into conflict with one 
another in ways that may not be immediately visible. The edu-
cation system, for example, perpetuates income inequality in 
the United States by training students in poor schools to accept 
their position as lower- income- earning members of American 
society (chapter 2, page 50).

Contingent workers are temporary workers, such as freelancers, 
independent professionals, temporary contract workers, inde-
pendent contractors, or consultants, who are hired by employ-
ers when they need them and fired when they don’t (chapter 5, 
page 161).

Corporate legitimacy is a result of how people evaluate a com-
pany, its goals, and its appropriateness. Some of a corpora-
tion’s legitimacy results from its compliance with the rules and 
regulations of a country. However, we also evaluate the legiti-
macy of a corporation based on the social values it represents 
(chapter 4, page 110).
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Data mining refers to the practice of searching large stores of data 
in order to find trends and patterns in it. Companies engage in 
data mining so that they can forecast their sales, create profiles 
of the people who buy and use their products, and discover 
the best ways to market their products to consumers— among 
many other things (chapter 4, page 133).

Digital divide refers to the gap between those who have access to 
the internet and those who do not (chapter 6, page 196).

Ethnic profiling describes the practice by which law enforcement 
use racial or ethnic characteristics to determine who is likely 
to commit a crime and prevent these crimes from occurring 
(chapter 4, page 120).

Family consists of people who consider themselves related by 
blood, marriage, or adoption. Family is a universal social insti-
tution, meaning that while its form may vary, no matter where 
you go in the world or how remote the culture, you will find 
family (chapter 1, page 21).

Flexicurity is short for “flexible security” and refers to a social model 
of governing that tries to protect the health and well- being of its 
citizens by balancing employee’s need for a flexible workforce 
with workers’ need for job security (chapter 5, page 161).

Frame outlines a problem and its solution. Political organizations 
frame issues in ways designed to influence the agenda- setting 
process (chapter 6, page 183).

Formal political organizations are groups that are clearly struc-
tured and bureaucratic and have a paid, professional staff 
(chapter 6, page 199).

Functionalism (or functionalist perspective) refers to sociological 
theories that emphasize how social institutions help cre-
ate consensus and cooperation in a society. Education, for 
instance, passes basic knowledge and skills to the next gen-
eration, teaches young people what is (and is not) acceptable 
behavior in society, and prepares them for the workforce 
(chapter 2, page 50).

Gamification of education describes the use of game thinking and 
game mechanics to stimulate learning (chapter 2, page 53).
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Globalism refers to the networks of connections that bridge space 
and time (chapter 1, page 21).

Godcasts are religious podcasts that can be downloaded to mobile 
devices. Religious leaders create Godcasts to spread their mes-
sages of faith (chapter 3, page 83).

Identity refers to the behaviors we perform in a setting that are 
related to the self. We perform many identities including stu-
dent, sibling, child, friend, worker, partner, and so on— all of 
which constitute the self (chapter 1, page 21).

Imperialism describes a country’s practice of extending its power 
through policy and military force (chapter 4, page 113).

Individuality is the characteristics that distinguish us from one 
another (chapter 1, page 21).

Informal political organizations are groups without a clear 
structure and are often run by unpaid volunteers (chapter 6, 
page 201).

Latent functions refer to the unintended consequences of a social 
institution (chapter 2, page 54).

Legal actors are the individuals who work for and represent legal 
institutions, including police officers, FBI agents, NSA ana-
lysts, lawyers, and judges (chapter 4, page 110).

Legal institutions refer to those organizations charged with 
enforcing laws and protecting the populace. The Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA), National Security Agency (NSA), and law enforcement 
are examples of legal institutions (chapter 4, page 110).

Manifest functions refer to the intended consequences of a social 
institution (chapter 2, page 54).

McDonaldization refers to sociologist George Ritzer’s theory 
about how Taylorism looks in modern society. His theory 
stresses how modern- day employers increasingly rely on 
technology to make workers more efficient and productive and 
consumer experiences more predictable (chapter 5, page 149).

Means of production are the tools the workers need to do their 
jobs such as farm equipment or computers. The means of pro-
duction, according to Karl Marx, are owned by the bourgeoisie 
(chapter 5, page 154).
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Media logic refers to how the structure of the medium and the 
format of the content affect communication. Medium struc-
ture outlines how different medium structures shape the 
information we receive. Format refers to how information is 
presented (chapter 3, page 79).

National security refers to the idea that the government should 
protect itself and its citizens from threats (chapter 4, page 111).

New media are the mass communications that rely on digital 
technologies such as social media, online games and applica-
tions, multimedia, productivity applications, cloud computing, 
interoperable systems, and mobile devices. New media are part 
of mass media (introduction, page 1).

Objectivity describes a journalistic practice by which reporters try 
to be neutral in their presentation of political issues (chapter 6, 
page 210).

Ontological security refers to our existential sense of self. Accord-
ing to Anthony Giddens, ontological security comes from our 
relationships with family members and friends and is achieved 
when we experience the positive and stable emotions that help 
us deal with events beyond our control (chapter 1, page 21).

Outlet bias refers to when an outlet is prejudiced in favor of or 
against an idea, person, or group compared with another 
(chapter 6, page 210).

Panopticon is a model of an ideal prison created by philosopher 
and social theorist Jeremy Bentham in the eighteenth century 
where all the cells are open to a central tower with a guard. The 
prisoners cannot interact with one another, nor can they tell 
when they are being watched by the guard in the tower (chap-
ter 4, page 121).

Political institutions are the organizations that create laws, medi-
ate political conflict, and represent the citizenry. Individuals 
hope that by making their voices heard elected officials will 
act in ways that improve their social inclusion (chapter 6, 
page 183).

Political organizations are groups that engage in actions intended 
to forward a specific political goal such as the National Rifle 
Association or People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals. 
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Political organizations, which represent thousands of individu-
als who care about the same cause, can give citizens a louder 
voice in the agenda- setting process and increase their social 
inclusion (chapter 6, page 183).

Proletariat refers to the workers who worked in factories, in 
offices, and on farms. Karl Marx noted that the proletariat did 
not own the means of production (chapter 5, page 154).

Rational- legal authority refers to the kind of power that bureau-
cracies use to maintain their legitimacy with a population. 
Legal institutions get their legitimacy from a system of rules 
that are obeyed because they are consistent with the values of a 
society and upheld by institutional actors (chapter 4, page 110).

Religion is a unified system of beliefs in which some things are 
identified as sacred and set apart from everyday items (chap-
ter 3, page 79).

Religious community refers to a group of people who are united 
by their shared beliefs and practices (chapter 3, page 79).

Religious dysfunction refers to the harmful effects of religion. 
Social scientists discuss two harmful effects of religious dys-
function: (1) persecution and (2) war and terrorism (chapter 3, 
page 79).

Religious practices are the rituals around the things that are con-
sidered sacred. For example, Muslims pray facing Mecca as a 
sign of unity and respect, and Jews recognize the transition 
to adulthood with a bar mitzvah or bat mitzvah (chapter 3, 
page 79).

Self refers to the relatively stable set of perceptions we have about 
who we are relative to others. The self is shaped through inter-
action with others in a variety of settings (chapter 1, page 21).

Self- fulfilling prophesy describes the phenomena where a false 
assumption occurs because someone else predicted it. In 
the classroom, this happens when a student performs well 
(or poorly) because the student meets the expectations of a 
teacher. If a teacher believes that a student can improve his 
performance or grade, the student picks up on this positive 
expectation and improves his performance or grade (chapter 2, 
page 50).
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Social exchange model highlights the importance of relational 
dynamics, or how the behavior of one actor is shaped by the 
behaviors of other actors and by changes in the institutional 
context (introduction, page 1).

Social inclusion refers to the ability of individuals and groups to 
fully participate in society and control their life chances. Indi-
viduals and groups get politically involved to improve their 
inclusion in political institutions (chapter 6, page 183).

Social institutions are the systems of established social rules that 
create stable expectations for behavior. Social institutions 
include family and religion, which provide support and a sense 
of purpose, and education, government, and law, which help 
create social order. Mass media also are a social institution 
(introduction, page 1).

Social networks refer to our networks of social interactions and 
personal relationships (chapter 6, page 193).

Socialization refers to teaching children the language, social skills, 
and values of a society so that they can fit into a larger com-
munity (chapter 1, page 21).

Structure refers to the rules and practices provided by society and 
social institutions (introduction, page 1).

Superpanopticon refers to the hyper surveillance that is possible 
by institutions, such as legal institutions, in the digital age 
(chapter 4, page 120).

Symbolic interaction refers to sociological theories that examine 
how individuals use words, body language, and symbols to cre-
ate a shared understanding with others. Like conflict theorists, 
sociologists who study interactions think about how power 
affects the ways in which people relate to one another. In 
school, for instance, teachers and professors run the classroom 
and determine whether and how students will be allowed to 
participate in class discussions (chapter 2, page 50).

Taylorism describes a theory of management developed by Fred-
erick Winslow Taylor in the 1880s and 1890s. Taylor analyzed 
how workers did their jobs in order to make them more effi-
cient and productive. Unlike Marx, Taylor was not concerned 
with workers’ experiences (chapter 5, page 149).
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abortion, 209, 211–12
academics, 160, 164–66, 169
advertising, 84, 140, 142, 212–13
agency, 1, 13, 14
agenda-setting process, 190f, 190–92, 191f, 

208–10, 218; defined, 183
alienation, 154–56, 159, 169, 177, 178, 234; 

defined, 149, 153
Alt Right, 214–15
Americans for Prosperity, 208
anonymity, 12
Anonymous, 104
Apple, 138
Article 12 of the United Nations 

Declaration of Human Rights, 118
astroturf groups, 208, 218, 235
authority, 117–18, 142; abuse of, 128; 

defined, 110; legal vs. corporate, 
135; rational-legal, 110, 117, 142; 
undermining of, 127

autonomy, 154, 156, 167–69, 177, 178; 
defined, 149, 153

background checks, 151–52
back stage, 24
behavior, 1, 4–5, 14–15, 229; and identity, 

45; and new media, 8; shaping, 172; 
and surveillance, 122

Bentham, Jeremy, 121
big data, 119–20
big government, 55–56
biometrics, 136
Black Lives Matter, 186–89, 191–92, 204–5, 218
blogs, 11, 91–93
body cameras, 127–28
Boston Marathon bombing, 136
bourgeoisie, 154–55

boycotts, 132
BP, 130, 132
Branch Davidians, 98
broadband, 63–64, 66, 73, 196
browsing data, 140
Buddhism, 96–97
bullying. See cyberbullying
bureaucratization, 110, 117

capitalism, 154–55, 156
Catholicism, 89, 91
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), 

114–15, 122, 135, 143
checking in, 139
Children’s March, 184–85, 189–90
choice, 13, 14
Christian Identity, 99
churches, 81, 82t, 87; online, 95–96
CIA. See Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
citizens, 190–92, 205, 207–8, 215, 234
civil liberties, 115, 140
civil rights, 123, 183–86
class, social, 154, 156–57
Clinton, Hillary, 11–12, 186, 187–88
colleges, 7, 12–13, 44, 165t; for-profit, 

72–73, 231
Columbine High School shooting, 27–30
communication, 25, 37–38, 38f, 70; 

electioneering, 208; hierarchical, 
202, 204; horizontal, 202, 204–5; 
parent-child, 32–34; and religion, 
89; structure of, 202–5, 218; and 
traditional media, 213

communism, 154
communities: building, 95–96; offline, 98; 

religious, 79, 81, 85, 95–100, 105, 232
competition, 50, 61, 73, 172

Index

Page numbers followed by f and t refer to figures and tables, respectively.
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conflict, 38–39, 227
conflict theory, 61–66, 73, 155; defined, 

50, 53
connection, 25–26, 36–37, 41, 44, 46; with 

new media, 93, 226–27; parent-child, 
32–34

consensus, 50, 54
contingent workers, 161–66, 169, 178
control, 160, 167, 169, 176, 178, 234; and 

communication, 205; loss of, 155–56, 
159–60, 164

cookies, 118
cooperation, 50, 54
corporate legitimacy, 130, 132, 134, 139, 

143; defined, 110
corporations, 118, 128–34, 143; and 

politics, 207–8, 228, 235
criminal justice system, 186, 187–88, 190
customer data, 118, 132–33
customers, 118, 129, 130, 132–34, 176–77, 

178
cyberbullying, 59–60, 60t

data mining, 133–35
Dataminr, 134, 135, 136, 143
dataveillance, 136
death, 94–95
Deepwater Horizon oil spill, 130, 132
Democratic Party, 185–86
demographics, 114
digital divide, 196, 228, 234–35
Disney, 136
distance, 38–39, 227
Doom, 28
Durkheim, Émile, 84–85, 105

economy: capitalist, 154; digital, 159–60, 
166–67; national, 162–63

ECPA. See Electronics Communication 
Privacy Act (ECPA)

education, 4, 229, 230t; as entertaining, 
53; for-profit, 72–73, 231; function 
of, 71; mass media effects on, 51–53; 

and poverty, 51; sexual, 54; and social 
stability, 59; spending on, 62; and 
success, 51; system, failing of, 51; 
technological, 53, 64, 65, 74; universal, 
54

educational programming, 52–53
Education Superhighway, 63–64
EFF. See Electronic Frontier Foundation 

(EFF)
efficiency, 172–73, 176, 177–78, 233–34
elected officials. See politicians
Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), 

140, 141t
Electronics Communication Privacy Act 

(ECPA), 129–30
Ello Manifesto, 7, 8
email, 152–53
end user license agreements (EULAs), 

140
entertainment, 51, 80–81
ethnic profiling, 120, 123
EULAs. See end user license agreements 

(EULAs) 
evangelists. See TV evangelists
expectations, 68–69, 74
extremism, 232, 235
extremists, 99–100, 103–4, 106; 

countering, 104

Facebook, 6–7, 12, 96
faculty, adjunct, 164–66, 169
family, 4, 27, 45–46, 227; defined, 21; 

educational role, 54
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), 

111–13, 138
First Amendment, 124, 129. See also 

freedom of religion; freedom of 
speech

flexicurity, 161, 163
format, 80–81
Fourth Amendment, 111, 129
frames, 208–10, 211, 218; defined, 183
Francis (pope), 89, 90–91
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freedom of religion, 99
freedom of speech, 101, 106, 139
freelancing, 168–69
friendships, 41–42, 42f, 226–27
front stage, 23–24
functionalism, 54–60, 63, 71, 85; defined, 

50, 53
functions, 54

games: educational, 53; as work model, 
171–72

gamification, 53
gaming, 41, 42f
gatekeepers, 210, 213, 215
gender, 22, 42
geo-demographics, 114
Ghostery, 124
Giddens, Anthony, 34–36
globalism, 34
Godcasts, 83, 83t
Goffman, Erving, 23–25, 45
Google, 134
Go Rando, 142
government: and education, 55–56, 62; 

and internet privacy, 142; and religion, 
99–100; suspicion of, 55–56. See also 
big government

grassroots groups, 201, 202, 205, 218, 
234

Great Recession, 162–63

Handy, 167–68
hate groups, 102, 106
hidden curriculum, 61
hiring, 151t, 151–52, 233
homeschooling, 56–59, 73
hypersurveillance, 121

identity, 21, 45; performance of, 23–24
imperialism, 113
individuality, 34
inequality: educational, 61–64; 

geographic, 95; income, 50, 61–62, 

65, 71, 73, 95, 119, 196, 199; racial, 
43–44, 62, 119; and resources, 157; 
technological, 71, 95, 196

In-Q-Tel, 135
institutions. See legal institutions; 

political institutions; social 
institutions

interactions: face-to-face, 32–33, 37, 70, 95, 
227; with legal institutions, 128; online, 
70, 95–96; student-teacher, 68–71, 74; 
symbolic, 50, 53, 66–71, 74

internet: access to, 63, 66, 196, 197f, 228, 
231; memorials, 94–95; in schools, 63

internet service providers (ISPs), 142
ISIS, 103
Islam, 101–2
ISPs. See internet service providers (ISPs)
“It Gets Better” project, 216

Jihad Watch, 101, 106
job satisfaction, 167, 168, 173
job security, 161, 163, 166
job seeking, 149–52, 150f, 233

Kennedy, John F., 185–86
Ku Klux Klan (KKK), 111–12

labor force, women in, 54–55, 55f
law, 4, 232–33; enforcing, 111–12; “living,” 

116, 142. See also criminal justice 
system

lawsuits, 124, 129–30, 132, 143, 153
learning: digital, 63–64; process, 65; 

styles, 69–70
legal actors, 116–18, 119–20, 142; defined, 

110
legal institutions, 111, 114, 142–43, 230t, 

232–33; and authority, 117–18; and big 
data, 119–20; defined, 110

Manson, Marilyn, 28–29
mapping, 122–23
“Mapping Muslims,” 122–23, 233
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Marx, Karl, 149, 154–55, 156, 178
massive open online courses (MOOCs), 

67, 229
mass media: and behavior, 22–23; and 

civil rights, 183–86; and frames, 
209–10; as profit-making, 5–8; and 
self, 21–22; as social institution, 5, 11; 
and socialization, 27, 34. See also new 
media; social media; traditional media

McDonaldization, 149, 176–77, 178
McDonald’s, 176, 233
means of production, 154
media. See mass media; new media; social 

media; traditional media
media logic, 79, 80–81
media snooping, 152
Microsoft, 129, 132–34
Mills, C. Wright, 236
misinformation, 102, 106
MomsRising, 215, 218
monitoring, 126, 143
MOOCs. See massive open online 

courses (MOOCs)
MoveOn, 203–4, 218
Muslims, 120, 122–23, 143

National Rifle Association (NRA), 195–96
National Right to Life Committee, 212–13
national security, 111, 113, 142
National Security Agency (NSA), 114–16, 

132, 233
net neutrality, 228
networks, 7, 44, 93; global, 34; social, 

193–94, 226
new media: access to, 74, 218; as alienating, 
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